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Summary.

After several years of cooperation between the Eindhoven University of Techology, The
Netherlands and the Institute of Technology "10 Nopember" Surabaya, Indonesia a new
3-year lasting cooperation project in the field of Telecommunication Education and
Telecommunication propagation research will start. At the same time Eindhoven
University of Technology and the International Telecommunications Satellite
Organisation (INTELSAT) have conducted a I-year measurement contract, concerning
concurrent beacon and radiometric measurements.

A system design study regarding the planning of a receiving ground station in Surabaya,
Indonesia has been performed. Several modifications and replenishments to the original
technical proposal to IntelSat [Dijk, et.al., 1988] have been discussed and recommended
for implementation. Most of the results of this system design study also are applicable to
the research programmes as will be conducted in the NUFFIC-project.

Regarding the (co-)polar beacon receiver a theoretical analysis has been conducted from
linkbudget calculations to predict the inDuence of thermal noise and beacon phase noise
upon the choice of PLL loopbandwidth and coherent in-phase amplitude measurement
error. During severe carrier attenuation events I-Q amplitude detection has to be
employed in order to minimize measurement error. Several options have been given from
which the employment of a digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme as developed by the
Dutch PTT is most favourable, provided either an oversampling scheme is employed or
the digital output port available at the I-Q scheme is presented to the data-acquisition
system. Schemes are presented intended for Co- and X-polar measurements as will be
conducted in the NUFFIC-project on a LOS-link between Surabaya and Madura as well
as an option at the IntelSat V-Surabaya downlink.

A theoretical treatment is given concerning the determination of the sensitivity and
measuring accuracy of the proposed Dicke-switched radiometer present at EUT, which
was currently unknown. In order to support theory ,a measuring setup has been designed
and implemented. Data analysis would be performed with the help of the software
package ASYSTANTtID, but actual measurements could not be conducted.

For additional measurement purposes raingauge--equipment and temperature measuring
equipment has been investigated. A tipping bucket raingauge of the company THIES does
meet the specifications IntelSat requires. Some market research is conducted concerning
the choice of temperature sensor to be used for measuring ambient temperature and a
recommendation is given.

Concerning the data-acquisition system it has been chosen to make use of the specialized
data-acquisition package ASYSTtm. Some specifications regarding sampling theory and
implementation have been elaborated. Two students employing their practical training are
implementing the data-acquisition system according to the requirements of INTELSAT.
Data storage format has been chosen such that an easy conversion can be made to the
forthcoming aPEX data-analysis software package. At the moment data-analysis will be
performed with the help of ASYSTtm.

For indicative purposes, the latest (1986) CCIR recommendation concerning the
prediction of cumulative rainfade statistics has been applied to the case of the
INTELSAT-V-Surabaya downlink. Regarding the requirement ofIntelSat to be able to
measure rainfade levels downto only -20dB relative to medium clear-sky level,
cumulative statistics downto only 0.08% of worst month can accurately be determined.
A qualitative discussion regarding the choice of a tropical drop-size distribution is made.
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1 Introduction.

1.1 A historical introduction: by E. Vaessen.

During the period of 1971-1982, EUTl and the department of EE. of the Institute of
Technology Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya (ITS) have been cooperating mainly in the field
of telecommunications engineering. This cooperation has resulted in the succesful
conclusion of two developing projects under the financial support of the NUFFIC2. In these
projects attention was paid to research and educational activities directed to upgrade part
of the infrastructure of ITS, as well as the promotion of contacts between ITS and other
institutions in Indonesia (e.g., PERUMTEL3) and abroad.

It was believed that the ini tiation of a (new) cooperation between EUT, ITS and
PERUMTEL could further update and strenghten the educational and research
capabilities of ITS, as well as the fact that the results of the extended research
programmes would be useful for PERUMTEL to solve much ofit's technical problems.
The financial support of NUFFIC and the technical assistance and experience of EUT,
would be (of course) indispensable. From 1985 to early 1987, contacts between EUT and
ITS have been initiated during which ITS has made to pursue the possibility of
cooperation by starting a new common research project with respect to the field of
(Tele)communication and microwave propagation. In aug. 1987, a plan of operations 4 has
been compiled in collaboration with an indonesian staff member, in which the entire
cooperation project is described.
The emphasis will be placed upon educational activities.(e.g. curriculum updating, library
updating, etc.) The proposed research activities will concern propagation measurement
programmes for an earth-satellite link (14/11 GHz) and a LOS-link to Madura. Both
links will be operated at a frequeny in the Ku-band since PERUMTEL is also interested
in this (for Indonesia rather) "new" frequency band.

In april 1988, IntelSat 5 published a request for proposal in which it asked to conduct a one
year propagation measurement programme at a site location near to the Western Pacific
Basin on an earth-IntelSatV satellite path. Data from this measurement programme
would be used for future planning of direct satellite broadcasting services with their newly
developed IntelSat-VII satellite in this region. Indonesia could be a candidate, since
firstly it lies in the Western Pacific Basin and secondly a measurement programme similar
to the one which has been asked by IntelSat would be conducted by EUT in close
collaboration with ITS during the course of the forementioned developing project.

lEindhoven University of Technology.

2Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Cooperation.

3Indonesian Telephone and Telegraph Company.

4EUT, Faculty of EE, Telecommunications Division, Radio Laboratory, and ITS,
"Plan of Operations 'EUT - ITS Telecommunications Project' ",
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, aug. 1987.

5International Telecommunications Satellite Organization.
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Because an international organization like IntelSat demands very high quality criteria to
be met during the measurement programme, it would be a challenge to ITS to be able to
conduct scientific research at the highest international level; not speeking of the enormous
impact this programme will have upon the scientificfeducationallevel of ITS. These
arguments initiated EUT to an immediate response to the request of IntelSat [Dijk, et. al.
1988], which resulted in a one-year contract between EUT and IntelSat for conduction of
the Intelsat-measurement pro~rammeat ITS. Further the IntelSat-measurement
programme can be "integrated' in the "research part" of the developing project.

1.2 Short description of part of the feasibility study as conducted by the working group
at EUT : by E. Vaessen.

From that time onwards a feasibility study is conducted by a working group at EUT with
emphasis regarding organisatorialftechnical planning of the IntelSatV-Surabaya satellite
downlink as well as organisational handling concerning the gain of the fiat of NUFFIC to
start with the developing project. This working group consists of staff members of the
faculty of EE. Telecommunications Division, Radio Laboratory, an employee of a bureau
of development cooperation at EUT and two graduate students working for their Msc.
EE. thesis. Main part of the work related to both projects as conducted by the two
students is stated in this report and can be divided mainly into 3 different parts:

Part 1:

Part 2:

Part 3:

Performance prediction modeling;

System design study;

Data-acquisition and analysis;

The emphasis will be placed upon the system design study as will be described in part 2 of
this report and data-acquisition analysis as described in part 3, since these are the most
important items which have to be studied during a (technical) feasibility study which fits
in both the IntelSat- and NUFFIC-projects.
The item as will be discussed in part 1 will concern modeling of cumulative rainfade
statistics based upon a recommendation of the CCIR and a short discussion of the
(generally unknown) drop-size distribution of tropical rainshowers. In the final part, some
organisational aspects will be considered related to both projects.

List of references.

Dijk, J. , et. aI.,
"Response to IntelSat Request for Proposal INTEL-770 dated 25 April 1988, Acquisition
of 11 GHz Satellite Beacon Data in the Western Pacific Basin",
Eindhoven, University of Technology, faculty of EE., Telecommunications Division,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, june 1988.
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2 Overview of the Organisational, Technical and Educational aspects of the
NUFFIC/INTELSAT projects. by E. Vaessen and R. Schaffels.

Abstract.

As a combination of a cooperation project between EUT (The Netherlands) and ITS
(Indonesia) and a measurement contract of EUT with INTELSAT, a NUFFIC/
INTELSAT project has been constructed.
This project consists of an educational part and a technical research part. For the
educational part a project planning has been set up. The technical part consists of both
propagation research on a 11 GHz satellite downlink as well as a 11 GHz Line--of-Sight
link measurement programme. Technical items and requirement as defined by contract
are presented.

2.1. Organisational Aspects. by R.F.J. Schaffels

As presented in the general introduction, the NUFFIC/INTELSAT project concerns two
projects:

1) I~TELSA T ~roject
2) NUFFIC proJect.

The objectives of these projects will be summarized below.

INTELSA T project.

As formulated by INTELSAT:

"The overall objective of this project is to allow INTELSA T to be able to predict
the likely propagation-induced rain attenuation levels, and their probabilities of
occurence, on 14/11 GHz links in the high rainfall rate regions of the western rim of
the Pacific Ocean Region with greater accuracy than at present by obtaining new
satellite-ta-ground beacon measurement data from new locations that lie in, or
close to the proposed Ku-band coverage regions of the INTELSAT VII satellite."

As specified by contract the following data have to be measured.

satellite beacon attenuation data
radiometrically derived path attenuation, by measuring the sky-noise
temperature along the path.

The INTELSAT project is a one year contract-research programme - on a commercial
basis - of the Eindhoven University of Technology, for the International
Telecommunications Satellite Organisation (INTELSAT).
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NUFFIC project.

The overall objective of the NUFFIC project is the following one:

"To assist the Department of Electrical Engineering, Institute of Technology
Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya (ITS) in its effort to achieve a higher level of
educational performance and research capability in the field of telecommunications."

The objective as given above, specially regards the following subjects:

"To improve the teaching capability and educational quality as well as the scientific
knowledge of ITS staff in telecommunication engineering."

"To advance the research capability and practical experience of Indonesian staff in
telecommunication engineering."

As already has been presented in chapter 1, the NUFFIC project is a cooperation project 
on an ideal basis - between ITS (Surabaya, Indonesia) and EUT (Eindhoven, The
Netherlands), the main part it concerns education. The technical part of the NUFFIC
project deals with research programmes:

A. Propagation research for satellite communication at 11/14 GHz.
B. Propagation research for line-<>f-sight (LOS) communication at 11 GHz.

Combination NUFFIC/INTELSAT projects

Because both projects are concerned with research of propagation in tropical climates, the
overall aim of this report is to rebuild the corresponding technical aspects of both projects
into one INTELSAT/NUFFIC project. In the next two paragraphs, respectively the
educational/organisational part and the technical/scientific part of the combined
NUFFIC /INTELSAT project will be treated.

2.2 Education and Organisation. by R.F.J. Schaffels

2.2.1. Aimed project-output.

For the partners involved in the Educational part of the NUFFIC/INTELSAT project as
described in chapter 1 and chapter 2.1, the aimed output will be presented below. The
output will be split-up into short-term output (~ 3 years) and long-term output (> 3
years).

ITS: Technology transfer and independance.

Cooperation between EUT staffmembers and students and ITS staffmembers and students
in a "high-tech" scientific research project, combined with technology and knowledge
transfer and supported with technical facilities will result in:

Short-term output:
- quality improvement of telecommunication education.
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- availability of modern technical facilities
- confrontation with international research partners
- Long-term output:
- stimulant for independent scientific research

Pef1l.mte1: Improving infrastnu:ture by improving knowledge.

The involvement of PERUMTEL employees with the described propagation research
projects will assist PERUMTEL in its current activities.
At short term this will result in updating of know-how and the availability of up-to-date
propagation data.
At long term an improved position in the competitive struggle with Japanese and Western
companies, as well as improved knowledge and experience for development and
exploitation of future telecommunication facilities will be achieved.

EUT: Telecommunication and Propagation research in tropical areas.

Thanks to the research project as described above, the Telecommunications Division of
EUT has the unique facility to study microwave propagation effects in tropical regions.
At short term, propagation data win become available together with in-situ test results of
the test set-up. At long term improvement or development of performance prediction
models will become possible.

Indonesia: Telecommunication and Future.

As a 'Middle-Income-Economy', Indonesia will be greatly benefited by development of
the telecommunications-infrastructure. This can be a long-term output of projects like
the educational part of the NUFFIC/INTELSAT project. Know-how transfer on a
non--eommercial basis will be the short-term output.

2.2.2. Education-project planning.

The educational part of the project comprises of the following items (Table 2.1):

Table 2.1: Educational Activities

r 1 Training of Indonesian teaching/research staff in the Netherlands ;
Development and improvement of lecture notes and course material in the subject I
of: - Microwavecommunications e.g. Antennas and Propagation

- Satellite Communications '
Principles of Telecommunications and Digital transmission-systems !

- Optical Fibre Communications I'

Digital Switching
2 Curriculum development by Dutch long term expert I
3 Lecturing and upgrading of the technical quality of the laboratories given by

Dutch long term expert. I
4 Guest lectures/short courses/seminars given by Dutch short term experts in 'I

Indonesia.
! 5 Progress evaluation and reporting.
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In order to ensure a proper execution of the eductional part of the INTELSAT/NUFFIC
project, planning activities have been carried out. In attachment 1 to this report a
schematic review concerning planning of activities of individual staffmembers is available.

To enable the execution of both eductional and technical research part of the project the
following supporting activities are planned. (Table 2.2)

Table 2.2: Supporting activities

1

1 Selection and supplying of literature
i 2 Preparation for the development of the telecommunications/ communication
i electronics workshop
3 Equipment and activities of the communication electronics workshop
4 Coaching and upgrading of the Indonesian personneel
5 Project evaluation and reporting

2.3 Technical Research Aspects. by E. Vaessen

The research activities will consist of the following items as stated in Table 2.3:

Table 2.3: Research Activities.

11. Preparatory system design study
12. Provision of research equipment
i 3. Installation of research equipment
14. Execution of research program
i5. Research fellowships
16. Program evaluation and reporting.

Analysing the technical research part in a more detailed way, the following measurements
have to be carried out.

1. Satellite 11 GHz downlink propa&ation research.
- Copolar Beacon receiver measurements
- Radiometric measurements
- Meteorological measurements

2. 11 GHz Line-of-Si&ht link propa&ation research.
- 11 GHz experimental LOS-link between Surabaya and Madura.

In the next two paragraphs these two measurement items will be elaborated.

2.3.1. Satellite 11 GHz downlink propagation research.

By INTELSAT, the following requirements regarding the 11 GHz
INTELSAT-V - Surabaya have been set:
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General
Measurements
Site

Radiometer
type
Frequency
Antenna
IF-bandwidth
Noise figure
Integration time
Measurement range
Calibration
Total error
temp.range RF
temp.range IF

Beacon receiver
front end

frequency
P olarization
Antenna Diam.
G/T

IF receiver
dynamic range
loop bandwidth
output bandw.
gain stab.
op.dyn.range

Raingauge
type
rainfall amount

per tip
linear range
usable range

Data-acquisisition
Beacon
Radiometer
remaining devices
status information
raintip

(from raingauge)
sampling

sample trigger

Beacon and Radiometrically simultaneously
Western Pacific Ocean rim

Dicke-swi tched
11 -12 GHz
1.8 - 2.5 m.
50 - 200 MHz
< 6 dB
1 - 5 s.
0-400 K
Hot load/cold load with :t: 1.0 K repeatability
4.0 K at 2 s. integration time
-25 to +500 C
+15 to +250 C.

11.198 or 11.452 GHz
RHCP (Right Hand Circular Polarized)
1.8 < I) <3.6 Tn.

~ 20 dB7K

Copol
~ 35 dB
100 Hz
>5 Hz
±0.2 dB/24 h
> 22 dB

tipping bucket raingauge

0.01 inch
3 - 90 mm/h
1 - 150 mm/h

12 bit
10 bit
8 bit
1 bit/item

1 bit.
adaptive: medium samplerate: 2 s minimum

slow samplerate: 10 minutes
Sampling may be faster than this and then smoothing applied
(by software or hardware techniques) to the data to be stored.
Medium IF [[beacon attenuation> 1.5 dB OR TSk.),: > 80 K]

AND [atten.change > 0.2 dB/10 s] OR lTchange >
10 K/10 s]]

Slow All other times.



Support equipment
power supply
climatization

temperature
rel.humidity

battery backed

18 - 220 C
50 - 85 %.
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The main part of this report will be dedicated to the design and development of the
satellite-groundstation for satellite propagation research programme.

2.3.2. 11 GHz Line-{)f;ight link propagation research. by E. Vaessen

In the "research part" of the developing project between EUT and ITS, besides an
earth-satellite link, a 11 GHz LOS-link will be operated between Surabaya and Madura.
Main goal of this part is to study fading statistics which are likely to occur. A similar
LOS-link operating at a frequency in the 4/6 GHz band has already been studied in a
former cooperation project [Dijk, et.al., 1983], but little is known about the statistical
behaviour of such a link operating at a Ku-band frequency. This is because frequency
scaling procedures cannot be applied to the results derived in the forementioned previous
project without making significant errors.

Carrier frequency of this link to be transmitted will be chosen to be the same as the local
oscillator frequency (11.325 GHz) to be used in the earth-satellite station, because of
three main reasons:

1) RF components are already available from the earth-satellite link;

2) In the past, ITS didn't have the opportunity to investigate a LOS-link
operating at such a high frequency, since in former projects a link in the 4/6
GHz band has been employed;

3) The Indonesian Telephone and Telegraph company (PERUMTEL) is
interested in a LOS-link operating at a frequency lying in the Ku-band.

During the feasibility study no explicit attention will be paid to the 11 GHz LOS-link
propagation measurement project.
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Schematic review concerning planning of activities
of individual staffmembers.

Activities/Timeschedule Dutch Staffmembers.

] Table 2 and
pp.18 .. "Plan of

I

Symbols:
. 1 month
- period shorter than 1 month
IND Indonesia
NL The Netherlands
E.. Educational activities
R.. Research activities
S.. Support activities

i'd
I,

Operations" II
I:

( I ND) •••....•••••••.••••••••••••..•.•••.•
Local representative/resident consultant during
the entire project for coordination, administrati
on and technical aspects.
Improvement of the curriculum (including courses
materials), lecturing, improvements of practical
training.
E2, E3 R6 S5

1.1
Year of
quarter
planning
activity

tasks

Long Term expert.
project1 2

1 2 3 412 3 4
3
1 2 3 4

Year of project1 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning (IND) .
activi ty Assisting the preparation and construction of an

experimental microwave-link, preparations for the
development of a Telecommunications/Communications
workshop, including literature.

tasks E3 R1, R2 S2

Year of project1 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning (IND) •••••...••••
activity Supervision and assistance in the installation and

measurement of microwave propagation.
Assistance in developing and equipping of a
Telecommunications/Communications workshop.

tasks E3 R3 S2

Supervision and assistance during
data-processing. Executing the
ons/Communications workshop.
E3 R3 S3,S4

Year of project1
quarter 1
planning (IND)
activity

tasks

2 3 4
2
1 2 3 4

3
1 2 3 4

measurements and
Telecommunicati-
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Dutch Staffmembers.

Assistance during lectures, presenting short
lectures in the field of Principle Telecommunica
tions en Digital Transmission systems. Both
counterparts are responsible for the development
and planning of the curriculum concerning above
mentioned disciplines.
E4

1. 2.1

Year of
quarter
planning
activity

tasks

Short Term expert 1.

(Cooperating with
Suharto)

projectl 2
1 2 3 4 1

( IND)

(ir. A. Verlijsdonk and/or ir.
Ekkelenkamp)
ir. M. Aries Purnomo and ir. Hang

3
2341234

Short Term expert 2.

Assistance during lectures, presenting short
lectures in the field of Fiber Communications.
Both counterparts are responsible for the
development and planning of the curriculum
concerning above mentioned discipline.
E4

1. 2.2

Year of
quarter
planning
activity

tasks

(Cooperating with
projectl 2

1 2 341
( IND)

(Lecturer of EUT Telecommunications
division./Lecturer PTT Dr. Neher
Laboratories/Lecturer Philips
Natlab./Lecturer AT&T and Philips
Telecommunications)

dr.ir. Agus Mulyanto)
3

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. 2.3

Year of
quarter
planning
activity

tasks

1. 2.4

Year of
quarter
planning
activity

tasks

Short Term expert 3. (Prof. dr. ire G. Brussaard)
(Cooperating with: ire Adi Suryanto)

projectl 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 412 3 4

( IND)
Assistance during lectures, presenting short
lectures in the field of Satellite Communications.
Both counterparts are responsible for the
development and planning of the curriculum
concerning above mentioned discipline.
E4

Short Term expert 4. (ir. A. Mawira en/of ire J. Dij k)
(Cooperating with: ire M. Aries Purnomo/ ire Hang
Suharto M. Sc. )

projectl 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(IND)
Assistance during lectures, presenting short
lectures in the field of Antennas & Propagati
on/Microwave Communications. Both counterparts are
responsible for the development and planning of
the curriculum concerning above mentioned
disciplines.
E4
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(Cooperating
projectl

1 2

1. 2.5

Year of
quarter
planning
activity

tasks

~S~h~o~r~t~_T~e~r~m~~e~x~p~e==r~t__~5~. (Lecturer EUT Digital Syste~s

Division)
with: ire Susytyo Adiwibowo/ ire Soetikno)

2 3
3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(IND)
Assistance during lectures, presenting short
lectures in the field of Digital switching. Both
counterparts are responsible for the development
and planning of the curriculum concerning above
mentioned discipline.
E4

== ..•••••.••••••=••.•••••••••••••••• ==

General project responsible/leader. Consultancy
concerning the execution of the entire plan of
operations and conductance regarding project
execution and management organisation schemes
especially related to technical aspects, respecti
vely. Visits to Indonesia are working/progress
visits in nature.
E1,E5 R1,R2,R4,R6 S4,S5

in NL
IND -

Proj ect Responsible/Proj ect Leader (P r 0 f . i r. J . A .
Schot/ir.J.Dijk)

project1 2 3
123 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. 2.6

Year of
quarter
planning
planning
activity

tasks

1. 2.7 Dutch Local Experts (Librarian ire I.V. Bruza, EDT
graduate students (W.T.E. Vaessen,
R.F.J. Schaffels), EUT students
employing their practical training)

Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning in NL .
activity supporting Research activities and preparation.

Furnishing literature and equipment.
tasks El R1,R2,R6 S1

Dutch Technicians (4) (ing. A. van der Vorst,
L.J.M. Wijdemans,
ing. K.G. Holleboom,
announced)

To be

Installation of microwave antenna and equipment,
installation of transceiving equipment, testing
and data acquisition/analysis, respectively.

R3,R4,R6

Year of project1
quarter 1
planning IND
activity

tasks

2 3 4
2
1 2 3... 4

3
1 2 3 4
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Dutch Technical Assistants (2) (To be announced).

To assist during equipment
and measurements, helping in
lysis, resp. supporting and
during courses for practical

R3,R4

installation/testing
data acquisition/ana
coaching of students
training.

Year of
quarter
planning
activity

tasks

projectl
1 2 3 4

IND

2
1 2 3 4

3
1 2 3 4

Activities/Timeschedule Indonesian Staffmembers.

] Table 2 and
pp.18 ... "Plan of operations"

?

IND
NL
E ••
R••
S ..

Symbols:
1 month
possible extension
period shorter than 1 month
Indonesia
The Netherlands
Educational activities
Research activities
Support activities

~ Indonesian Staffmembers.

~ Teaching/Research Staff Member 1. (ir. M.Aries Purnomo/
ire Hang Suharto M.Sc.)

(Cooperating with: Short Term expert4: ir.Mawira/ir.Dijk)
Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning (IND) .................•............
planning (NL) ••• ???
activity Development and improvement of course-materials,

including training in The Netherlands. Cooperating
with the Dutch Short Term Experts. College
SUbject: Microwave communications incl. Antennas &
Propagation. Support of research activities. Both
counterparts will be responsible for the develop
ment and planning of the curriculum concerning
the above mentioned discipline.

tasks E4 R3,R4

~ Teaching/Research Staff Member 2. (ir. Adi suryanto)
(cooperating with Short Term expert3:
prof.dr.ir.G. Brussaard)

Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning (IND) . ....•....................
planning (NL) ••• ???
activi ty Development and improvement of course-materials,

including training in The Netherlands. Cooperating
with the Dutch Short Term Experts. College
SUbject: Satellite Communications. Support of
research activities. Both counterparts will be
responsible for the development and planning of
the curriculum concerning the above mentioned
discipline. Cooperating with the Dutch Short Term
Experts.

tasks E4 R3,R4
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432
3
143

(ir. Hang Suharto,M.Sc.
/ir. M. Aries Purnomo)

Term expert 1: ir. A. Verlijsdonk

2

Development and improvement of course-materials,
including training in The Netherlands. Cooperating
with the Dutch Short Term Experts. College
subject: Principles of Telecommunications and
Digital Transmission Systems. Support of research
activities. Both counterparts will be responsible
for the development and planning of the curriculum
concerning the above mentioned discipline.
E4 R3,R4

Teaching/Research Staff Member 3.

(Cooperating with Short
and/or ir. Ekkelenkamp)

Year of project1 2
quarter 1 2 3 4 1
planning (IND) ••••••••••
planning (NL) ••• ???
activity

tasks

R3,R4

Development and improvement of course-materials,
including training in The Netherlands. Cooperating
with the Dutch Short Term Experts. College
subject: optical Fiber Communications. Support of
research activities. Both counterparts will be
responsible for the development and planning of
the curriculum concerning the above mentioned
discipline.
E4

~ Teaching/Research Staff Member 4. (dr.ir. Agus Mulyanto)
(Cooperating with Short Term expert2: Lecturer of EDT
Telecommunications Division/Lecturer Dutch PTT/Lecturer
Philips/Lecturer APT)

Year of project1 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning (IND) .•......••.•••.•.•.
planning (NL) .•. ???
activity

tasks

432

(ir. Susytyo Adiwibowo
/ir. Soetikno)

Term expert5: lecturer EDT Division

Development and improvement of course-materials,
including training in The Netherlands. Cooperating
with the Dutch Short Term Experts. College
sUbj ect: Digital switching. Support of research
activities. Both counterparts will be responsible
for the development and planning of the curriculum
concerning the above mentioned discipline.
E4 R3,R4

Teaching/Research Staff Member 5.

(Cooperating with Short
of Digital Systems)

Year of project1 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1
planning (INC) .•............••.......•.
planning (NL) ••• ???
activity

tasks
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Leader. (ir. Adi Suryanto
The working visits will be
as an Indonesian Teaching/Re-

~ Project Responsible/Project
/dr.ir.Agus MUlyanto M.Sc.
combined with trainingvisits
search Staff Member.)

Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning (IND) -:s- -:=- .......•.. -s-.
planning (NL) = - -
activity Responsible for the smooth execution of the entire

cooperation project activities on Indonesian side
resp. lead the execution of the project, coordina
tion and organisation of the management of the
project on Indonesian side.
E5 R6 S5tasks

~ Project Adviser. (prof. Oedjoe Djoeriaman M.Sc.; Ph.D.)
Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning IND· .
activity Guidance and advice for the entire cooperation

project.
tasks E5 R6 S5

~ Project Supervisor. (ir. syariffudin M., M.Eng.)
Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning IND· .
activity Supervision and support from I.T.S.

duration of the whole project.
tasks E5 R6 S5

for the

~ Local Indonesian Teaching/Research Staff Members.
(5 persons)

Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning IND· .
activity Assistance during lectures, presenting

lectures in cooperation with Dutch Short
experts. Support of the Research activities.

tasks E4 R4

short
Term

Support of the research-activities in the field of
microwave propagation-measurements resp. data
acquisition during microwave propagation measure
ments, after a practical training.

R3,R4,R5

~ Indonesian
Year of projectl
quarter 1
planning in NL
activity

tasks

Students/Fellows. (2 persons)
2 3

234 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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~ Perumtel Research Staff Members. (5 persons).
Year of projectl 2 3
quarter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
planning IND .
activity Support (After a training) of the research

activities in the field of microwave propagation
measurements resp. data acquisition during
microwave propagation measurements.

tasks E3,E4 R3,R4,R5
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Table 1: Scheme of Cooperation between Indonesian- and Dutch
Staffmembers.

Mawira Brussaard Verlijsdonk Lecturer Lecturer
Dijk Ekkelenkamp Philips TUE

1 2 3 4 5

Purnomo X X

Suharto X X

Soetikno X

Suryanto X
,

MUlyanto X

Adiwibowo X
I

Planned lectures:

1. Microwavecommunications e.g. Antennas and Propagation
2. Satellitecommunications
3. principles of Telecommunications and Digital transmission

systems
4. optical Fibre Communications
5. Digital switching

Table 2: Summary of defined tasks.

Educational Activities
E1. Training of Indonesian teaching/research staff in the

Netherlands.
E2. curriculum development by Dutch long term expert.
E3. Lecturing and upgrading of the technical quality of the

laboratories given by Dutch long term expert.
E4. Guest lectures/short courses,seminars given by Dutch short

term experts in Indonesia.
E5. Progress evaluation and reporting.

Research Activities.
R1. Preparatory system design study.
R2. Provision of research equipment.
R3. Installation of research equipment.
R4. Execution of research program.
R5. Research fellowships.
R6. Progress evaluation and reporting.

Supporting Activities.
Sl. Selection and supplying of literature.
S2. preparation for the development of the telecommunica

tions/communication electronics workshop.
S3. Equipment and activi ties of the communication electronics

workshop.
S4. Coaching and upgrading of the Indonesian personnel.
S5. Project evaluation and reporting.
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Appendix A-3 Latest CCIR-model (1986).
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3 Discussion regarding modeling of rainfade cumulative statistics in monsoon tropical
climate regions. 1

Vaessen, W. T.E.

3.0 Abstract.

In order to be able to predict long-term cumulative statistics of propagation induced rain
attenuation levels on a slant earth-satellite path located in the monsoon tropical climate
region of Indonesia, detailed knowledge about the microstructure of heavy tropical
rainshowers (e.g. drop-shape, drop-size distribution) is indispensable. Unfortunately,
only a very limited number of data is available in literature which is directly applicable
for a monsoon tropical climate region such as Indonesia, since these data are mainly
gathered during measurement programmes in African- (Congo and Nigeria) and South
American countries (Brazil). However, the application of these data (mainly concerning
drop-size distribution and drop shape) to a site location in Indonesia would probably
give a more realistic prernctioD model than that which is based upon report 564-3 as has
been recommended by the CCIR.

For indicative purposes, the latest recommendation of the CCIR stated in report 564-3
has been applied to the case of the INTELSATV-Surabaya downlink. Regarding the
requirement of INTELSAT concerning the minimum operational dynamic range of only 20
dB for Co-polar measurements and the results from the CCIR recommendation,
cumulative statistics downto only 0.08% of average annual time can be accurately
determined. Noting that a certain minimum quality criterion for telephony services must
be met during 0.01 % of average annual time, operational dynamic range must be about 43
dB 0) in order to determine cumulative statistics in Indonesia.

3.1 Introduction.

The primary impairment to be measured within the INTELSAT-project will be rain
attenuation levels, since tropospheric scintillation effects will be negligibly small due to
the use of a relatively high elevation angle in excess of 10 degrees. Main objective of the
project is to allow INTELSA T to be able to predict likely propagation induced rain
attenuation levels and their probability of occurrence (cumulative rainfade statistics) on
14/11 GHz satellite links situated in the Western rim of the Pacific Ocean Region. (e.g.
Indonesia) A great number of radiometer data gathered in the same region during the
course of former INTELSAT-projects are available but in general are not representative
under tropical- and sub tropical conditions due to the limited dynamic range of a
radiometer system (10 dB upper limit), unless an (expensive) site diversity configuration
is employed. [INTELSAT, 1988]

lEindhoven, University of Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Telecommunications Division.
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
April 7, 1989.
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Further, a radiometer system measures rain attenuation levels indirectly and since the
value of the effective medium temperature assumed is critical in deducing the attenuation
from the sky-noise measurement data, a concurrent radiometer/satellite beacon receiver
experiment would be ideal in identifying the correct effective medium temperature to be
used, provided they will be operated at approximately the same frequency. (Radiometer:
11.316 GHz, beacon receiver 11.198 or 11.452 GHz).
Also the variation of effective medium temperature from season-to-season and from
site-to-site is unknown in sub-tropical and tropical regions. [INTELSAT, 1988, p. ii]

Regarding rainstatistics in sub-tropical/tropical regions, only published data of
measurement projects conducted in Africa (Congo and Nigeria) and south America
(Brazil) are available. A study of the available literature showed very little data gathered
at a site located in the monsoon tropical climate region of Indonesia. This region does
have it's own characteristic rainfall statistics, appreciately differing not only from
season-to-season (wet & dry monsoon) but also strongly differing from site-to-site. E.g.
rainfall statistics at a site located in Surabaya differs appreciately from those in Djakarta.
rDijk. et. al. 1983]
So the INTELSAT-project can serve to fill this gap of data only partially.

However, to be able to make an indicative prediction of the long term propagation
induced cumulative rainfade statistics, the latest (1986) recommendation of the CCIR
which has been stated in report 564-3 will be applied to the INTELSATV-Surabaya
downlink.

Different drop-size distributions are reported in literature which are applicable to model
attenuation caused by (heavy) tropical rainshowers, which all are extracted from
measurement programmes as have been conducted mainly in Africa and Brazil. They will
be mentioned in the text and worthwile further detailed study.

Also, the CCIR stretched that further propagation measurements conducted in tropical
and monsoon-tropical climates are urgently needed. They decided to employ a special
working group involved with the initiation of measurement programmes in tropical
regions and studying phenomena which are likely to occur in such regions.

3.2 Application of latest CCIR recommendation to the INTELSATV-Surabaya
downlink.

The calculation of the long-term cumulative statistics of the slant-path rain attenuation
of the worst month at a given location consists of the execution of 8 consecutive steps. As
input parameters are required:
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Ro.ol [mm/hr]

hs [km]

~ [deg.]

l{) [deg.]

f[GHz]

Point rainfall rate for the location for 0.01 %of an average year

Height above mean sea level of the earth station

Elevation angle

Latitude of the earth station

Frequency

During the last step, the results can be extrapolated to other time percentages which must
lie in the interval <0.001 %-1 %>. For discussion of the various steps see appendix A-2.

In table 3.1 the input parameter values with regard to the site location in Surabaya are
summarized.

Table 3.1"lnput parameter values for INTELSATV-Surabaya downlink" [Dijk et.al.,
1988]

Ro.ol hs

I

~

fa] I
f Polarization I

[mm/hr] [km] [0] [Hz] I

147 15.10-3
I

14.12 7.25 11.452 RHCP

The complete CCIR-model as stated in A-3 has been implemented in a LOTUStm
spreadsheet by P Thomson (BTl) and distributed under the name "Rainstar". It has been
especially designed to be used during a post-graduate course in Antenna's and
Propagation organized by the lEE.

The result of the calculations is stated in figure 3.1 below.
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Percentage time (year) Ord exceeded
o CCIR 564-.3

Fig. 3.1: IIPrediction of cumulative rainfade statistics as can be applied to the
INTELSATV-Surabaya downlink based upon the latest CCIR
recommendation overestimated by one third"

A few radiometric measurements available for latitudes below 20 0 (as will be the case for
the site location in Surabaya) indicated that, as a preliminary measure, the values of the
propagation induced attenuation levels predicted in this latitude range should, on average,
be reduced by one third. [CCIR, Rep. 564-3, 1986] Note that those few radiometric
measurements the CCIR is speaking of are not likely -a priori- to stem from a site
location situated in a tropical region. Also because in a tropical rainshower average
drop-size will be greater than the average drop-size employed in the CCIR model
(Marshall-Palmer distribution). The reduction factor recommended by the CCIR (1/ 3)
should therefore be chosen smaller for data applicable to a tropical environment.

During the execution of the first step, where the equivalent rain height hr (0 0 isotherm of
liquid precipitation) is calculated from the latitude cp of the earth-station, a considerable
deviation from the real value may be expected if the important rainy season (in Indonesia:
wet monsoon) is very different from the summer season. This exactly is the case for a
monsoon tropical climate region like Indonesia.

As can be seen in A-3, the CCIR assumes an equivalent rain height of approximately L
km. However, [Ajayi and Kolawole, 1984] stretched from the results of three different
expressions for the equivalent rain height that a rain height of 3 km is a reasonable
assumption for estimating earth-space rainfall attenuation at a tropical station at
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Nigeria. This would mean that attenuation levels are diminished roughly by a factor of
25% , relative to the levels as has been calculated with the help of the CCIR model. This
reduction factor closely resembles the factor as has been recommended by the CCIR for
site locations having a small latitude.

3.3 Discussion regarding modeling of rainstatistics in monsoon tropical climate regions.

In order to be able to model propagation induced rain attenuation levels on a slant
earth-satellite path, micro- as well as macrostructure of (tropical) rainshowers has to be
known. Macrostructure can be related to the spatial dimension of the shower, whereas
microstructure has to be related to the statistical characteristics of the raindrops from
which it is built up. As is generally known, a heavy rainshower does have a typical
cylindrical structure and is strictly limited in spatial dimensions (macrostructure)
depending upon it's intensity. [Bune. et. al. 1988] It's microstructure can be modeled by
means of the items summarized in table 3.2.

Table 3.2:"Items which describe the microstructure of a rainshower"

(CCIR)
(tropical)

I Gamma
I Joss "Thunderstorm"

I Terminal velocity: I Gunn/Kinzer

,
Drop shape: I Pruppacher /Pitter
__________I__o_b_la_t_e_s_p_h_er_O_id_al _

I Drop eccentricity: I Evans

I Drop-size distribution: I Exponential
Laws & Parsons

I
Marshall & Palmer

h
~ Moupfouma and Tiffon

Weibull

Log-Normal
(tropical)Ajayi & Olson

I
! Power law1

Best (light drizzle)

Canting angle distribution: Gaussian: mean & variance depending upon
wind velocity/direction

Drop temperature: (293 K)

The most widely used and recommended raindrop-size distributions are the exponential
distributions according to Laws&Parsons (relatively more smaller drops) and
Marshal&Palmer (relatively more drops wit larger diameters). Both overestimate the
number of small drops and underestimate the larger ones when they are applied to a
tropical rainshower. [Moupfouma and Tiffon, nov. 1982] The L&P distribution can
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adequately be applied to widespread rainshowers and drizzle and closely resembles the
more widely used M&P distribution. Another distribution, called the Joss "thunderstorm"
distribution, reveals a systematic underestimation in derived nominal rainfall intensities,
whereas the M&P distribution reveales an overestimation in rainfall rate intensities for
rainrates exeeding 100 mm/hI. This makes conventional raindrop-size distributions
unsuitable for characterization of severe rainfall conditions in trofiCal and subtropical
regions. This statement is stretched in [Ajayi, et.al., 1987, p. 187 which states that over a
wide frequency range (1-1000 GHz), the Laws & Parsons distribution is inadequate for
tropical rainfall.

Because of a serious lack of concurrent data, drop-size distribution for a tropical
rainshower is generally unknown. A "new" raindrop-size distribution suitable for the
severe rainfall of the equatorial and tropical climates of Africa (climate region P according
to the classification of the CCIR) has been proposed by [Moupfouma and Tiffon, nov.
1982] This distribution is determined from measured data at a frequency of 13 GHz at a
site in Congo. Ajayi and Olson have recently (1985) proposed a "tropical" log-normal
raindrop-size distribution based upon the result of numerous data collected in Nigeria,
which is applicable for rainfall rates lying in the interval 0.25 mm/hr .. 150 mm/hi.
For very high frequencies upto 312.5 GHz and the case of relatively small average
raindrop-sizes, a distribution according to Weibull has been used to predict rainfall
attenuation in European regions. [Sekine, 1988]

According to [Moupfouma and Tiffon, nov. 1982], the following exponential raindrop-size
distribution is applicable for equatorial and tropical climates:

n(a) = 0.052·e-pa [cm-4],

p = 70.4.R-O. 23 [cm-1],

where:

n(a) = Number of drops per unit volume and per unit diameter interval
a = Equivolumetric radius of the oblate spheroidal drop
R = Rainfall rate intensity [mm/hr]

(3.1 )

The more recently proposed lognormal tropical raindrop-size distribution developed by
Ajayi and Olson [Ajayi, et. al. , 1987, p. 179] is determined by the relationship:

(3.2)

where:

N(D) = Number of drops per unit volume per unit diameter interval
D = Drop-size
j.J. = Statistical mean value of InD
q = rms deviation of InD
Nt = Total number of all drop-sizes, normalizing constant.
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Ajayi and Olsen did calculate the mean and variance according to :

J.L = -0.195 + 0.199 In(R),

(J2 = 0.137 - 0.013 In(R)

where:

R = rainfall rate [mm/hr] E <0.25 .. 150>

(3.3a )

(3.3b)

With the help of em scattering/diffraction theory the average specific attenuation
[dB/km] of a widespread rainshower can in principle be calculated with the help of the
items summarized in table 3.2 and a tropical rainshower drop-size distribution which has
been outlined in the text, but is beyond the scope of the current context. The item which
had to be stretched is that little is known about drop-size distribution in a tropical
rainshower and that most published data have been gathered at different site locations
mainly in African countries.

3.4 Conclusions.

In order to be able to predict long-term cumulative statistics of propagation induced rain
attenuation levels on a slant earth-satellite path located in the monsoon tropical climate
region of Indonesia, detailed knowledge about the microstructure of heavy tropical
rainshowers (e.g. drop-shape, drop-size distribution) is indispensable. Unfortunately,
only a very limited number of data is available in literature which is directly applicable
for a monsoon tropical climate region such as Indonesia, since these data are mainly
gathered during measurement programmes in African- (Congo and Nigeria) and South
American countries (Brazil). From those measurement programmes two "new" tropical
rainshower drop-size distributions have been extracted and recently reported. The most
recent one does have a log-normal distribution and is applicable for a tropical rainshower
for rainfall intensities in the range 0.25 [mm/hr] .. 150 [mm/hr]. The somewhat "older"
one does have an exponential size distribution.

However, the application of these data (mainly concerning drop--5ize distribution and
drop shape) to a site location in Indonesia would probably give a more realistic prediction
model than that which is based upon report 564-3 as has been recommended by the
CCIR. A quantitative comparison is beyond the scope of this text and should be a
primary goal of the measurement programme in Surabaya, Indonesia.

For indicative purposes, the latest recommendation of the CCIR stated in report 564-3
has been applied to the case of the INTELSATV-Surabaya downlink. The calculated
results
must be reduced by one third for site locations having a low latitude angle, sauch as in
Surabaya. This could be due to the fact that the CCIR model assumes an equivalent rain
height of approximately 4 km depending somewhat upon latitude angle, wheras in
literature 3 km would be most applicable for a tropical region like Nigeria.

Regarding the requirement of INTELSAT concerning the minimum operational dynamic
range of only 20 dB for Co-polar measurements and statistics downto 0.001 %of average



worst month and the results from the CCIR recommendation, cumulative statistics
downto only 0.08% of average annual time can be accurately determined. Noting that a
certain minimum quality criterion for telephony services must be met during 0.01 % of
average annual time, operational dynamic range must be about 43 dB (!) in order to
determine cumulative statistics downto 0.01%of annual time in Indonesia.
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Appendix A-3 Latest CCIR-model (1986).

"

To calculate the long·tem statlS:ICS or the slant-path rain atten~ation at a given loatioll,~
rollowing parameters arc required [Fedi, 1981J:

Rool : point rainraJl rate ror the location ror 0.01 % or an average year (mmlh),

II, : height above mean sea level or the earth station (km), ..
elevation angle,9 :

cp : latitude or the earth station (degrees),

f: rrequency (GHz).

The proposed method consisu or the ro"o~'ing steps 1 to 7 to predict the attenuation exceeded (or'
0.01 ~o or the time, and step 8 ror other time percentages.

Sltp J: The rain height. 1I~ is calculated rrom the latitude or the station cp

1
"·0

h~ (km) -
. ".0 - 0.075 (cp - 36)

o < cp < 36·

A considerable deviation rrom the above value may be expected ir the important rainy suson is
very dirrerent rrom the summer season.

~1'P j: For e > S· the slant-path length, 1... below the rain height is obtained rrom:

1.. - ("~ - h,) km
sin e

For e < S· a more aCC\Jrate rOmlula should be used:

1..-
( sin' e + 2(h~ - h,) ) 112 • e+ sIn

II..

km

Sltp J: The borizontal projection. Le, or the slant-path length is round from (sec Fi•. 1):

Le - 1.. cos e km
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ttl '------,J;..~----~----------_4---..z..----....1

FIGVRE 1 - SclltfMri, prClt"l#rio" 01#" F.IlrtA·~ccp~tA ~M"lIAtPG,#mtten
10 bt iflpllt iIIto tAt 6ttt"Wn'.,,, p'edi,n'o" p'Ot:tn

A: Ftonn prccipiatioD
B: Rain hrilht
C: Liquid prccipiution
D: wth'spaer ~Ih

Sttp 4: The reduction factor, '0.010 (or 0.01'1, of the time ~n be ~lcuJated (rom:

'0.0' - 1 + 0.045 Lt;

Sttp 5: Obtain the rain intensity, Rc.Oh eu:ceded for D.OI%.of.An nerale year (with an inte&ration time of
1~1.JI.JlllLinrormationcannot be obtained (rom local data sources, an eSlimate ~n be obtained (rom
the maps of rain climates given in t ~.2 o( Repon 563.

~tt~Oblain the specific attenuation, r,. usina the (requency-dependent coefficients given in Table 1 of
Repon 721 and the rainfall rate, Ro.Oh determined (rom step 5, by usina:

dBlkm

~I~f-!.= The attenuation uceeded (or 0.01% o( an average year may then be obtained (rom:

A D.OI - Y" 1.. 'o.ot dB

$~ The attenuation to be exceeded (or other percentages o( an averale year, in the range O.OOI~ 10
1.0%, may be estimated from the attenuation to be uceeded (or 0.01 % for an avcra,e year by using:

~ _ 0.12 P- (0J.44 • ODolJ lot ,l

AUI

Thil interpolation formula has been detennined 10 live faetotl o( 0.12, 0.31, , and 2.1~ (or ,"
0,1'/0,0.01'/, and 0.001"- respectively.
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StaSO'la/ l'aria1iOflS - ...·ors1 month

System planning often requires the illenuation yalue, exceeded for the time of thepercentage p.
~worst month-, (see Repon 723),

From the follo ..... ing approximate relation, tbe corresponding annual timeobtained: percentage, p, may be

I P - 0.3 P. 1.1' ('Ie)
II

The attenuation exceeded for this annual time percentale, p, calculated using the method·
may then be taken as the attenuation yalue exceeded for p. per cent of the worst month.

~easurements obtained in I variety of climates indicate thlt the ratio of Iyerage yearly worst
month tIme percentage to average yearly time percentage, depends some~'hlt on the climate (see § 5 of
Repon 723). . --./'- -~

W'hen the above prediction method was tested using the procedure ~t out in § 8 of Repon 721, the
results diITered between high and 10\/0' latitudes. For latitudes above 30·, the prediction ""as found to be in
agreement with available measurement dltl It the 0.01% point to ",ithin 10% \/o'ith a standard de\'iltion of
30% .....hen used \/o'ith simultaneous rain rate measurements.

Between latitudes of 30· Ind 20· the prediction method tended progressively to o\'er-estimate
attenuation as the latitude became smaller. The few radiometric measurements Iyailable for latitudes below
20. ICC! R, 1982· I986aJ indicated that, as a preliminary measure, the yalues of A, predicted in this latitude
r!nge should, on average, be reduced by one-third.
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"Climate zone regions characteristic for Indonesia. 1I
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"Rainfall contours (Rooo1) for 0.01 %of time for the Indonesian region"
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"Corresponding Rainfall rate intensities exceeded for a certain annual time percentage"

TABLE 1- Ra'"chmallc:oMs
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"Regression coefficients for frequency scaling purposes"

TABLE 1

CCIR regression coefficients for 20 deg Celsius

GHz kH kV aH aV

3 0.0004 0.0003 1.0554 1. 0119
4 0.0007 0.0006 1.1210 1. 0750
5 0.0011 0.0010 1.2239 1.1796
6 0.0018 0.0016 1.3080 1.2650'
8 0.0045 0.0040 1.3270 1.3100

10 0.0101 0.0089 1. 2760 1.2640
12 0.0188 0.0168 1.2170 1.2000
15 0.0367 0.0335 1. 1540 1.1280
20 0.0751 0.0691 1. 0990 1.0650
25 0.1240 0.1130 1. 0610 1. 0300
30 0.1870 0.1670 1. 0210 1.0000
35 0.2630 0.2330 0.9790 0.9630
--------------------------------------
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k=

alpha=

find k and alpha for step 6 :-

*(kH+kV+(kH-kV)*cos(2*tau)*ces~2(elev))

aH+kV*aV+(kH*aH-kV*aV)*cos(2*tau)*cos~2(elev))/(2*k)
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4a. Linkbudget calculations for downlink INTELSAT-V - Surabaya.2

Schafiels, R.F.J.

Abstract.

In this chapter, the basic system design study for the downlink Intelsat-V - Surabaya, the
linkbudget, is calculated under clear sky and heavy rainfall conditions. The various
attenuations and losses are regarded seperately. From these, System Noise Temperature,
Figure of Merit, CIT ratio and finally the Carrier-to-Noise ratio have been calculated, all
of these at the LNA-input reference-plane.
Under heavy rainfall conditions a final 22 dB in-lock margin is available. It is
recommended to use a LNA with a lower noise-figure, to pay special attention to the
PLL-phase-noise contribution, and to investigate the PLL-loopbandwidth.

4a .O Introduction

In this chapter the calculations for the downlinkbudget Intelsat-V (at geo-stationary
position 180 deg. E, f=I1.452 GHZ RHCP) to the ground-station Surabaya (At the
ITS-eampus) will be considered.
The link-budget will be calculated assuming the following general data:

Si te-location
Altitude
Latitude
Longitude

Satellite
longitude
EIRP (saturated,boresight)

Surabaya
15 [m]
187.25 [deg.NJ
112.73 [deg.EJ

INTELSAT-V
180 [deg.El
12.0 [dBWl

The calculations will be split up into basic link-budget calculations in logical order
following the system block diagram (fig. 1), for each of the contributing losses or
attenuations.

2E.U.T., Department of EE. Telecommunications Division
November 14, 1988.
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• EIRP~12 dBW
• Off-Axis

Gain-Loss = 3 dB

T"

reference
plene

PRE-LNA
( waveguide,
isolator .. )

DOWN- PLL
- LNA r--- CONVERTER r--- DECODER

G_ a =-1.2 dB GLN ,,=1? dB
T=T c =293 K T=T o =293 K
T_.=( 1-g_.)T o ~=4.? dB

fig. 1: System Block-diagram.

Off-axis Gain loss.

The off-axis ~ain loss is caused by the fact that the receiving ground-station is not located
in the center (the subsatellite-point at 180 deg. E.) of the Intelsat-V global beam.
Because at the moment there's not enough data available about the global beam diagram,
the global beam diagram of the Intelsat V (fli~ht 1) [Long, 1985] has been projected at
subsatellite point 180 deg.E. (Figure 2a and b)
From this projection can be concluded that for the Surabaya-location the Off-axis Gain
Loss is approximately 3 dB.
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fig. 2a.
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figure 2 a Intelsat-V global beam Antenna Gain
b Intelsat Pacific Ocean Sub-satellite point.
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a4 .2. Free-Space Loss.

For calculating the Free-Space Loss, the satellite~arthstationdistance, as well as the
wavelength of the carrier have to be known. The distance can be calculated by applying the
"rule of cosines", formula (4a.l) [Dijk, Verlijsdonk, March 1987, p. AA.].

R = j [D2 + (RE + h)2 - 2D(R
E

+ h)cosv]

with =
=

=
v =
with a

f3

distance between satellite and the earth's centre (42164.04 km)
average earth radius (6378.16 km)

altitude of earth station above sea level ([km])
global angle = arccos[lcos(a)cos(B)I] (0 ~ v ~ 90 0 )

= longitude(sat )-long(earthstation)
= latitude(earthstation)

a =
f3 =
v =
cosv =

Using the general data (Altitude Surabaya=15 m., Latitude = Surabaya 187
0

15' N,

Longitude Surabaya= 112
0 44' E, Longitude Intelsat-V = 180

0 E) can be calculated:

67.27 [deg.]
187.25 [deg. N]
112.54 [deg.]
0.383

R = 40155.8 [km]

The free-space loss can be calculated from:

LbF 2010g( 411:R/ A) IdB] (4a .2)

with R
A =

distance earthstation-satellite [m]
wavelength [m] (~2.62 cm)

Lbf = 205.7 [dB]

4a.3. Atmospheric Attenuation.

Because the assumption of clear-sky conditions is made, the regarded Atmospheric
Attenuation consists only of the gas-absorption.

Following CCIR Report 719.2 the gas absorption contribution due to atmospheric gases can
be approximated for temporate climates:

Lg = ('Yoh + 'Y h )/sin() [dB], for () > 20 deg.o w w (4a.3)
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with 'Yo =
'Yw =
'Yo

'Yw
9

specific attenuation [dB/km] due to oxygen

specific attenuation [dB/km] due to water vapour

equivalent oxygen height [km]

equivalent water-vapour height [km]

elevation angle [deg.]

Formula( 4a .3) will only be valid for () > 20 deg. In order to calculate a best~ase
estimation for the total gas-absorption, an approximation can be found by calculating
(4a .3) with the smallest elevation angle of 20 deg.. The approximation found as described
above, will also be an under--estimation of the real atmospheric attenuation, because of
high water vapour densities in tropical regions. [CCIR REP 719-2, 1986]

By substituting the following values;

ho 6 km

h 2.225 kmw
'Yo 9E-3 dB/km

'Yw = 4E-2 dB/km

0 = 20 deg.

The total gas-absorption is approximately:

L = 0.4 [dB]
g

a4 .4. Antenna Gain.

f < 57 GHz

f = 11.452 GHz

f = 11.4 GHz

f = 11.4 GHz

[Rep.719-2 f.5a]

[Rep.719-2 f.6]

[Rep.719-2 f.2a]

[Rep.719-2 f.3]

[Dijk et al, june 1988]

The antenna-gain is known from manufacturer-<lata [Dijk et al.,june 1988, p. AI] for 3
different frequencies. Extrapolated for f=l1.452 GHz can be found:

GA,3m = 49.4 [dB].

Because for a non-automatic tracking groundstation the maximum antenna diameter is
limited at 3.60 m., the maximum antenna can be found by scaling to a 3.60 m. antenna

(Antenna Gain is directly proportional to (diameter )2);

GA,3.6 m. = 51.0 dB

So the approximate Antenna Gain for the proposed 3.6 m antenna is:

GA = 51.0 [dB].

It must be said, that the antenna-gain as found above, also can be achieved by using an
antenna with physical diameter> 3.60 m., and reduced illumination at 3.60 m.
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Pointing Loss.

The pointing loss of an antenna can be calculated using the pointing error angle and the
radiation pattern of the antenna. The radiation pattern between the 3 dB points can be
approximated by a parabola: [Dijk, 1987]

g(8) = g(0){l--(l-D.5v'2)(28/BW)2}

with BW = 3 dB BeamWidth.

Ie I < 0.5 BW (4 a .4)

The antenna radiation pattern is supposed to be circular symmetric. With the help of the
antenna gain factor:

2G(8) = Ig(8)1

the pointing loss L p will be:

Lp = -20 log{ 1-(1-D.5v'2)(28/BW)2} [dB]

(4a.5)

(4a .6)

with 6 = pointing error angle

For the proposed 3 m. focal-fed antenna--<:onfiguration this will approximately look like
figure 3: [Dijk et aI, june 1988, p.A1]

0.6 deg.
I

0.3 deg.

fig. 3: Approximated Antenna Gain pattern

With the given sub-satellite point tolerance (+/- 0.1 %) [Intelsat, april 1988], the
maximum Pointing Loss will be:

Lp = 0.3 [dB].

Because of the unknown 3 dB Beam-Width for the 3.60 m. antenna the same value will be
taken as a worst--<:ase approximation.
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4a.6 Pre-LNA loss.

The pre-LNA loss consists of the losses introduced between the antenna and the LNA. In
our configuration (figure 1) this will be the losses due to waveguide (length ~ 4 m.) with a
characteristic attenuation of approximately 0.11 dB/m. fJohnk, 1975, p.497, fig. 8-19],
microwave-isolator (0.5 dB) and a waveguide bandpass nIter (0.3 dB):

Lpre-LNA = 4 * 0.11 + 0.5 + 0.3 ~ 1.2 [dB].

4a.7 Intermediate Result: Received power at LNA.

Using the above derived attenuation-figures and losses, the received power at the
LNA-input can be caJculated:

EIRP to Sub-Sat.Point
-.Off-axis gain loss
- Free-space loss
- Atmospheric Attenuation
+ Antenna Peak Gain
- Pointing Loss

Received Antenna Power
- Pre-LNA 10ss

Received Power at LNA

12.0 dBW]
-3.0 dB

-205.7 dB
-{),4 dB

+51.0 dB
-{).3 dB

-146.4 fdBW]
-1.2 dB]

-147.6 [dBW]

System Noise Temperature.

a4 .8.1 System Noise Temperature calculations under clear sky conditions.

In order to calculate the CIT and C/N ratio the System Noise Temperature has to be
known. The System Noise Temperature for the given system will be derived in this section.

System outline. (see also fig.1)

reference
plene

DOWN- PLL

- LNA r-- CONVERTER f--- DECODER
m
:11

H~
;1\

G"",.=-1.2 dB GLN ,...=17 dB
T-T o -293 K T-T o -293 K
T"",.-(1-g"",.)T o F-4.7 dB

PRE-LNA
(weveguide,
isoletor .. J

T,...

fig 1': System Outline.
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The system noise temperature consists of the following contributions:
-Galactic & Cosmic noise
-Atmospheric noise
-Ground noise
-Noise due to the waveguide
-LNA-noise
-Noise due to the downconverter
-Noise due to the decoder

The noise contributions due to the post-LNA system (downconverter and decoder) will
later on be proved to be negligible.

Calculation of Antenna Noise Temperature.

(4 a.7)

with T =sky
Tgr
(gr
p =

sky noise temperature

earth's temperature (::::::293 K)

emission coefficient of the earth (:::::: 1)

part of antenna radiation pattern directed to the ground
(estimated:::::: 0.05 due to the antenna-sidelobes)

and T k given by:s y

(4a .8)

=with galactic & cosmic noise temperature (:::::: 2.7 K)
medium temperature (::::::260 K)
total atmospheric attenuation (gas absorption and rain

attenuation)

With the given data it can be found (under clear sky conditions):

Tsky = 19.9 [K]

and (for ( ::::::1, p=0.05):gr

T A = 33.6 [K]
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Calculation of System Noise Temperature.

From Friis' formula [Dijk et al.) 1984] it can be calculated that at the LNA-input reference
plane the total system noise temperature is given by:

)
-1ORDER(GLNA (4a .9)

, J

Negligible

Finally:

Tsys = 33.6·0.75 + (1--0.75)·293 + 293·(2.95-1)

= 669.8 [K]

4a.8.2. System Noise Temperature calculations under heavy rainfall conditions.

Under heavy rainfall conditions it can be assumed that the antenna noise-temperature will
become equal to the ambient temperature (T ). Under this condition the system noise

o
temperature will become:

Tsys = 293·0.75 + (1--0.75)·293 + 293·(2.95-1) = 293·2.95

= 864.4 [K]

a4 .8.3. Noise Contribution from the LNA to the System Noise Temperature.

When looking at the formula'S in 1.8.1. it can be found that the biggest contribution to the
system noise temperature is the contribution from the LNA. In this part the effect of the
LN A Noise Figure to the total system noise temperature will be investigated.

From 4a.8.1 can be used:

(4a.9)
\ I

Negligible

Except for the LNA-noise figure the same assumptions as in part 1.8.1. will be made Tsvs
as a function of the LNA Noise figure [dB] will become: .

and:

Tsys,clear sky

Tsys,heavy rainfall

= 33.6·0.75 + (1--0.75)·293 + 293·(F-l)

= 98.5 + (F-l).293 = 56.4 + (10F[dB]/10 -1).293

= 293·0.75 + (1--0.75)·293 + 293· (F-l)
= 293 + (F-l).293 = 293 + (10F[dB] 10 -1).293
= F[dB] + 24.7 [dB]
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In fig.4 the results above will be shown visually.

fig. 4a: System Noise Temperature [K]
as a function of the LNA noise figure.3 ~ . .... ..... _

i
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fig. 4b: System Noise Temperature [dBK]
as a function of the LNA noise figure.35 _
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4a.9 Calculation of Figure of Merit.

A measure for the quality of the receiving ground-station is the Fi~ure of Merit, or G/T
ratio. This ratio can be calculated from basic principles as follows lDijk et al.,1984]:

10l0g(G/T11K) = Gre - 10l0gT/lK
= 51.0 - 10l0g(669.4)
= 51.0 - 28.3
= 22.7 [dB/K].

(4a.10)

with Gre = Antenna Gain of receiving antenna.

10l0g(G/T!lK)heavy rainfall = Gre - 10l0gT/IK
= 51.0 - 1010g(864.4)
= 51.0 - 29.4
= 21.6 [dB/K].

(1.1 dB de&radation due to higher System Noise Temperature under heavy rainfall
conditions.)

4a.lO Calculation of CiT ratio.

The CiT ratio is a measure for the noise-quality of a system and can be calculated from
basic principles following:

CIT = EIRP - Lb + G/T

with EIRP = Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (from Satellite)
Lb = Basic transmission loss (free space loss and medium-loss)

CIT = 12 - 3 - 206.1 + 22.7 = -174.4 IdBW/K]

4a.1l Calculation of C/N ratio and C/N density ratio.

(4a.ll)

The C/N ratio is a measure for the Carrrier Power to Noise Power ratio, and thus a
measure for the dynamic range of the system. The C/N ratio can be calculated from:

C/N = CIT - 10l0gk -lOlogBN (4a.12)

Applying k the Boltzmann constant (lOlogk = -228.6 dBW/HzK) and BN the equivalent

PLL noise-bandwidth (BN=300 Hz) it is found that:

C/N = (-174.4 - -228.6 - 24.8) = 29.4 [dB]
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and under heavy rainfall conditions an extra 1.1 dB attenuation due to a higher System
Noise Temperature and a rainfall attenuation:

C/Nheavy rainfall = -174.4 -1.1 - -228.6 - 24.8 - Lrain = [28.3 - Lrain] dB

with Lrain = rainfall attenuation

The attenuation margin (or dynamic range) can be defined by the difference of clear-sky
(Ccl .sky) and loss-{)f-Jock Cl.o.l. signal power, and is reduced by the necessary

PLL-receiver-IN-LOCK C/N-margin (about 6 dB). The actual attenuation margin thus
becomes:

Attenuation Margin = C k - Cl 1cl.s y .0..
= C - (k. T h . + 6 dB)cl.sky sys, eavy ram
= C/Nh . fall- 6.0 dB = 28.3 - 6 = 22.3 [dB].eavy ram

In the calculations above has not been regarded the fact that only 90 %of the available
Carrier power lies within a 100 Hz bandwidth. [Intelsat, april 1988, p.5] It can be assumed
that in the 300 Hz bandwidth of the PLL receiver about 100 %of the Carrier Power
Spectrum will be included.

Carrier to Noise Power Density ratio.

For some further calculations it can be useful to calculate the Carrier to Noise Power
Density ratio. For this ratio BN has not yet to be specified.

Introducing for the Noise Power Density the symbol TJ, can be found:

and

C/TJ = CIT -1010gk
= -174.4 - -228.6 = 54.2 [dBHz]

(C/TJ)h . f 11 = (-174.4 - -228.6 - 1.1) = 53.1 [dBHz].eavy ram a

4a.12 Recommendations.

In the model used in this chapter are not calculated the effects of phase-noise induced by
the PLL-demodulator. It can be stated that for a PLL-loop-bandwidth of 300 Hz the
phase-noise contribution may be neglected. Because of the fact that the dynamic range is
very close to the limit the following recommendations for expanding the dynamic range can
be made:

Using a better LNA F=2 dB instead of F=4.7 dB (fig. 4) will extend the
dynamic ragne with 2.7 dB and the C/N ratio with approximately 5 dB.
Reducing the PLL-bandwidth can extend the dynamic range. Reducing the
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PLL-bandwidth will also have some disadvantages:
1. The phase-noise contribution will become non-negligible
2. The lock-properties will deteriorate. (When the IN-LOCK

frequency-margin decreases, the number of OUT-QF-LOCK periods
will increase.)

The optimum PLL-bandwidth is subject for further investigations.

4a.13 Downlink-Budget summary.

Si te-location
Altitude
Latitude
Longitude

Satellite
longitude

Satellite
EIRP (saturated,boresight)
Off-axis gain loss

Surabaya
15 m.
187.25 deg.N
112.73 deg.E

INTELSAT-V
180 deg.E

12.0 dBW
3.0 dB

RESULT 1: EIRP to Earthstat. 9.0 [dBW]

Down-path
Free-space loss
atmospheric attenuation

205.7 [dB]
0.4 [dB Clear Sky Conditions!

51.0 dB
0.3 dB

RESULT 2: Propagation Loss

Receiving Earth Station
Antenna Peak Gain
Pointing Loss

RESULT 3: Rec. Ant. Power

206.1 [dB]

-146.4 [dBW]

Pre-LNA loss 1.2 [dB]

28.3 [dBK]

RESULT 4: Rec.Power at LNA

System Noise Temperature
669.4 [K]

RESULT 5: GIT = Fig.of Merit
RESULT 6: CIT RATIO
RESULT 7: C/ fJ RATIO

-147.6 [dBW]

22.7IdB/K~-174.4 dBW K]
54.2 dBHz

Bandwidth (Bn) 24.8 [dBHz]
300 Hz (All carrier power is assumed to lie within the 300 Hz bandwidth.)

Boltzmann const.
RESULT 8: C/N RATIO

-228.6 [dBW/HzK]
29.4 [dB]
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Overall Functional Aspects (Bn = 300 Hz):

Available C/N RATIO,CI1/ RATIO
Necessary C/N for PLL-receiver IN-LOCK

Available Margin
Reduction due to raised system noise
temperature by heavy rainfall

Available Margin (heavy rainfall)

Overall Functinal Aspects (No Bn specified):

Available CI1/ RATIO
Available CI 1/ RATIO during heavy rainfall

29.4 [dB]
6.0 [dB]

23.4 [dB]

1.1 [dB]

22.3 [dB]

54.2 [dBHz]
53.1 [dBHz]3

Acknowledgement.

This chapter has been prepared in friendly cooperation with Mr. L.J.M. Wijdemans and
Mr. W.T.E. Vaessen.

3During earlier studies has been found CI 1/ = 52.8 dBHz. After some replenishments this
figure changed into 53.1 dBHz.
For practical reasons however, in the remaining parts of this report, the figure C/f/ =
52.8 dBHz will be used as a default value.
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longitude(satellite) -longitude(earthstation) [deg]
latitude(earthstation) [deg]
specific attenuation due to oxygen [dB/km]

specific attenuation due to water-vapour [dB/km]

poi nti ng error angle rdeg]
emission coefficient oi the earth

elevation angle [deg]
angle [deg]
wavelength [m]
global angle [deg]

3 dB Beamwidth [degl
distance between satellite and earth centre [m]
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power [W]
LNA Noise figure idB)
Antenna Gain [dB]

Figure of Merit [dB/K]
LNA gain [dB]

antenna gain of receiving antenna [dB]

waveguide gain [dB] « 0) {G = 10l0g(g )}wg wg
altitude of earthstation above sea level [m]
equivalent oxygen height [m]

equivalent water vapour height [m]

total atmospheric attenuation [dB]

basic transmission loss [dB]

free space loss IdB]

total gas absorption [dB]

pointing loss [dB]

pre-LNA loss [dB]

rainfall attenuation [dB]

ambient temperature [K]

antenna noise temperature [K]

galactic & cosmic noise temperature [K]

ground noise temperature [K]

medium noise temperature [K]

sky noise temperature [K]

waveguide noise temperature [K]
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p part of antenna radiation pattern directed to the ground
R distance earthstation - satellite [m]
RE average earth radius [m]
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4b Modeling analog EUT-PLL copolar receiver in the presence of random
noise:Operational dynamic range and measurement errors during rainfade events.f

Vaessen, W. T.E.

Abstract

Requirement for stable lock conditions.

In order that the PLL serves as a locked narrowband tracking filter, it's equivalent noise
bandwidth has to be chosen such that the phase jitter, which mainly stems from thermal
noise inside ('" B tll1) as well as beacon phase noise outside this bandwidth ('" (Bpll) -2) is
less than 0.25 rad 2. [Dekker, OPEX-7]

Choice of equivalent PLL noise bandwidth.

From data concerning the fraction of total carrier power present within a prescri bed
equivalent noise bandwidth, an estimation of the frequency flicker noise component (",f-3)

of the phase noise spectrum originating from an INTELSA T V beacon operating in the 11
GHz band, is determined. Employing an equivalent loopbandwidth in the range 100-500
Hz, phase jitter due to the beacon signal will determine lock conditions of the PLL during
clear sky conditions and "moderate" attenuation events. During severe attenuation events
thermal noise will become dominant.

In order to meet the requirements of INTELSAT and guarantee lock conditions over the
entire operational dynamic range of 22 dB, an equivalent noise bandwidth lying between
the values 100-300 Hz has to be chosen. Employing an equivalent noise bandwidth of 100
Hz, an operational dynamic range of approximately 24.5 dB is available for which the
receiver will be locked to the beacon signal.

Amplitude measurement errors.

Phase jitter due to the "noisy" beacon signal, does not affect amplitude measurement
because of LPF operations.

Starting from Viterbi's nonlineair model, only applicable for the case of a first order PLL,
numerical data concerning the average relative amplitude measuring error, as well as the
rms variance are calculated as a function of the loop signal-tcr-noise ratio and are
presented in graphical form. Because in conventional EDT analog receiver design only
amplitude detection of the in-phase component ('" cos( 'Pth,pll)) will be carried out,
measuring errors will be high during severe carrier attenuation events.

I-Q amplitude detection and correction template.

Amplitude measurement errors can almost be eliminated when the receiver will be
modified in order to detect the quadrature amplitude component ('" sin( 'Pth,pll)) as well.

EDT, Department of EE. Telecommunications Division
January 19, 1989.
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(I-Q amplitude detection) However, during data analysis amplitude measurement errors
could be compensated for when using a correction template according to Viterbi's model.
(see fig. 4b.7, Part B: Determination of amplitude measurement error.)

An alternative nonlineair model applicable to describe the dynamical behaviour of a
second order high gain PLL, which regards the PLL to act as a narrowband bandpass
filter, is also employed.

4b .O Introduction

In order to measure severe rainfall attenuation levels not exceeded for 0.001% of annual
time, the PLL-receiver must remain in a steady state lock condition even during severe
fading events. Phase noise introduced by the ground station local oscillator as well as
thermal noise generated by the receiving antenna and receiver building blocks, will
deteriorate the PLL's operational dynamic range. The operational dynamic range will be
calculated from noise models. The output phase noise error variance will be a function of
PLL loopbandwidth and must be minimized, in order to assure maximum operational
dynamic range of the receiver. Unfortunately the contributions of additive phase noise and
thermal noise give rise to opposed bandwidth requirements. Determining an optimum is a
rather awkward procedure, which wiH be outlined in part A below for the case of the
INTELSAT V-Surabaya downlink which will be situated in the Pacific Ocean Region
suffering severe rainfall events. Corresponding (in-phase) amplitude measurement error
will be determined in part B using two different models. In part C, a short
summary (recipe-book of all noise and error calculations will be given.
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Part A: Operational Dynamic Range.

4b.l Qualitative inventarization of contributing noise sources.

There are several independent noise sources which will contribute to the overall phase
noise power spectrum of the PLL input signal. A summation of these sources is given
below together with some comments concerning numerical significance:

- Satellite oscillator: S (f)
CPs 0

- Turbulent troposphere: S (f):
CPtr

- Clear sky phase scintillation spectrum
- Rain scintillation spectrum

- Ground station LO

- Thermal Noise

: S (f)
1t10

: S (f)
CPth

- Noise generated by individual PLL building blocks [Kroupa, oct., 1982]:

-1 If noise terminating from carbon resistors and capacitors;
-Phase noise due to DC amplifiers;
-Phase noise due to HF amplifiers;
-Phase noise due to phase detectors and mixers;
-Phase noise due to frequency multipliers;
-Phase noise due to VCXO's.

In general, the contribution to the overall phase noise spectrum of the PLL output signal
due to the noise generated by individual PLL building blocks, is numerically insignificant
compared to the contribution of the other sources as mentioned above. This is due to the
fact that modern electronic components are so sophisticated and carefully designed, they
can be considered as nearly "noise free" compared to the ground.station Local Oscillator.

From (inaccurately) measured data, it has been shown [Meulemans, dec. 1986] that phase
noise due to the contributions of the Ground station Local Oscillator and the thermal
Additive white Gaussian Noise to the overall PLL output phase Noise spectrum, are most
dominant. Worst case calculations can be restricted by re9arding only these two noise
sources. However, phase jitter originating from the "noisy I satellite oscillator circuitry
can be dominant, as will be seen in a later chapter.

4b .2 Model for copolar PLL-receiver.

For purposes of analysis, the model according to fi~. 3.1 is used as a practical
representation of the proposed EDT PLL receiver lManders, aug. 1987, p.7, fig. 2.1]. The
signals which have to be regarded are plotted in the figure and defined in the text
following after it.
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"c<log)

(log)

Fig. 4b .l:"Model for Copolar receiver"

The input signal to the RF mixer consists of the received version of the RF beacon signal
and bandpass filtered additive white gaussian noise (AWGN), as well as the local
oscillator signal. These signals can be represented by:

(4b .l)

wi th S (f) = S (f) = S (f) = TJnc ns n

vlo(t)=Alo cos((wO+ ow)t + ~o(t))

and Ow = 2?rfif [MHz]

[W1Hz] (single-sided)

(4b .2)

After multiplication and bandpass filtering the input signal to the PLL can be written
according to:

(4b.3)

Amplitude variations are due to thermal noise and can be approximated by:
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The amplitude does have a llice-Nakagami pdf.[llice, 1945]
Note that 1] is the psd of the AWGN and Bif is the (single-sided) equivalent noise
bandwidth of the IF BPF, according to:

Bif = [H(O)]-2J
lD

IH(j271'f) (2 df
o

The phase factor of the PLL input voltage signal is determined by the relationship:

Because all contributions add independently to the overall phase noise error, the
corresponding psd's are additive:

(4b.4)

(4b .5)

(4b .6)

(4b .7)

The phase noise spectrum due to thermal noise can be represented by ;[Meulemans, dec.
1986, p.75]

S'Pth(f) = (1]/2)/Cr , for _B if/ 2 ~ f ~ Bif/ 2

S'Pth(f) = [Cr/l\'oJ-1 = [Carrier density to noise ratior
1

(4b .8)

(4b .9)

and 1] = single-sided psd of thermal AWGN; Cr = A~/2 = power of received RF
copolar signal.

4b.3 Choice of PLL equivalent noise loopbandwidth

4b.3.1 Characterization of IF filter and closed loop Transfer function

For ease of calculation an ideal IF filter characteristic is assumed, with a center frequency
fif of 10 MHz and a 3dB bandwidth of 5 KHz [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.83]:

(4b.10)

EDT uses a second order high gain long loop PLL of the superheterodyne type, with a
second order closed loop transfer function H(jw) which can adequately be described by the
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function: [Spilker, 1977, p.350 table 12-3]

w~+ ../2 wns
H(s= jw) = -----.r--:---~~-~-..,__

W ~ + J'2 wn s + s 2

The loop filter contains a perfect integrator according to :

(4b.ll)

KF(s=jw) = s (4b.12)

where: Wn="natural frequency" = B2 [rad/sec]

The corresponding high pass loop error function, needed in order to calculate total phase
error variance in the loop due to frequency components lying outside the loopbandwidth,
is determined by:

1 E(jw) 1
2 = 11 - H(jw) 1

2 =
1 + O~

(4 b .13)

with: On ="normalized dimensionless frequency" = w/ Wn .

The equivalent noise loop bandwidth can easily be determined and is given by: [Spilker,
1987, p.350 table 12-3]

[Hz] (4 b .14)

4b.3.2 Phase error analysis

The total phase error at the PLL ouput is determined by: [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.87]

-Phase jitter 'Pth(t) originating from thermal noise inside the loopbandwidth;

-Phase noise contribution from the VCXO in the loop, which can be neglected
compared to the contribution originating from the ground station local oscillator.
This is so because it operates at a much lower frequency and thereby introducing
less phase jitter.

-Signal phase variations 'Pso(t) + 'Ptr(t) - 'Plo(t), which lie well outside the PLL
loopbandwidth.
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The phase variance due to thermal noise at the PLL input will be :[Meulemans, dec. 1986]

(IJ

(4b .15)

The phase variance due to the spectral components lying outside the loopbandwidth is:

(IJ

(4 b .16)

As will be seen later on, the phase variance a,~ increases with increasing loopbandwidth,
Yth

whereas a~ decreases with increasing loopbandwidth. A for design purposes optimum

loopbandwidth which has to be chosen, such that the total phase noise error variance is
minimized :

a minimum.

However, this is not a trivial task, because of opposed constraints for both thermal noise
and phase noise contributions.

4b .3.3 Oscillator phase noise spectrum: A heuristic model.

For practical applications modeling the phase noise psd introduced by an oscillator is
based upon a wide sense stationary model for the process that produces the oscillator
phase noise statistics. In spite of the fact only very few sources in nature are perfectly
stationary, the model is representative if it has been verified that measured spectral data
are consistent with a stationary model over the time interval of interest and not that the
oscillator physical noise sources are all completely stationary.
A spectral model that has been found very useful in practical applications and which is
consistent with measured data, represents the (one sided) bandlimited phase noise power
spectral density as: [Spilker, 1977, p.338]
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4

Sip (f) = f6 L k_nf-n f < f$ fupper [rad 2/Hz] (4 b.17), lower-
n=a

= f6 { k-4r-4+ k r 3+ k r 2 + k_1r
1 +kO}[rad 2/Hz]-3 -2

1
Jlicker

1 1 1
random fre- white flicker white
quency walk frequency frequency phase phase

noise noise noise noise

Two most dominant oscillator noise components present in practical RF oscillators are:

frequency flicker noise component;
- white phase noise component.

Regarding only these two components, the one sided bandlirni ted phase noise power
spectral density (psd) of an RF oscillator with center frequency fa is given by:

(4b .18)

1) Phase noise spectrum of an EUT ground station local oscillator.

For beacon reception of the Olympus satellite -which will be launched at about june
1989-the phase noise spectrum of a used groundstation local oscillator has been measured
with the help of a "noisy " spectrum analyzer. The measured data are not reliable
[Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.85], because phase noise contribution due to the spectrum
analyzer will be of the same numerical order as the contribution due to the ground station
local oscillator. However, the measured data can be regarded to be useful for a worst case
analysis because the actual local oscillator phase noise contribution will be smaller.
The numerical presentation of the one sided phase noise spectrum is extrapolated from a
measured phase noise spectrum of a local oscillator operating at a nominal frequency of
13.595 GHz and is given by: [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.85]

S (f) = 4 10-9 + 0.8 [rad 2/Hz]
~o ~

B'ffor: fa = 12.5 GHz and 0 $ f $ 1 /2

(4b.19)

If the same extrapolation procedure holds for the Intelsat V beacon frequency 11.452 GHz
and ground station local oscillator frequency 11.325 GHz [Dijk et.al., june 1988,p. A-2]
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the phase noise spectrum density will be:

S (f) = 3.3 10-9 + ~ [rad 2/Hz]
!PI 0 r

B' ffor: fo = 11.325 GHz and 0 $ f $ 1 /2

(4b .20)

As can be seen [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.85] the phase noise power spectrum density of
the satellite oscillator signal is numerically negligible compared with the ground station
local oscillator spectrum. However, appendix A-4b.2 will show the contrary.

2) Estimation of phase noise spectrum originating from the IntelSat V beacon.

In appendix A-4b .2 the frequency flicker noise component of the phase noise spectra
originating from the IntelSat V as well as the 30 GHz Olympus beacon is estimated from
data concerning the fraction of total carrier power present within a prescribed equivalent
noise bandwidth. From this appendix it has been shown that:

1)

2)

3)

Phase jitter originating from the IntelSat V beacon is dominant compared
to phase jitter originating from the ground station local oscillator.

The IntelSat V beacon is far more "noisy" than the 30 GHz Olympus beacon,
despite the fact that it is operating at a much lower frequency.

The measured spectra stated in ref. [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p. 85] for the
Olumpus beacons are a severe underestimation of the real spectra.

Concerning the IntelSat V beacon the phase jitter lying outside a PLL noise bandwidth of
100 Hz is given by: [appendix A-4 b.2]

(4b .21 )

Corresponding frequency flicker noise component is then estimated to be:

(4b .22)

Which is numerically greater than the frequency flicker noise component of an EUT
ground station local oscillator.
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4bA Operational dynamic range for a loopbandwidth in the range
100-500 Hz.

4bA.l Phase error variance for non-optimized PLL loopbandwidthB: Definition of
Turning points.

Under the assumptions:

3 B· f
- Bpll = ~ fn <-+- '" 2.5 KHz;

(4b .23)

- Cr/N 0« 3(kof~) '" 89.6 dBHz,

the total phase error variance in the loop during lineair operation, is given by: [Spilker,
1977, p. 353, table 12-4]

-2
U~ll::: 5.25 10-6Bp ll + 103Bp ll [rad~,

Since (Cr/N o)c1 k T "'T = 52.8 dBHz.ear s y, a'" 0
[Chapter 4a]

(4b .24)

The first term corresponds to the phase error variance caused by the precense of AWGN
at the receiver'S input, while the second term is due to the "noisy" satellite beacon
oscillators.

Note that when phase noise contribution due to the satellite oscillator circuitry is absent
(i.e.: k_3 =0), the phase error variance equals the reciprocal value of the (large)
signal-to-noise ratio in the bandwidth of the loop as can be calculated from lineair PLL
theory. [Viterbi, dec. 1963] In order to model the dynamic behaviour of the second order
PLL in the presence of AWGN when the loop signal-to-noise ratio becomes relatively
small, non-lineair theory has to be applied and the above stated result cannot be applied
anymore without making significant errors. For the cases of clear-sky - and heavy
rainfall-eonditions, the phase error variance can be minimized by suitable calculation of
equivalent noise loop bandwidth Bpll.

For the case of clear-sky conditions, and under the assumption that antenna noise
temperature probably equals ambient temperature To, the phase error variance can
numerically be approximated by the relationship:
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(4b.25 )

From this equation a "turning point" can be defined as the natural frequency fn at which
thermal noise contribution equals phase noise contribution due to the "noisy" satellite
system oscillators

(4b .26)

For clear sky conditions this equality is met for fn,t ::: 173 Hz and equivalent noise
loopbandwidth Bp11,t ::: 575 Hz.

As a rule of thumb it may be concluded that under clear-sky conditions and for an
equivalent noise bandwidth which is larger than about 575 Hz, thermal noise has a
dominant effect upon loop performance, whereas for smaller loopbandwidths phase noise
originating from the "noisy" satellite system oscillators is most dominant.

During a heavy rainfall event, inducing a carrier attenuation level which lies A [dB] below
the value of clear-sky conditions, the phase error variance within the loop is given by:

(J2 ::: 5.25 10-610A[dB]/10B 11 +
'lPpll,heavy rainfall p

(4b.27)

Following the same analogy, the "turning point" can now be calculated as a function of
carrier attenuation levels and is according to the relationship:

fn,t::: 173 10-A[dB]/30 [Hz]

Bpll,t::: 575 10-A[dB]/30 [Hz] (4b.28b)

The "turning point" at which both noise sources contribute equally to the signal-to-noise
ratio within the loop tends to become smaller with increasing carrier attenuation levels.
For commonly employed noise loopbandwidths (100-300 Hz), thermal noise as well as
satellite system oscillator phase noise will contribute to the phase jitter during significant
carrier attenuation events.

From the above relationships may be concluded that during clear sky conditions regarding
an equivalent noise loop bandwidth of about 575 Hz, thermal noise contribution as well as
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ground station oscillator phase noise contribution to the signal-to-noise ratio within the
loop are of equal order of magnitude. For a smaller loopbandwidth phase jitter originating
from the satellite system oscillator circuitry will be dominant during clear sky conditions
and moderate attenuation events.

During heavy rainfall events causing severe carrier attenuation, thermal noise present at
the PLl's input wili become more dominant and will determine the signal-to-noise ratio
within the loop and hence it's dynamical behaviour.( e.g. Lock conditions)
(see next paragraph, figures (4b. 3) and (4b.4) )

4b.4.2 Maximum usable equivalent noise loopbandwidth for a 22dB fade margin
according to IntelSat requirements.

The signal-to-noise power ratio within the bandwidth of the loop is defined, analogous to
the lineair theory approximation as:

(SNR)pll == a ==
- 2

a,~ .
"'pll

(4 b .29)

INTELSAT[INTELSAT, apr. 1988] requires a minimum fade level of 22 dB, including a 6
dB signal-to-noise margin to assure quasi-lineair operation of the loop in a stable lock
condition. This requirement means that the phase error variance may not exceed the
value of 0.25 rad 2 [Dekker, OPEX-7] for carrier attenuation levels downto 22 dB.
This makes reacquisition from a drop of lock state possible. [Dekker, OPEX-7] Given
these requirements and taking into account the contribution to phase jitter due to satellite
oscillator circuitry, the carrier attenuation may not exceed the value as calculated from:

a 2 = a-I + a 2
'lj>pll,heavy rainfall 'lj>pll,osc.phase noise

a~ ::: 5.25 1O-61OA[dB]/10B II +
'\Ppll,heavy rainfall p

(4 b.30b)

A max = 10l0g
4 . 76 104

Bpll
[dB] (4b .31)

In figure (4b.3) maximum ~,ttenuation levels for which the PLL will remain locked to the
incoming beacon signal are plotted against equivalent (s.s) noise bandwidth Bpll for the
case of thermal noise and beacon phase noise as well as the case of tracking an ideal noise
free beacon signal.

In figure (4b.2) the total phase jitter a~ . is plotted for a maximum
pll,heavl ramfall

attenuation event of 22 dB against equivalent ts.s) noise bandwidth.
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4b.4.3 Conclusions concerning choice of noise bandwidth.

Signal-to-noise ratio within the bandwidth of the loop is an important parameter which
determines the PLL's dynamical behaviour in the precense of noise both in lineair (present
case) as well as non-lineair (case of Ch. 3.5) modeling. It is related to the phase jitter in
the loop, which for the present case consists of two independent noise contributions:

- Thermal noise present at the receiver's input terminals consisting of receiver
system noise and antenna noise proportional to equivalent noise loopbandwidth;

- Phase noise due to the satellite system oscillators, inversely proportional to the
square of the equivalent noise loopbandwidth.

Under clear-sky conditions regarding an equivalent noise bandwidth of approximately 575
Hz, phase error variance within the loop due to thermal noise and beacon oscillator phase
noise are of the same numerical order. Hence determining both the dynamical behaviour
of the PLL receiver.

However, during a heavy rainfall event thermal noise dominantly contributes to the phase
error variance within the loop.

In order to meet the requirements as demanded by IntelSat, equivalent noise loop
bandwidth has to be chosen in the interval <100 Hz, 300 Hz>.
Employing an (s.s) equivalent noise bandwidth of 100 Hz, an operational dynamic of
approximately 24.5 dB will be available for which the receiver will be locked to the noisy
beacon signal.

Part B: Determination of Amplitude Measurement error.

4b.5 Synchronous amplitude detection: Overall error analysis based upon non-lineair
approximations for low signal-to-noise ratios.

4b.5.1 Short introduction.

In most propagation experiments, a PLL receiver is used to track .the incoming beacon
signal and make use of it's output signal for coherent amplitude detection, within a very
low detection bandwidth thus increasing the output signal-to-noise ratio considerably.

Measurement errors due to thermal noise are very small because of the small detection
bandwidth commonly employed. The minimum value of the detection bandwidth is
determined by the desired sampling rate through the well known criterion of Nyquist. For
determining rain attenuation levels, adaptive sampling is commonly employed, since only
during heavy rainfall events sampling rate needs to be relatively high, whereas clear-sky
conditions don't require the use of high sampling rates.
INTELSAT requires a minimum sampling rate of :
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- 1 sample every 2 seconds during heavy rainfall events;
- 1 sample every 10 minutes during clear-sky conditions.

The first criterion determines by the use of Nyquist's theorem, the maximum detection
bandwidth to be one quarter of a Hertz. A LPF having such a small bandwidth could be
built with the help of robust discrete components.

The driving force of a PLL to remain in lock, is the existence of a (small) phase error
between input beacon signal and output VCO-signal, which will manifest itself as a cosine
factor in the measurement of amplitude. The variance of this phase error depends strongly
upon signal-to-noise power ratio a within the bandwidth of the loop and resembles a zero
mean Gaussian distribution with variance (J for relatively large a and is approximately
uniformly distributed fer very low values of a. For intermediate values of the
signal-to-noise power ratio a the distribution is somewhat more complicated and must be
derived from non-lineair theory.

Because for a relatively small signal-to-noise power ratio a (a ~ 6 dB), phase error
within the loop can be high, non-lineair theory must be applied in order to estimate the
probability density distribution of the phase error. However, only for the case of a first
order PLL loop (i.e, a loop filter transfer function which is equal to unity for all
frequencies) and the second order loop with a simple RC--circuit loop filter, a well known
exact analytical formula for the static phase error probability distribution is
available.[ViterbL dec. 1963] Only approximate analytical formulae are available for loops
employing a different loop filter. [Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966]

However, several authors claim [Viterbi, dec. 1963; Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966;
Spilker, 1977] that the exact result for the case of a first order PLL also holds for the
general second order PLL, provided a relatively large signal-to-noise ratio a (~ 6 dB)
within the loop is present. Upon a purely experimental basis, the authors [Charles and
Lindsey, sept. 1966] claim that even for values of a downto 0 dB (A value at which the
loop is in a complete loss of lock state and reacquisition is not easy to acquire), good
agreement is found when applying the first order result to the general second order loop
with a passive lead-leg loopfilter.

For the case that the incoming signal amplitude, besides a narrowband AWGN
component, does have an additive wide band noise component with a prescribed single
sided psd of Nx [W1Hz], [Ohlson, oct. 19781 generalizes Viterbi's results of the first order
PLL and derives an awkward formula for the phase error probability distribution which
can only appropriately be solved using numerical methods.

All the above mentioned results are based upon a stochastic physical model of the
dynamical behaviour of the PLL in the presence of noise analogous to a heat diffusion
problem commonly encountered in mathematical physics. But besides a purely physical
approach a statistical approach based upon modeling the PLL as a very narrowband BPF
preceded by an ideal limiter [Middleton, 1960]' seems to be feasible and worthwile
studying. This, because several authors claim [Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966; Spilker,
1977J that this alternative approach will lead to quantitative good agreements for
signal-to-noise power ratios a downto 1.5 dB for the case of a general second order PLL.
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Both approaches will be discussed to predict amplitude measurement errors due to
AWGN at the input of a second order PLL, using results which apply to a first order
PLL.

4b.5.2 Model of a second order PLL.

For purposes of analysis consider the model according to figure 4b.4, which is applicable
to a PLL of DOD-5pecified order:

l/2 Asln [w t ... zIt)) "'n (tl
o 1

l/2 K3 cos [w t ... z (t) )
o 2

Fig. 4b .4 "PLL-model" [Viterbi, dec. 1963]

LPF

zIt) - K2 e (tl
2

~
I

The model can be simplified by assuming that the loop filter F(s) eliminates all frequency
components centered about the double frequency 2wo according to:

n (t)

x (tl ... z (t) AS :l n (. J f--~A~S!..,,!i~n~Z....!.r.;,..tLL-----'...~f--t-+---_____j

l/s F (sl

Fig. 4b.5 "Exact model of the PLL." [Viterbi, dec.1963]
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The symbols are explained by:

A = RMS amplitude of beacon signal at PLL's input,
(= constant by bandpass limiter operation, see next chapter)

n'(t) = nc(t)coslJ2(t) - ns(t)sinlJ2(t) [WHZ-l], <nc>=,<ns>=O

<nc2>=<ns2>=11Bif [W]

K =Total dc-loopgain = K1K2K3;

F(s)= Loop filter;

cp(t)= phase error within the loop due to thermal input noise n'(t) ;

lJ 1( t)= phase of input beacon signal (= taken as a constant);

lJ2( t)= phase of VCO output signal .

It is worthwhile noting that loop operation strongly depends upon signal power level A2,

since all loop parameters (K, fn , BpI!' () depend upon signal amplitude. To optimize loop
operation signal power level within the loop must remain constant, by use of some kind of
(complex) AGC function or employin& a bandpass limiter precedin~ the loop. The latter
will result in better loop performance lJaffe and Rechtin, mar. 1955J when signal-to-noise
power ratio within the loop is relatively high. For a more detailed analysis of the effect of
a bandpass limiter upon signal-to-noise power ratio within the loop, the reader is referred
to the next chapter.

The nonlineair loop operation Asin() makes the analysis of the dynamical behaviour of the
PLL for relatively small signal-to-noise power ratios within the bandwidth of the loop,
extremely difficult. For the case of high signal-to-noise power ratios, phase error cp(t) is
very small and the nonlineair operation reduces to a lineair multiplication. This forms the
basis of lineair PLL-theory. As a rule of thumb, for signal-to-noise power ratios which
exceed a 6dB relative level, lineair PLL-theory will produce results which are accurate
within 20 percent of the exact nonlineair model.[Viterbi, dec. 1963]

4b.5.3 Loop transfer function definition for lineair operation range.

The linearized PLL model leads to the definition of a very important parameter which
will playa cruciale role in describing the nonlineair behaviour of the PLL.

The overall loop transfer function for the lineair PLL loop is defined by:
(see figure 4b .5)

~ =H(s) = AKF-k s ~1J1(ij s + A F s) (4b.32)
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A for tracking purposes generally employed loop filter is of a type commonly referred to as
"passive lead-leg filter" and does have a transfer function like:

F(s) = ~ t ~;~, 7}, 72 time constants [sec]; 72/71 ( 1.

The total loop transfer function is then according to:

H(s) = (2(Wn - wVAK) s + W~

S2+ 2(wn s + W~

where

(4b.33)

(4b.34)

1 + AK722(Wn = ------='-
71

W
2 n-

AK
7,

In most practical systems the loop is critically damped having a damping ratio ( of
-1

(v'2) .[Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966; Bude, dec. 1988]

When the restriction 71-\ 4: AK is met the loop is called a second order high gain loop, as
is being used in EDT PLL-propagationreceivers.

A useful parameter for noise analysis is the single sided equivalent noise loopbandwidth
defined by the relationship:

III

Bpll :: IH(O) 1-2 f IH(j2rl) 12 df
o

[Hz]

[Hz] . (4b .36 b)

Note again that the loop parameters ((, Wn, Bpll) depend upon the signal amplitude A.

From the lineair model, the phase error variance can shown to be given by the formula:
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(4b.37)

where a is the signal-to-noise power ratio within the bandwidth of the loop, determining
lineair- as well as nonlineair dynamical behaviour of the PLL in the presence of noise.

4b.5.4 Exact probability distribution of the first order PLL : Viterbi's result.

The probability distribution of the static phase error modulo 21r, is derived by solving a
second order stochastic heat diffusion equation (Fokker-Planck equation) with an
appropriate set of boundary conditions by [viterbi, dec. 1963] and is given by:

p( I/1) = ex~( a cos'P) I I 0 dB
y 71"I o(a)' 'P ~7r,a~ .

where

a = SNR within the bandwidth of the loop;

Io(a) = Modified Besselfunction of the first kind and order zero.

(4b.38)

For large signal-to-noise power ratios a > 9 dB, this distribution asymptotically matches
a zero mean Gaussian distribution with variance a-I, in accordance with lineair theory.
For very small signal-to-noise power ratios, the phase error becomes practically
uniformly distributed over the interval <-71",71">.

The second moment of the distribution can be calculated and is given by: [Viterbi, dec.
1963]

71"

a 2 - f 'P2p( 'P)d'P [rad 2]
'P

-71"

(l)

71"2
+ L(-l)n 1 n( a)

[rad~.=3
n 21 o( a)

n= 1

where
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In(a) = Modified Besselfunction of the first kind and nth-order.

For later purposes of analysis, ensemble averages of cos(ncp) with n= 1,2 must be
calculated. They are given by the formulae:

7r

<cos(ncp» = f cos(ncp)p(cp)dcp, n=1,2
-7r

<coscp> = ~~f ~j ;<cos2cp> = ~~f ~j .

(4b .40)

(4b .41)

Which can easily be calculated when the distribution function p( cp) is written in terms of
a Fourier series expansion with the help of: [Bender and Orszag, 1987]

CD

exp( a coscp) = Io(a) + 2 L Im(a)cos(mcp).

m=1

and make use of the orthogonality property: [Middleton, 1960, p. 1081]

(4b .42)

7r

Jcos m(cp+17)cOS n(cp+'Y) ~~
-7r

1- bmncos m( ""r'Y), were:
f m

So:

f m= "Neumann factor" =

bmn = 11 Kronecker delta"=

1 ,
2,
1 ,
0,

for m = °
for m *°
for m = n
for m *n .

< cosn cp> = "'271"....,I~~r-(a-r)- [1 0(,,)f :0'(TI'I')d 'I' + 2i 1.(,,) [f :0'(TIl')co,(m 'I')d 'I' ] ]

-71" m=1-7I"
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(JJ

<cosncp> = 27r1~( a) [I o(a) [;: bon] + 2~)m( a) [2;m bmn] ],
m= 1

(JJ

<cosncp> = b~~ + 2L [~: i~f ~j],
m=!

m= 1

= [ ~~t ~~], n ~ 1. (4b .44)

From the asymptotic behaviour of the modified Bessel function of the first kind and nth
order, for large values of signal-to-noise power ratios a ,written according to: [Bender
and Orszag, 1987]

the ensemble averages asymptotically approach unity, which is a trivial result.

The rms variance of cos 2cp can now be calculated with the help of the goniometric
identity:

and to make use of the recurrence relation: [Bender and Orszag, 1987, p. 571]

(4b .45)

(4b.46)

(4b .4 7)
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The results as stated in this chapter also are applicable for the second order loop in which
a simple RC-<:ircuit loopfilter is employed, whereas the results are only applicable for the
general second order loop for the case that signal-to--noise power ratio in the bandwidth
of the loop is relatively large.[Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966]

However, considering engineering applications, it is allowed to apply the first order results
to the general second order loop even fOI relative small signal-to-noise power ratios
within the loop, since errors introduced will be small. [Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966
and Yuen, 1983, p.63] .

4b.5.5 Bandpass filter model of the PLL.

An analytical expression for the phase error probability density distribution which is valid
for signaJ-to-noise power ratios a ~ 1.5 dB is given, using the concept that the PLL
behaves like a narrow bandpassfilter whose output is a cosine wave.[Charles and Lindsey,
sept. 1966] This distribution is adequately characterised in a signal-to-noise power ratio
region where the loop is usually expected to operate as a tracking carrier filter by the
relationship: [MiddJeton, 1960, p.419; Spilker, 1977, p.378 rr]

p('P) = ~ [ex~-a) + Gcos'Pexp(- aosin2'P) [ 1 + ~(F ocos'P]]

I 'PI ~71', a ~ 1.5 dB.

where

~(x) = "Error function" :: L (e-
u2

du;
fiFo

(4b .49)

(4b.50)

For relatively large a (~ 6 dB), where cycle slipping events become relatively
unimportant, (mean time between two cycle slipping events is greater than 200-300 sec),
this distribution becomes :[Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966]

p( 'P) = j ~ coscp exp [- a sin2cp] , Icpl S 71'/2, a ~ 6 dB . (4b.51)

which is in agreement with an approximation of the exact solution to the Fokker-Planck
equation as is applicable to a second order high gain loop. Note that the approximate

Formula 27 of the paper [Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966] is not correct and contains an
unspecified "Error function ~(x), see appendix A-4b .3 for more details.
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distribution is normalized to unity.

The ensemble averages <cosntp> are calculated in ref. [Middleton, 1960, p.4l8] and given
by the formulea:

(4b .52)

where

r(z) = "Gamma function"

CD

r(z) = J tZ-1e-t dt, Re{z} > 0;
a

IF1(a ;(J; ± x ) = "Confluent hypergeometric function"

(4b.53)

n =0

11!

= ~~fkk ~, (a)n = a(a+l)(a+2)· . . (a+n-l), (4b .54)
£.J~ n.

(a)o= 1.

These functions and their properties are well tabulated in several mathematical
handbooks (e.g. [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965]). In appendix A-4 the rms variance of
<cosi.p> is calculated and will be according to:

(j =<costp> (4b .55)

4b .5.6 Amplitude measurement error as a function of signal-ta-noise power ratio
within the bandwidth of the loop.

A PLL tracking filter can be employed for coherent ( in phase) amplitude detection of the
received beacon signal, by using a time-delayed version of it's output signal according to
the model:
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Fig. 4b .6 "Coherent amplitude detection using PLL."

Phase jitter due to the "noisy" satellite beacon carrier does contain frequency components
lying outside the equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop. Because of LPF operation within
a detection bandwidth Bdet much smaller than Bpll, beacon phase jitter does not affect
(in phase) amplitude measurement.

The input signal to the receiver can be written in the convenient form:

Vpll(t) = R(t)sin(wot + 8(t)); (4b.56)

were R( t) does have a Nakagami-Rice probability density distribution according to :
[Rice, 1945]

(4b .57)

and cumulative distribution according to:
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P(v ~ vo) = f vOp(v)dv = e-[v~+ a
2
] L/~O(In(av), where

° n = I
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(4b .58)

The ensemble average of natural powers of the amplitude R is calculated in refs. [Rice,
1945, p. 101 and Middleton, 1960, p.415]:

where the carrier-to-noise power ratio within the detection bandwidth Bdet is defined as:

(l:det:: ~A 2IN 0, with No = TlBdet [W] (4b .60)

Since detection bandwidth Bdet is small (smaller than one Hertz), and signal-to-noise
power ratio within the bandwidth of the loop will not be smaller than 6 dB, (l:det will be
large even during severe carrier attenuation events. Under this assumption, the
Rice-Nakagami distribution will resemble a Gaussian distribution with mean value <R>
= A and variance an. = No, according to:

p(R)'" 1 e-[R
2
-A

2
J12N o

.fI7rNO
A

../NO
» 1 . (4b.61)

This distribution is sharply peaked about it's mean value A and since No (=kbTsysBdet) S
extremely small, amplitude measurement error due to thermal noise within the detection
bandwidth is extremely small, as will be seen in the following.

Main contribution to amplitude measurement error in general stems from the phase error
within the PLL tracking loop, which manifests it's influence by a multiplicative cosine
factor according to:

Vdet(t) N K3R(t)COS!Ppll(t), K3 = constant. (4b.62)
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The relative amplitude measuring accuracy is determined by the relationship:

f(t) = R(t)CoSA'PU(t) - A ; where (4b .63)

A
R(t)
r,?pu(t)

= Amplitude of received beacon carrier signal ;
= Envelope of Bandpass filtered carrier plus thermal noise;
= Phase error in PLL tracking filter due to thermal noise inside Bpll.

The average rms variance of the measurement error f(t) is defined as:

(4b .64 )

and can easily be calculated giving:

(4 b.65)

Under the assumption that the envelope asymptotically matches a Gaussian distribution,
the average rms error variance reduces to:

1 _ [<cosr,?p 11> 2 ]

< cos 2 r,?p 1 1 >

The signal-to-noise power ratio Qdet within the bandwidth of the detection filter can be
expressed in terms of the signaJ-to-noise power ratio within the bandwidth of the PLL by
the formula:

~2 2 ~PllQdet = = Qpll :: gbQpll·
TJ det det

(4b.67)

Note two trivial results: The case of ideal tracking operation (r,?pll::O) and the absence of
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thermal noise (N O=7]Bdet :0) respectively.

= (J .
< cos c,opII>

(4 b .68 b )

The average relative amplitude measurement error is only a function of the
signal-to-noise ratio within the bandwidth of the loop, and is given according to:

<f(t» = <COSc,opll> -1.

<f(t» I[dB] = 8.69<f(t» [dB]

Viterbi's model for the first order PLL.

(4b .69a)

(4b.69 b)

Inserting the results from chapter 4b.5.4 applicable for a first order PLL in the equation of
the rms error variance shows:

with:

(J< f>viterbi = J [1 + gb;PllJ [1 - Ckp~:~ ~f;~L] - [~~( ~~~Hr '
(J = 8.69(J [dB].

< f>viterbi I[dB] < f>viterbi

(4 b.70)

(4 b.71)

Ckpll = SNR within the bandwidth of the loop after Bandpass limiter operationj
gb = BllP/Bdet ( ;) 1);
In(x)= Modified Bessel {unction of the first kind and nth-order.

The average value of the relative measurement error is given by the formula:

<f(t»viterbil [dB] = 8.69<f(t»viterbi [dB] (4b.72b)
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In figure 4b.7, the modulus of the average relative amplitude measuring error
1< f>viterbi I[dB] I is plotted as a function of signal-to-noise ratio Qpll within the

bandwidth Bpll of the loop. Also it's rms error a >. ./ [dB] is plotted as a function< f vlterbl
of signal-to-noise ratio Qpll within the bandwidth Bpll of the loop with parameter values
of gb (1, 10,100) respectively.

Numerical data concerning values of ascociated modified Bessel functions are drawn from
(Abramowitz & Stegun, 1965, p. 416, table 9.8].

From this figure can be concluded that the average (in phase) amplitude measurement
error for a low signal-to-noise ratio of Qpu=6 dB, can be as high as 2 dB with a rms error
of the same order. During clear sky conditions and "moderate" attenuation events the
signal-to-noise ratio within the bandwidth of the loop will be high leading to low
measuring errors, provided loopbandwidth is chosen to be high enough to track beacon
phase noise while the receiver will remain locked to the incoming "noisy" beacon signal.
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BPF model for a second order high gain PLL.

Inserting the results from appendix A-4b.3 applicable for a second order PLL in the
equation of the rms error error shows:

with:

a = 8.69a [dB].
<f>bpfJ[dB] <f>bpf

(4b.73)

llpll = SNR within the bandwidth of the loop after Bandpass limiter operation;
gb = Bl?.ll/Bdet ( »1);
In(x)= Modified Bessel {unction of the first kind and ntLorder.

The average value of the relative measurement error is given by the formula:

<f(t»bPfl [dB] = 8.69<f(t»bpf [dB] (4b .73)

In figure 4b.8, the modulus of the average relative amplitude measuring error
1< f>bpf I[dB] 1 is plotted as a function of signal-to-noise ratio llpll within the bandwidth

Bpll of the loop. Also it's rms value a< f>bpf I[dB] is plotted as a function of

signal-to-noise ratio llpll within the bandwidth Bpll of the loop with parameter values of
gb (1, 10,100) respectively.

Numerical data concerning values of ascociated modified Bessel functions are drawn from
[Abramowitz & Stegun, 1965, p. 416, table 9.8].

From this figure can be concluded that the average (in phase) amplitude measurement
error for a low signal-to-noise ratio of llpll=6 dB, can be as high as 0.6 dB with arms
variance of 1 dB. During clear sky conditions and "moderate" attenuation events the
signal-to-noise ratio within the bandwidth of the loop will be high leading to low
measuring errors, provided loopbandwidth is chosen to be high enough to track beacon
phase noise while the receiver will remain locked to the incoming "noisy" beacon signal.
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Comparison of Viterbi's and BPF model.

Viterbi's model does prdict higher measuring inaccuracy than does the BPF model,
regarding equivalent conditions. This is due to the fact that Viterbi's model is only
applicable for the case of a critically damped first order Loop, whereas the BPF model
will hold for much higher order loops (3 or more) or for cases when signal-to-noise power
ratio within the equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop is relatively high. The latter
restriction makes sure the loop is operating in it's lineair mode. In the present situation
where worst case analysis has to be performed, Viterbi's model will be the best to
represent the dynamical behaviour of the second order EDT PLL receiver for a very low
signal-to-noise power ratio within the equivalent noise bandwidth of the PLL. Only for
the case of a high signal-to-noise power ratio (apll > 10 dB) the PLL acts as a lineair
device and can be modeled as a high quality narrowbandpass filter. (BPF-model)

Part C: Summary and recipe-Book.

4b .5.7 Summary and "recipe-book of noise and error analysis

A brief summary alias recipe-book is given below, concerning all relevant formulas
needed to calculate operational dynamic range and maximum amplitude measurement
error. Viterbi's model is employed.

1) Loss of lock condition.

(J2 +
"Ppll,thennal noise

T
N Bpll

2) Beacon phase jitter lying outside Bpll.

(J2 (4b.75a)
"Ppll,beacon phasenoise

T
N Bph

(4b.75b)

x % of total power within a prescribed (s.s) noise bandwidth of Bn [Hz]:

(J2 (B ll) = [ Bn ]2. (1- X % ) [rad2]
"Ppll,beacon phase noise p --n;ll 100

3) Thermal noise inside Bpll according to lineair PLL theory.

(4b.76)
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4) Maximum operational dynamic range A.ax [dB].

Amax = (Crlno) (dBHz] - 10logB p ll + 10l0g[al~ - [~J 2. (1 -
"'pll,lock Dpll

5) Minimum signal-to-noise ratio within the bandwidth of the loop.

Q'Pll,min=-lOlOg[(j~ _[~]2. (1- ~O~ )] [dB]
pll,1ock pll

6) Error analysis in phase amplitude measurement using Viterbi's model.

6.1) Maximum average relative measurement error:

<f(t»Viterbi\ [dB] = 8.69<f(t»viterbi (dB]

6.2) Maximum relative rms measurement error:

(4 b.77)

x % )]
100

(4 b.78)

(4 b .79)

(4 b.80a)

(4b .80b)

a <
<f>viterbi -

with:

a = 8.69a [dB].
<f>viterbil [dB] <f>viterbi

(4b.81b)

A = Attenuation level relative to Clear-sky conditions [dB]
Q'pll = SNR within the bandwidth of the loop after Bandpass limiter operation;
Bpll = Equivalent (s.s) noise bandwidth of the PLL [Hz]
Bn = Noise bandwidth in which X% of total beacon power is concentrated [Hz]
CriT/a= Received beacon carrier-to-noise density ratio during clear-sky conditions

[dBHz] .
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<f(t»Viterbil [dB] = Average relative amplitude measurement error [dB]

a~ = Phase jitter within the PLL [rad 2]
pll

a~ = Maximum phase jitter at which the PLL remains in lock [rad 2]
pll,lock

gb = B(lll/Bdet ( :) 1);
In(x)= MOdified Bessel (unction of the first kind and nth.....order.
a< >. . = rms amplitude error variance [dB]

f vlterbll [dB)

7)Analysis for minimum requirements according to INTELSAT

Concerning the INTELSAT V -Surabaya downlink the following parameters must be
used:

(Cr/17o)cear sky,Ta = To = 52.8 [dBHz]

a~ = 0.25 [rad 2]
pll,lock

A max = 20 [dB]

x = 90 [%]

Bn = 100 [Hz]

7.1) Employing Bpll = 100 [Hz]

[Chapter 4a]

[Dekker, Opex-7]

[INTELSA T, 1988]

[INTELSAT, 1988]

[INTELSA T, 1988]

When employing an equivalent noise loop bandwidth of Bpll = 100 Hz, Then:

a~ . (Bpll = 100 Hz) ~ 0.15 [rad 2]
pll, thermal no lse

O'pll,min = 12.8 [dB], when A = 20 [dB]

<f(t»Viterbil [dB] ~ 0.25 [dB]

a <0.30 [dB]
< f>viterbi I[dBf

7.2) Employing Bpll = 300 [Hz]

When employing an equivalent noise loop bandwidth of Bpll = 300 Hz, Then:
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O"~ . (Bpll = 300 Hz) ~ 0.24 [rad2]
pll,thermal nOlse

Qpll,min = 8.2 [dB], when A = 20 [dB]

< t(t»viterbi I[dB] ~ 0.72 [dB]

0" < 1.1 [dB]
< f>viterbi I[dBf

Table 4b.2"Noise and error analysis for Bpll= 100 and 300 Hz with A = 20 dB

[
Bpll 0"2 <f(t»

1 i

\Ppll,therm. no ise Qpll,min O"<f> .
[Hz] [rad2] [dB] [dB] [dB]

100 ~ 0.15
I

12.8 0.25 0.30i
I

300 ~ 0.24 J 8.2 0.72 1.1

8)Conclusions.

Employing a loopbandwidth of Bpll= 100 Hz allows accurate measurement of attenuation
events downto 20 dB. But beacon phase noise is a limited system constraint.
In order to minimize beacon phase jitter, a loopbandwidth of about 300 Hz has to be
chosen, giving rise to relative higher measuring inaccuracy. However, a correction
template could be extracted from the results of Viterbi 's model (see fig. 4b.7) in order to
compensate for the average amplitude measurement error during data analysis. It has to
be recommended to use the highest possible value for the equivalent noise bandwidth
because beacon phase jitter originating from local oscillators in the receiving system would
further degrade operational dynamic range. Choosing Bpll = 300 Hz, makes thermal noise
dominant system constraint.

Amplitude measurement error stems mainly from the fact that only in-phase component
is detected. When employing an I-Q amplitude detection scheme, measurenment error
will only be determined by thermal noise inside the detection bandwidth. Whether
LPF~perationsmust be performed before or after squaring and adding both channels
(I-ehannel and Q-ehannel) is an item for further study. LPF~perations after squaring
and adding seems to be the most promosing solution.
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Appendix A-4b.l

apll =
A =

=
=

AGC =
AWGN =
B =
Bpll =
B F -
BPL =
CNR =
Cd Tlo =
8
8mn =
dB
f m =
TI =
f
F(s) =
IF 1(a;t3;±x)=
fyll
H(s=jw)
Hz =
GHz
r(x)
In(x) =
K =
LO =
m
n =
n( t)
n'( t) =
No =
p( <p) =
PLL
psd =
RF =
s =

List of Symbols.

Signal-to-noise power ratio within the bandwidth of the PLL.
(Rain induced) Carrier attenuation [dB];
RMS Carrier amplitude;
First letter of the alphabet.
Automatic Gain Control.
Additive White Gaussian Noise.
(Equivalent Noise) Bandwidth.
Single sided equivalent noise bandwidth of the PLL.
Bandpass filter.
Bandpass Limiter.
Carrier to Noise density Ratio.
Carrier-to-noise power density ratio.
Relative error.
Kronecker delta.
Decibel.
Neumann Factor.
Single sided psd of white Gaussian noise process.
Frequency.
Loop:filter Transfer function.
Confluent Hypergeometric Function.
Phase angle in radians.
Transfer function in frequency domain.
Hertz.
Giga Hertz: 10 9 Hz.
Gamma function.
Modified Bessel function of the first kind and nth-order.
DC loopgain of PLL.
Local Oscillator.
Dummy integer variable.
Dummy integer variable.
Gaussian noise process.
Bandpass filtered Gaussian noise process.
Noise variance.
Probability Density distribution function of te phase error.
Phase Locked Loop.
Power spectrum density.
Radio frequency.
Heaviside operator d / dt.
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Appendix A-4b.2Bstimation of frequency flicker noise component of the
phase noise spectra

originating from the IK1BLSA1 r- and OLYMPUS beacons.(1

Vaessen, W.T.E.

Abstract.

From data concerning the fraction of total carrier power present within a prescribed
equivalent noise bandwidth, an estimation of the frequency flicker noise component (N f- 3)

of the phase noise spectrum originating from the INTELSAT V and an Olympus beacon
operating at about 30 GHz is determined. The INTELSAT V beacon is far more "noisy"
than the Olympus beacon, despite the fact that the latter is operating at a much higher
frequency.

For PLL receiver design purposes, \' ':'0 phase jitter originating from an INTELSAT V
beacon is inversely proportional to t!:t' square of the equivalent PLL noise bandwidth, and
can be numerically dominant compared with thermally induced phase jitter even up to
noise bandwidths exceeding the value of 575 Hz. However, in order to meet the
requirements as demanded by INTELSAT, the equivalent noise bandwidth must not
exceed the value of 300 Hz. Because of this requirement veo phase jitter originating from
the "noisy" satellite system oscillators cannot be neglected compared to thermal noise
even during severe carrier attenuation events.

A-4b.2.1 Introduction.

Because the phase of the transmitted beacon signal does have random fluctuations due to
"noisy" satellite oscillators and thermal noise within the satellite system circuitry, the
transmitted carrier power is being spread about a wide frequency band. From data
concerning the fraction of total power present within a prescribed equivalent noise
bandwidth, a good estimation of the frequency flicker noise component (N f- 3) of the phase
noise spectrum can be determined. This is done for the case of an INTELSAT V beacon
which is operating at a frequency of about 11 GHz, and for the Olympus beacon operating
at a frequency of about 30 GHz. For the latter, the result is compared to a measured
phase noise spectrum stated in ref. [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.85]

A-4b.2.2 Modeling ofphase noise spectrum.

Consider the transmitted beacon signal at the subsatellite point stated in the following
form

lEindhoven, The Netherlands, EDT, Faculty of EE., Telecommunications Division.
January 24, 1989.
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vs(t) = 11 Ascos(wot + tP(t)); (A-4b .2.0)

where: As = Rms amplitude of beacon signal at the subsatellite point;
wo = Radial frequency of pure beacon signal;
tP( t)= Random phase noise due to the satellite sytem oscillators.

The power s~ctrum density of the oscillator phase noise process tP( t) is commonly
modeled as: lGagliardi, 1984, Ch. 81

3

G (f) = ~ k_nfO f <f <f [rad 2/Hz]
,p L---rn-' 1- - u

n=O

(A-4b .2.1)

In the satellite transponder some kind of bandfilter operation will be carried out. This
means that the transmitted beacon signal is bandlimited to some bandwidth fs. So fu is
determined by satellite bandfilter operation.
When calculating phase noise in the PLL-rece1ver, the beacon signal is bandlimited by
the IF bandfilter employed. (EUT uses a single sided IF bandwidth of 2.5 kHz).

For frequencies near the value of zero, a singular behaviour of the phase noise psd is
encountered. Because signal power is physically limited, some lower frequency limit f1
must be applied. However, no data are available concerning usable values for f1 for the
case of an INTELSAT V beacon.

The power spectrum density of the transmitted beacon signal is given by the relationship
[Meulemans, dec, 1986]:

(A-4b .2.2)

The total carrier power which is transmitted (= 9 dBW in the direction of Surabaya) can
mathematically be calculated with the help of the formula: [Dekker, OPEX-7]

1II

(A-4b .2.3)

Since the mean value of 'I/J is essentially zero.

Employing a critically damped second order high gain PLL with an equivalent noise
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bandwidth of B{lll Hz, the phase error variance due to frequency components lying outside
this bandwidth IS according to: [Spilker, 1977, p.353, table 12-4]

CD Bif

o~ = f G".,(f) 11- Hpll(f) 1
2df = f G".,(f) 11- Hpll(f) 1

2df

--cD -B if

(A-4b.2.4b)

Note that the high pass filter function 11-Hpll(f) 12does have a zero of order four, so that
the integrand does not behave singular for values of f near zero. And that the signal is
bandlimited to an IF bandwidth 2·Bif [Hz]. (double sided).

For RF DRO( 2 oscillators, frequency flicker noise is most dominant, so for practical
purposes the phase error variance outside the PLL loopbandwidth may be approximated
by:

(A-4b.2.S)

From measured data of aJ the flicker frequency noise component can be determined by

the relationship:

B~ lJ aJ
8.71 (A-4b.2.6)

The total carrier power Pc and the power P concentrated within a prescribed noise
bandwidth Bpll Hz is:

CD

P = Pc[l- 2f G".,(f)d~ = Pc[1- a~].

BpII

(A-4b.2.7)

2See for instance an analysis of a 10.4 GHz DRO (=Dielectric Resonator Oscillator) in a
recently published paper: "Hausner, et. al., "Nonlineair approach for the optimization of a
DRO at 10.4 GHz", Proc. 18 th Eu.M.e., sept. 1988, pp. 268-273.
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A--4b.2.3 Estimation of frequency flicker noise component.

A--4b.2.3.1 IntelSat V beacon.

According to ref. (INTELSAT, apr. 19881,90 % of total beacon carrier power is
concentrated within an equivalent noise bandwidth of 100 Hz. The phase error variance
lying outside a PLL noise bandwidth Bpll of 100 Hz is according to equation(A-4b.2.7):

This leads to an estimation of the frequency flicker noise component of the beacon's phase
noise spectrum according to:

(A-4 b.2.8)

A--4b.2.3.2 Olympu.s beacon.

In reference [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.85] the (measured) phase noise spectra of the
Olympus beacons are given by:

=

=

6.3 10-
2

+ 2.0 10-9 rad 2/Hz, for fo = 29.66 GHz.
f3

3.2 10-
2 + 1 10-9 rad 2/Hz, for fo = 19.77 GHz.

f3 (A-4b.2.9b)

According to [Dekker, OPEX-7] the phase noise variance originating from the Olympus
beacon is less than 0.01 rad 2 refered to a frequency of 30 GHz when the PLL equivalent
noise bandwidth is 50 Hz. This means that 99 % of total carrier power is concentrated
within an equivalent noise bandwidth of 50 Hz. This is a far more better specification
than that suitable for an INTELSAT V beacon which is even operating at a much lower
frequency!
From equation(A-4b.2.6) the flicker frequency noise component of the Olympus beacon
operating at 30 GHz is given by:
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(A-4 b .2.10)

As can be seen, the measured spectrum [Meulemans, dec. 1986, p.85] is a severe
underestimation of the real spectrum. (see table(A-4 b .2.1))

Table(A-4 b.2.1) Frequency flicker noise component of an Olympus beacon
operating at a frequency of 30 GHz.

"Measured" Calculated

rad 21Hz rad 21Hz

6.3 10-2 2.9
f3 ---p-

The calculated spectrum is numerically dominant compared to the inaccurately measured
frequency flicker noise component of an EUT ground station local oscillator. [MeuJemans,
dec. 1986.]

A-4b.2.4 Total phase error variance in a PLL.

Under the assumption:

The total phase error variance in the loop during lineair operation, is given by: [Spilker,
1977, p.353, table 12-4]

-2
::: 5.25 1O-6Bp ll + 103Bp ll [rad~,

Since (CriN 0) Iclear-sky = 52.8 dBHz. [Chapter 4a]

(A-4 b .2.11 a )

(A-4 b .2.11 b )

(A-4 b .2.11 C)

The first term corresponds to the phase error variane caused by the precense of AWGN at
the receiver's input, while the second term is due to the "noisy" satellite beacon
oscillators.
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Note that when phase noise contribution due to the ground station local oscillator is
absent (i.e.: k_3 =0), the phase error variance equals the reciprocal value of the (large)
signal-to-noise ratio in the bandwidth of the loop as can be calculated from lineair PLL
theory. [Viterbi, dec. 1963] In order to model the dynamic behaviour of the second order
PLL in the presence of AWGN when the loop signal-to-noise ratio becomes relatively
small, non-lineair theory has to be applied and the above stated result cannot be applied
anymore without making significant errors. For the cases of clear-sky - and heavy
rainfall--eonditions, the phase error variance can be minimized by suitable calculation of
equivalent noise loop bandwidth Bpll.

For the case of clear-sky conditions, and under the assumption that antenna noise
temperature probably equals ambient temperature To, the phase error variance can
numerically be approximated by the relationship:

(A-4b .2.12)

From this equation a "turning point" can be defined as the natural frequency fn at which
thermal noise contribution equals phase noise contribution due to the "noisy" satellite
system oscillators

(A-4b .2.13)

For clear sky conditions this equality is met for fn,t N 173 Hz and equivalent noise
loopbandwidth B 11 t N 575 Hz.p ,

As a rille of thumb it may be concluded that under clear-sky conditions and for an
equivalent noise bandwidth which is larger than about 575 Hz, thermal noise has a
dominant effect upon loop performance, whereas for smaller loopbandwidths phase noise
originating from the "noisy" satellite system oscillators is most dominant.

During a heavy rainfall event, inducing a carrier attenuation level which lies A [dBl below
the value of clear-sky conditions, the phase error variance within the loop is given by:

(A-4 b.2.14)

Following the same analogy, the "turning point" can now be calculated as a function of
carrier attenuation levels and is according to the relationship:
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fn,t ::: 173 10-A[dB]/30 [Hz]

B "" 575 10-A[dBJ/30 [H ]
pll,t "" z (A-4b .2.15b)

The "turning point" at which both noise sources contribute equally to the signal-to--noise
ratio within the loap tends to become smaller with increasing carrier attenuation levels.
For a commonly empioyed noise loopbandwidth (100 - 300 Hz), thermal noise as well as
satellite system oscillator phase noise will contribute to the loop signal-to--noise ratio
during significant carrier attenuation events.

For illustrative purposes, the total phase jitter a~ll,heavy rainfall during a maximum
attenuation event of 22 dB is plotted in figure A-2.1 against (sin~le sided) equivalent
noise bandwidth Bpll [Hz]. From this figure can be seen that the 'turning point" lies
aprraximately at a value of 100 Hz. For values of Bpll > 100 Hz, phase jitter due to
thermal noise is most dominant.

t~ermal pc,ase Jitter

350

beac()~ phase Jit:~·,
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0,35
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01~

"

\
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0

50 150

EQuivalent no,se banClw1dtn Bpll (Hz]

Fig. A-2.1 "Total phase jitter during an attenuation event of 22 dB"

A--4b .2.5 Conclusions concerning choice of noise bandwidth.

Signal-to--noise ratio within the bandwidth of the loop is an important parameter which
determines the PLL's dynamical behaviour in the precense of noise both in lineair (present
case) as well as non-lineair modeling. It is strictly related to the phase error variance in
the loop, which far the present case consists of two independent noise contributions:
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- Thermal noise present at the receiver's input terminals consisting of receiver
system noise and antenna noise proportional to equivalent noise loopbandwidth;

- Phase noise due to the satellite system oscillators, inversely proportional to the
square of the equivalent noise loopbandwidth.

Under clear-sky conditions regarding an equivalent noise bandwidth of approximately 575
Hz, phase error variance within the loop due to thermal noise and oscillator phase noise
are of the same numerical order. Hence determining both the dynamical behaviour of the
PLL receiver.

In order to meet the requirements as demanded by INTELSAT, equivalent noise loop
bandwidth has to be smaller than 300 Hz.
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Statistics of the phase of narrowband signals and thermal noise:
BPF model of PLL.

Consider the model in which the second order high gain PLL acts as a very narrowband
passfilter whose output,- the VCO output -, is a cosine wave. The VCO output is phase
modulated by a wide sense stationary zero mean narrowband thermal noise process.

In this model, the PLL may be replaced by a rectangular bandpassfilter with a center
frequency W{) and equivalent single sided noise bandwidth Bpll Hz.The output of the
bandpassfilter will be a sinusoid of frequency Wo plus a random disturbance which posesses
mean squared value cr2=2Bpll170 [W], assuming that the input is an unmodulated ,p.ure sine
wave of power Cr [W) plus additive narrowband white Gaussian noise (AWGN). [Charles
and Lindsey, sept. 1966]

Analytical results concerning the steady state phase and amplitude Erobability density
distributions can be derived according to statistical considerations. [MIddleton, 1966,
Ch.9] For the extrema of ~mal1 and large signal-to-noise loop ratios the approximate
results derived from the model agree with the exact solution as can bE' :ierived by solving
a nonlineair stochastic two dimensional differential equation of the F'.;~er-Planck type.
[Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966].

Consider a set S(t;¢) of simple sinusoids of frequency We [rad/s] and power C r [W],
characterised by a random process ¢, where ¢ is chosen such that the signal amplitude is
constant [bandpass limiter preceding the loop] and the phase is uniformly distributed in
the interval <O,27r>. Because of prefilter operations these signals are narrowband and can
be represented in quadrature form as:

S(t;¢) = a(t;¢)coswet + t3(t;¢)sinwct .

= A(t;¢)cos(Wet - w(t;¢))

(A-3.1)

(A-3.2)

where A(t;¢) = ja2 + t32 ; and w(t;¢) = arctan [ ~ ] ~ n7r.

=~

(A-3.3)

The input signal to the narrowband filter (=PLL) consists of a set of simple sinusoids plus
AWGN with a variance N0= 170Bpll [W] and center frequency £0 (= wo/27r ):

Vpll(t) = E(t;¢)cos[wot -1P(t;¢)]

(A-3.4)
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= [ Nc(t) + A(t;~)COS~(t;~)]coswot + [ Ns(t) - A(t;~)sin~(t;~)]sinwot .

with •IIt·,n.) = arctan[~~ - ASin~l ± n~·
¥"\ If + Acos J '

in phase and quadrature component of noise variance
respectively.

Beacon phase noise due to satellite oscillator circuitry will be neglected, because it doesn't
affect amplitude measurement, The beacon signal as well as the AWGN are centered
about the same frequency fe [Hz], and one may write without loss of generality:

~(t;~) = (We-wo)t - \lI(t;~) :: 0 ;

Vpll(t) = E(t;~)cos [wot - ?/J(t;~)]

The veO-output will be a good reconstruction of this signal.

Statistics of the envelope of signal plus noise.

(A-3.5 )

The probability density distribution of the envelope plus noise of the veo's output
signal Vpll(t) can be calculated straightforwardly and is given by: [Middleton, 1960, p.414
& Rice, 1945]

Vpll(t) = E(t;~)cos[wot - ?/J(t;~)]

p( EIn.) - E e-[E2+A2(t;~)]/2No I ( E'A(t;~). 0 <E <
If IS+N - -wo 0 No' - - (I)

(A-3.6)

where No = variance of the zero mean thermal noise process ;
10 = Modified Bessel function of the first kind and order zero.

This distribution is generally known as the "Rice" distribution and is well known from the
statistics in conventional LOS microwave links in which fading plays a dominant role.

Note that for small AIJNO ratios, the distribution approaches the well known "Rayleigh
distribution" .

For large signal-to-noise ratios AIIN0) ) 1 the Rice distribution can be approximated by
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the relationship:

(Ejth) [ 1 No ]J E e-[E2+A2(t;~)]/2No ·0 < E < (I)

P If IS+N = + 8E.A(t;~ 211"A(t;¢j I - -

(A-3.6)

A/JNQ) 9 dB

statistics of the phase.

The probability density distribution of the phase process 1/J(t;~) is calculated in ref.
[Middleton, 1960, p.417l and is given by the relationship:

p( 'l/JI ~) IS+N = e-;:(t) [ 1 + 2..{i. aocos'l/J 1 + ;(aocoS1/JL ea~cos2'l/J] 0 ~ 'l/J ~ 211".

(A-3.8)

2~~ . [ e-;:(t) + aocos'l/J e-a~sin2'l/J { 1 + lD(aocos'l/J)~] 0 ~ 1/J ~ 211".

(A-3.9a )

where
x

lD(X) :: J; .f e-u2 du = "Error Function".
o

Introducing the parameter QEll, which is the signal-te-noise ratio within the equivalent
noise bandwidth of the loop Bpll Hz, according to:

Q = A2~t)/2 _ 2
pll - .,., 0 pll - CJ /ppllilineair theory· (A-3.10)

The probability density distribution in terms of Qpll is given by: [Middleton, 1960, p.417
& Spilker, 1977, p. 378]
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o ~ 1/J ~ 271", QpJl ~ 0 dB .. (A-3.11)

It seems justified to note that the relation stated in ref. [Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966,
eq. (27)] is not correct and contains a somewhat weird error function which is not
mentioned throughout the text. However, the approximate result applicable for large
values of Qpll is correct and in agreement with the Fokker-Planck equation: [Charles and
Lindsey, sept. 1966, eq(28)]

~ - G'pllsin 2'¢
p( 1/J) N ~ Opllo cos1/J e , i¢l ~ 71"/2, Qpll ~ 6 dB. (A-3.12)

During deep rainfade events severe signal degradation will occur accompanied by a
considerable increase in antenna noise temperature. The received copolar beacon signal
will be extremely weak and QpJl will be small. For this case the phase statistics is
dominantly determined by the phase modulation process of the narrowband AWGN
process. The result will be that the phase tracking error will be uniformly distributed
according to:

(A-3.12)

For determining amplitude measurement error, the ensemble average <cosn1/J> needs to
be calculated. From ref. [Middleton, 1960, pA18] is known:

21r

< cosn1/J> = f cosn1/Jo p( 1/J I¢) d1/J ;
o

(A-3.13a )

(A-3.13b)

where

1Il

r(z) = "Gamma Function" :: f tZ-1oe-t dt, Jl(z) > 0 .
o

(A-3.13 C)

IF I( Q; /3 ; :t:x) = "Confluent Hypergeometric Function"
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CD

=~ ....~. ~n ,with (a)n:: a.(a+l) ... (a+n-1), (a)o=l
l.~ n.
n =0

(A-3.13d )

These functions and their respective properties are well tabulated in several mathematical
handbooks (e.g [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965]).

For the case of n=l, the ensemble average reduces due:

(A-3.14 a )

with the help of the properties: [Middleton, 1960, p. 1076, eq(A.131 d)]

(A-3.15)

and In(x) is a modified Bessel function of the first kind and nth order.

It is striking to note that the ensemble average <cos7/;> is the same as the one directly
calculated from the the approximate probability density distribution applicable only for
the case of large signal-to-noise ratios.

From the asymptotic behaviour of the modified Bessel functions In(x) the trivial result:

lim <cos7/;> = 1
a p 1 I'" CD

(A-3.16)

(A-3.17)

Next, the ensemble average <cos 27/;> has to be calculated with the help of the goniometric
identity: ( in ref.[Bude, feb. 1988] analysis is incorrect)
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<cos 21/J> = ¥1+<cos21/J». (A-3.18)

For signal-to-noise ratios apll ~ 1.5 dB, the bandpass filter model is a good
approximation for describing the nonlineair behaviour of a second order high gain PLL.
[Charles and Lindsey, sept. 1966].

For the case of n=2 and with the help of the identity

f(n+l) = n! .

the ensemble average reduces to:

From [Middleton, 1960, p.1(47) the confluent hypergeometric function obeys a
relationship according to:

(A-3.19)

(A-3.20)

,F,(I1; 1'+1 ; - x) = x-1( 1'-11)-'[ 'Y( -y-1),F,(I1; 1'-1 ; - x) + 1'(l-1'+x),F l(l1; 1'; - x)]

(A-3.21 a )

which for the present case (11= 1; 1'=2) reduces to:

(A-3.21 b)

(A-3.21 C)

(A-3.21 d)

The ensemble averages <cos21/J> and <cos 21/J> are then determined to be:
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<cos2'I/J> = 1 + [OPll] -1. [e-OP11_l] ; <cos2'I/J> = 1 + [2. OP11] -1[e-OPll _l]
(A-3.22)

The rms variance of the ensemble average <cos'I/J> can be determined and will be
according to the formula:

(A-3.23a)

= 1 + [2. OPllf1[e-Opll - 1] - 1/"' 4P11 . e-Opll [Io(~) + I1(~)r

(A-3.23a)
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4c Interface handling of a digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme for integration
purposes in copolar beacon channel.

W. T.E. Vaessen.

4c.O Abstract.

The available digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme can be interfaced to the EDT PLL
copolar receiver, provided sampling frequency is extracted from input carrier frequency of
125 kHz with the help of an implemented hardware scheme which is drawn in A--4c.2. The
only modification to this scheme concerns the replacement of the 4 MHz crystal by 5
MHz. This scheme is cnrrently implemented as "unit 400" in a PTT PLL receiving unit
and has to be built and tested. Sampling frequency will be enhanced by 25 % relative to
the currently implemented frequency of 8.16 kHz, without limitations to Z-SO JL-processor
capacity.

For X-polar measurements as will be carried out on a JL-wave LOS-link, during the
course off the NUFFIC-project, the I-Q scheme has to be analogously modified to
operate with an input carrier frequency of 5 kHz. Because a reference output signal with a
frequency of 120 kHz is present at the EUT PLL receiver this signal can be used for
downmixing operations of the Co-polar channel as well, resulting in an equivalent IF of 5
kHz. When chosing an input carrier frequency of 5 kHz for operation of the I-Q scheme it
can be used directly for both Co- and X-polar channels. However, received signal power
at the LOS-link receiver is relatively very high compared to received beacon power, so
amplitude measurement error will be very low even when conventional In-phase
amplitude detection is carried out. An I-Q amplitude detection scheme would not be
necessary for LOS-link operation.

Due to satellite drift movement, clear-sky quantizer amplitude level should be chosen
such that a 6 dB margin relative to maximum input level exists on a logarithmic
scale.(non-uniform quantization) This requires a minimum A/D resolution of 14 bits at a
1 Hz sampling rate including a linearity error of 1 LSB, in order that the requirements of
INTELSAT are met. On a lineair scale (uniform quantization) a much higher resolution
would be required. The specification of INTELSAT concerning resolution requirements
are not well defined and depends on the A/D conversion scheme. (uniform or non-uniform
quantization)

To achieve such a high resolution, an oversampling scheme has to be employed. Two such
schemes are presented and worthwile to be considered. The most elegant scheme makes
use of the digital I/O port (Intel's 8255) present at the I-Q scheme and requires an
additional BPF operating at a center frequency of 125 kHz and having an equivalent noise
bandwidth which has to be smaller than 57.9 Hz, as well as the installation of a (cheap)
digital I/O card at the data-acquisition system. Considering this scheme, software needs
only to be modified slightly, however the capabilities of ASYSTtm regarding protocol
handling with Intel's 8255 is unknown and needs to be studied.
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The second scheme is fully compatible with the planned data-acquisition system, because
it makes use of an analog output signal converted with only 10 bit resolution (Signetics
NE 5020) at a 16 Hz output rate. When this signal is sampled at the data-acquisition
system at a rate higher than 1409 Hz and the LSB is ignored, 14 bits of resolution will be
achieved.

The presented theory concerning the quantitative analysis of the exchange of bits against
bandwidth must be modified in order to include errors due to:

non-linearity of the A/D converter,
Under/ Overflow,
Statistical dependence of samples when fs >> Bn ,
Non-linearity because of noise injection 1>1/2qm.

The respective consequences for the recommended oversampling schemes should be
studied and supported by actual measured data with an implemented I-Q amplitude
detection scheme.

4C.1 Introduction to the digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme as developed by the
Dutch PTT.

In a foregoing paragraph, which dealt about modeling the EUT PLL copolar beacon
receiver in the presence of random noise, the necessity of the employment of an I-Q
amplitude detection scheme has been stretched. Forward bias error introduced by phase
jitter due to thermal noise power inside the equivalent noise bandwidth of the PLL can be
eliminated when the detected carrier signal is decomposed into two orthonormal channels.
(I(n-phase) channel and Q(uadrature phase) channel respectively), followed by squaring
and adding operations. Ensemble averaging (LPF operation) during a certain measuring
time interval (Decimation) reduces thermal noise power contribution to measurement
error to power which lies within the output bandwidth. (Bn = 0.5 Hz) Thus (average and
rms) amplitude measurement error will be determined by thermal noise power within the
output bandwidth (Bn =0.5 Hz) and A/D resolution (12 bit minimum over 40 dB
amplitude dymanic range) used by the data acquisition system.

To enhance flexibility and eliminate temperature dependent effects, the implementation of
a digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme is most feasible as compared to an analogue
scheme. However, a hybrid scheme is also offered as an option [see a previous chapter] and
could have some advantages relative to a digital scheme. E.g, all digital (filter) operations
could be done by means of a PC with the help of the programming language ASYSTtm
without the need of complex I-£-processor (or better a dedicated signal processor)
programming in an assembler oriented language.

EUT does have at it's disposal an (adapted version of a) digital I-Q amplitude detection
scheme ( see appendix A-4c.1 )based upon the cheap z-BO I-£-processor, as developed by
the PTT Neher Laboratories, Leidschendam The Netherlands, which does meet the
following specifications: [Zundert, 1989]
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z-ao ~-processor, 8 bit databus, clock frequency 4 Mhz.
Intel 8255 I/O chip, handshake protocol.
Employement of a physical M=12 bit A/D converter.
Input IF of 100 kHz instead of 125 kHz available from analog beacon receiver, giving
rise to serious interfacial problems.
(Over) sampling frequency fs ::: 8.16 kHz, which is externally extracted and
synchronized from carrier frequency of 100 kHz.
Decimation filtering (integrate and dump) with selectable output sampling rate.(0.5
to 32 Hz)
physical 10 bit D{A converter (Signetics NE5020)with 9 bit measured resolution
Dynamic range 0 48 dB. [-24 d.Bm ..+24 dBml
Logarithmic output. (10 bits D/A and 12 bits digital I/O)

In order to meet the requirements of the theoreme of Nyquist, filter operations have been
modified. [Zundert, 1989]

Main subject of this chapter is to inventarize interfacing problems and to discuss possible
solutions. Discussion will not be limited to purely technical aspects, but
economical/financial aspects as well. Starting point will be the availability of both
l-ehannel copolar output from the EUT PLL beacon receiver (fo = 125 kHz) and an
adapted version of a digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme, whereas the conventional
EUT PLL copolar receiver unit must remain unmodified and the scheme'S output must be
compatible with the planned data-acquisition system. (Analog or even digital ?)
As a consequence, modifications concerning interfacial handling will have to be carried
out either externally (Extraction/synchronization of fs to the IF of 125 kHz) and/or
internally at the I-Q scheme. (Adaptation of software and/or replacement of 10 bit D/A
converter)

As is already shortly pointed out, generally two problems are involved during interface
handling of the I-Q scheme, which are sketched below:

+1 v

10 MHZ [>; 10 ""IooiZ P __ Cccel ....
I c ••con ~.C.l~e

I

.!1~"
i.. ~

Fig 4C.1"Interfacing of I-Q scheme to PLL receiver and data-acquisition system"

a) Problems related to interfacing to PLL beacon receiver j

b) Problems related to interfacing to planned data-acquisition system.

Possible solutions to the above mentioned problems will be outlined below.
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Interfaci~ to EUT PLL copolar beaoon receiver: Extraction/synchronization of
sampling frequency from input carrier IF.

In order to avoid aliasing effects, sampling frequency fs has to be extracted from the input
IF carrier frequency fo, such that the relationship

f
fo= (2n + 1) T' n= 24 (4c.l)

is strictly obeyed. [Manders, 1987 and Zundert, 19891
Because phase jitter of the carrier signal does cause frequency offsets lying inside the
equivalent noise bandwidth Bpll of the PLL, sampling frequency must be extracted from
carrier frequency. Otherwise serious amplitude measurement errors are likely to occur 
after squaring and adding both channel outputs- according to : [Manders, 1987, p.65]

A::: A· (1 + ~Q], Q:: 2 71" ~f~

where

A = measured amplitude;
A = amplitude to be mausured;
Q = relative frequency offset.
~fo = frequency deviation from carrier frequency fo;
fs = sampling frequency.

(4c.2)

After ensemble averageing, measured amplitude even can be zero [Manders, 1987]
[Manders, 1987] concludes that for a sampling frequency fs which is much smaller than the
carrier frequency fOl a sampling signal has to be chosen which closely follows carrier signal
variations according to the relative accuracies as stated in [Manders, 1987, p.61, table 10].

4c.2.1 Input carrier frequency foof 125 kHz.

A hardware scheme is implemented at a PTT PLL receiver unit (see appendix A-4c.2),
developed for propagation experiments at the Dutch "NERA" satellite ground station,
which is able to extract the sampling frequenc~ from the carrier frequency foof 100 kHz
according to the scheme: [Zundert, 1987, fig. 4j
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"Extraction and synchronization of sampling signal from input carrier
signal fo= (49/4ofs =) 100 kHz, obeying relationship (4c.l).

When the employed VCXO operating at a nominal frequency of 4 MHz is replaced by a
similar VCXO operating a.t a nominal frequency of 5 MHz, the sampling signal will be
slaved to the incoming carrier frequency fo= 125 kHz, but will be enhanced by 25%
relative to it's current value. This is because the relationship fo= (49/4)fs has to be
strictly satisfied.

Two main questions will arise:

ad.l)

ad.2)

1)

2)

Can the currently employed (high speed, high resolution) Sample & Hold
amplifier MN375 (see also appendix A-4c.l) adequately track a carrier
frequency foof 125 kHz? ;
Is Z-SO IJ.-processor capacity sufficient to match a 25 % higher sampling
rate?

According to datasheets of the MicroNetworks company, the SHA MN375 can
accurately capture signal frequencies as high as 190 kHz and hold for a minimum
time of 120 JJSec. at a 13 bit level. So the answer is Yes.

IJ.-processor capacity is such that the output sampling rate can be enhanced more
than 8 times without problems. [Zundert, 1987, p.62 , Heerkens, private
communication dd. march 1989] The answer is Yes.

Note again that because of a higher sampling rate which will be 25 % enhanced relative to
the current rate, output sampling rate will also be enhanced by 25% when employing the
same decimation schemes.

The complete hardware scheme, together with a partlist, is stated in [A-4c.2] and can be
built and implemented at relatively low costs. However, power supply at a voltage level of
+12V is needed for operation. This has to be extracted from the EUT PLL copolar
receiver unit power supply scheme with the help of a voltage controller chip. (e.g LM
78L12)
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4c.2.2 Input carrier frequency foof 5 kHz.

At the EUT PLL copolar receiver a reference oscillator signal of 120 kHz is present for
downmixing operations in the X-polar channel. This reference signal can be used for
downmixing the IF of 125 kHz to 5 kHz. [Geels, 1989, to be published shortly 2]
See figure 4C.3.

Fig. 4c.3 "Mixing of IF to 5kHz"

When the I-Q scheme will be operated to work with an input carrier frequency of 5 kHz,
a much cheaper SHA can be used. Also, because of a much lower sampling rate of only
408 Hz, ti-processor capacity can be used to implement much better filter operations (e.g.
equiripple FIR filter) than the one which are currently employed. (only integrate & dump
fi1 tering: "sinc filtering")

Note that for X-polar measurements which will be conducted during the course of the
NUFFIC project, the IF of the X-polar signal is 5 kHz. The I-Q scheme has then to be
modified to operate at an input carrier frequency of 5 kHz.

In table 4C.1 a short overview is given concerning the consequences of the choice of an
input carrier frequency.

Table 4C.1 "Overview of consequences of the choice of input carrier frequency"

5 kHf125 kHf0= z 0= z

No modifications of Z-SO software Software needs to be modified
Hardware scheme available & easy Additional mixer + BPF
to implement
Only intergrate&dump filtering pos- Better filtering possible.
sible due to limited ti-processor (equiripple FIR filter)
capacity.
Expensive SHA (~fl. 400,-) Cheap SHA

Recommended to be used for Co-polar Recommended to be used for X-pol-
measurements in Inte1Sat project. ar measurements in NUFFIC project

2Geels, H.J.,
"AID interface voor TMS signaalprocessor",
Eindhoven, University of Technology, Faculty of EE., Telecommunications Division.
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, Jan. 1989.
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.(C.3 Enhancement of AID resolution:"The exchange of bits against bandwidth".

According to the requirements of INTELSAT [INTELSAT, apr. 1988] rain fade levels on
a power basis of at least 20 dB have to be measured with a minimum resolution of 12 bits.
This requirement corresponds to a 40 dB dynamic amplitude range quantized with a
resolution which is equivalent to a physical 12 bit AID conversion process at an output
sampling ra.te of 1 Hz. (and an equivalent Nyquist noise bandwidth Bn of 1/2 Hz)
INTELSAT does not clearly ~ecifY whether this requirement has to be met regarding a
uniform quantization scheme linea.ir scale) or a non-uniform quantization scheme.
(logarithmic scale), nor does TELSAT specify maximum quantization error nor
amplitude measurement errol. An additional fade margin of 6 dB relative to the
maximum quantization input level must be recommended because of satellite drift
movement and the associated determination of of a clear-sky correction template.(see e.g.
[Manders, 19867, p.49, fig. 3.21] and [Norbory, doc. OPEX-5, p.3])

In figure 4c.4 this recommendation is displayed in a graphical form.

~.

2_~a~ - .~ -~. ~

_~:;""'\7'"":::::---- ------- ---_. ------- ---- ---~-~"'.JIl V

Fig 4eA "6 dB offset relative to maximum input quantization level"

In order to achieve the same resolution with the employed scheme, the AID conversion
scheme must acquire:

(4e.4)

resolution on a logarithmic scale. (Note that on a lineair scale the acquired resolution
would be 15 bits, provided clear-sky amplitude level would be chosen to be equal to the
level corresponding to 1/2Amax)

Qualitatively- speaking, it can be assumed that due to nonlinearity of commercially
available AID converters, 1· LSB resolution will be lost during the conversion process.
Thus a physical M-bit AID converter will commonly encounter the resolution of an ideal
(M-l)-bit converter [Dekker, OPEX-4]. In order to compensate this reduction in
resolution some kind of oversamplingldecimation scheme has to be employed. However
this requires stringent specifications regarding input noise bandwidth which will be
dependent upon employed sampling frequency, input carrier-tcrnoise power density ratio
and physical quantization step-size.
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4cA Quantitative analysis:"How many bits against how much bandwidth?"

4cA.l Introductory remarks.

When employing a digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme rms measurement error is
determined by thermal noise power inside the detection noise bandwidth Bdet (= 1/2 Hz
at an output samplin~ rate of 1 Hz) and resolution of A/D conversion scheme according
to: [Dekker, OPEX-4!

LiAth = 20Log[l+ Bde t ]
(Crf'7o)

LiAiq = lOLog[I+2 12·1+1 ]
12

where

[dB]

[dB]

(4c.5)

(4c.6)

LiAth = rms error due to thermal noise power within detection noise bandwidth Bdet
(= 1/2 Hz)

LiAiq = rms error due to uniform quantization noise power
Bdet = output detection bandwidth (= 1/2 Hz at fs,out = 1 Hz)
Cr/'7o = input carrier-to-noise power ratio. (= 52.8 -10LogBn [dB])
I = number of quantization levels. (= 2m -1)
A = lqm

Suppose, the required amplitude resolution must equal R fdB]. Then regarding a 40 dB
rainfade event, the minimum number of quantization levellmin must be: [Manders, 1987]

1 + lOR/5
1min =----'----, R [dB]

lOR/I0 _ 1

As a criterion, error due to thermal noise can be related to quantization noise error for the
lowest quantizer level of interest, according to:

LiAthl = 20Log[I+-_I-
40 db fade Qpll

S R [dB]

[dB]

For determination of the lowest quantization level LiAth I = R, will be taken as a
40 db fade

criterion. this results in:
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= 2, Qpll ~ 6 [dB].lmin =
1 + (1+Qph)4

(1 + Qp h)2 -1

Regarding a 40 dB fade level and a 6 dB fade margin, the number of resolution bits on a
lineair scale will be:

from this can be concluded, when employing a 10 bit AID converter, quantization error
will be less than error due to additive thermal noise. However, INTELSAT requires a
larger resolution (thus a smaller quantization error) which does give rise to a different
number of necessary resolution bits, which will be d.ependent upon employed quantization
scheme. (uniform quantization or non-uniform quantization.

Quantization error can be reduced (resolutiuon can be enhanced) when ensemble
averaging will take place over a sufficient number of quantized input samples. When
random noise is "injected" to a 1 bit AID converter's input terminal, having a uniform
pdf and consecutive ensemble averiging is carried out, makes this converter a perfect
lineair system. [Dekker, OPEX--41 In telecommunications systems the continuous input
signal to be quantized is (inevitibfy) attended with zero mean additive white gaussian
noise with a rms variance proportional to the squared root of the equivalent input noise
bandwidth.
The rms value of the attended AWGN must have a certain minimum value related to the
quantization step-size of the AID converter, such that a great number of the quantized
samples are consecutively "randomly scattered" about several quantizer levels. Averaging
over a sufficient number of quantized samples will then result in an accurate estimate of
the input signal with an equivalent resolution which can be much better than the physical
resolution of the AID conversion scheme. In ref. [Gedance, 1972] the "threshold value" of
the rms value of the attended AWGN-process must equal:

(4c.8)

where

Un = rms variance of AWGN-process j [W]
TJo = thermal noise power density [WIHzl
Bn = input equivalent noise bandwidth [tIz]
l' = "noise injectio factorllJW IV]
qm = step-size of a physic M-bit AID converter. [V]

It is obvious that for values of 'Y much greater than 1/2, input quantized samples are
"scattered" about more quantized levels and averaging has to be performed over a greater
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ensemble of quantized samples in order to acquire the same resolution. Or analogously,
employing an AID conversion scheme with a much higher physical resolution does require
much less input noise power in order to gain the same amount of resolution with the same
averaging scheme.

Also obvious is the fact that the communications engineer is able to control the noise
injection factor by means of preceding the AID converter by a BPF with an appropriate
equivalent noise bandwidth Bn [Hz]. However, when the input signal is rather noisy Bn
has to be very small, requiring a (very expensive!) BPF with an extreme high quality
factor Q of several thousands. Otherwise, the employement of an AID converter with a
lower physical resolution can be employed (cheaper !) resulting in a BPF with practical
values of Q.

4C.4.2 Numerical. modeling of oversampling at an AID conversion scheme.

When averaging (= LPF operations) will take place over an ensemble consisting of a
infinite number of quantized samples, the AID conversion scheme is a perfect lineair
system. In practice measuring time t mis finite (and so will be the number of samples N
from which it's average will be calculated) and related to sampling frequency fs by the
relationship:

(4c.9)

where

N = number of quantized samples ;
fs = sampling frequency [Hz] ;
t m = ,measuring time. lsec] (= 1 sec according to INTELSAT requirements)

For establishment of insight and the determination of the influence of averaging over a
finite number of quantized samples, a 1 bit AID conversion scheme inj::cted with additive
noise having a uniform pdf is considered.[Manders, 1987, p.24, fig. 3.4J (see fig. 4c.5)

Fig.4c.5 "0versampling scheme using a 1 bit AID converter and uniformly
distributed input noise"
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where

me = Amplitude to be measured;
nIt) = Additive noise process with a uniform pdf;
x t) = Bandpass signal plus additive noise;
~ kTs)= Quantized output signal; (z Amax)

me = Averaged value of measured amplitude;
fs = sampling frequency;
N = Number of samples.

Because measuring time t m is finite, an amplitude measurement error will occur. This
error can be modeled by means of the Central-limit theroreme of probability theory. This
theoreme states that a sum of an infinite number of independently distributed samples
equals a gaussian distribution according to:

Lim
N-'1Il

N

p[ ~n) - N·<n> <.J =

aYk°..jN -

z
_1_ f e-u2h du =~(z)
IIi 0

(4e.10)

For finite (but large) N, this result reduces to a distribution which is approximately
gaussian:

N
1~ _' <>_N" ~Yk =me, Yk =me·

k = 1

prES aYk oz] N_1_f:-u2/2dU
IN IIi 0

where

Uy = Rms variance of quantized samples;
k

<Yk> = Mean value of a quantized sample;
N = Finite number of samples;
E = ~bsolute amplitude measurement error;

E =me - me-
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From the central-limit theoreme can be concluded that, whilst N is sufficiently large, the
amplitude measurement error f can adequately be approximated by a zero mean gaussian
distribution with rms variance given by:

(4c.13)

Note that for the case that 1 i m (J =O.
f

N-I(I)

Regarding the 1 bit AID conversion scheme it can easily be derived that

_ . _ A max(JYk - Amax ,(J - --.

f IN
(4c.14)

The probability density distribution of the measured amplitude mc is approximately zero
mean Gaussian with rms variance as given by (4c.14).

It may be concluded that 60 %of the total number of measured amplitude samples does
have a value which will lie in the interval:

mc E <mc - (J ,mc + (J > .
f f

(4c.16)

Next, the minimum number of quantized samples N from which it's ensemble average has
to be determined in order that absolute amplitude measurement error ~Aiq meets certain
restrictions. Therefore, measurement error will be related to the rms error (J f to which 60

%of all measured samples will match. This will result in:

(4c.17)

When employing a measuring time til (= 1 sec.), sampling frequency fs has to be chosen
such that the relationship

N = f,· t. ~ [ h~J
is obeyed.

(4c.18)
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The foregoing treatment has to be extended to match the following items:

c)

M-bit AID converter instead of a 1 bit AID converter;
Additive white gaussian noise instead of additive noise with with a uniform
pdf.
Time dependent amplitude mc(t) instead of constant one:bandlimited input
signal.

M-bit AID converter

Assume that the converter does employ a uniform step-5ize qm according to:

(4c.19)

and that the input noise process n(t) does have a uniform pdf with the property that

n(t) ~ + (4c.20)

Further, N quantized samples are processed during a measuring time of t mseconds.
Compare the acquired resolution to a (hypothetical) L-bit AID converter which only
processes 1 quantized sample during the same measurement time:

- L-bit AID converter which processes 1 sample during t msec.

Quantization error : ~Aiq ~ql = ~L:~

According to formula (4C.18), 60% of all measured samples obey the relationship:

(4c.20)

- M-bit AID converter which processes N samples during t msec.



O'y k qm J _
Quantization error : ~Aiq ~ 0' =--= --L.1 =

f IN IN
1.--
IN
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(4c.21)

Combining both analogue results as is applicable to both AID conversion schemes will
give:

N = fs ' t m ~ [_2...,~".....--_1] 2

2 - 1
(4c.22)

This formula stretches the quantitative relationship between the exchange of bits (L > M)
and bandwidth (fs ~ En) fOI the case of a M bit AID conversion scheme and the injection
of uniformly distributed noise.

Additive white gaussian noise

(4c.23a)

For the case of (deliberatelr) added white gaussian noise having a rms variance of Un [W],
the estimated mean value me of the quantized Signal is a good estimate of the actual
carrier amplitude me, for values of Un exceeding the resolution qm/2 of the physical M-bit
AID conversion scheme. [Gedance, 1972]

An additional factor [q:/,] ,has to be take into account and the exchange of bits against

bandwidth will then be expressed by means of the formula: [Manders, 1987, p.34, formula
(3.24)]

N = f,.t. ~ [q:i,j'- [~~=~ r<Tn = j ~o·Bn ~!It- [Gedance, 1972]

(4c.23b)

N = number of samples which have to be averaged during measuring time tm(= 1 s)
fs = Sampling frequency (~ 2 Bn , Nyquist one channel)
t m= Measuring time. (1/tm=data stream output = 1 Hz)

'Y = Noise injection factor. (Un = j 170' En = 'Yqm, qm = step-size)
L = Number of resolution bits for simulated L-bits AID converter
M = Number of resolution bits of physical M-bit AID converter
qm = Quantization step-size.
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Note that for the special case that ,., equals it's minimum value of 1/2, formula (4c.23ab)
reduces to the case of additive noise having a uniform pdf in the interval <_1/ 'Am ,1/ 'Am>.

From the preceding formulae," a rule of thumb" can be derived, concerning the choice of
sampling frequency for a given number A. of enhancement resolution bits, according to:

Log 2(fs "tm) ~ 2(L - M + 1 + logn) =2(A. + 1 + logn)., A. = L-M.

From this equation can be concluded that "roughly speaking" a factor 4 enhancement in
sampling frequency will give rise to 1 bit enhancement in resolution.

It is interesting to note that concerning a D/ A scheme, a factor 2 enhancement in
sampling frequency will give rise to 1 bit enhancement in resolution. See a later chapter
for discussion ofthis statement.

Bandlimited ( Bn) input signal mc(t).

When the A/D converter is preceded by a Sample & Hold amplifier, signal amplitude is
held constant during conversion time and foregoing theory is adequate. Care has to be
taken that the input signal is bandlimited such that the theoreme of Nyquist is satisfied.
Else, aliasing effects will seriously distort amplitude measurement scheme.

4c.4.3 Relationship between noise injection factor "( and input carrier-to-noise
power ratio.

Additive white gaussian noise present at the beacon signal can be used to employ an
oversampling scheme as has been discussed above. Minimum "injected" noise level needed
to obey the relationship (Tn ~ 1/2qm, can be expressed in terms of the input
carrier-to-noise power ratio according to:

1/ A 2 (2M 1)2(C /N ) =2" clear sky = -,,., ~ 1/2.
r 0 clear-sky (T~ 3 2 ,.,2

(4c.24a )

(4c.24b)

where Cr = 1/2A~lear-BkY . and allowing a margin of -Q dB relative to maximum input
quantization level Amax
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The equivalent noise bandwidth Bn is according to:

Combination of the equations (4C.23) and (4c.24) will result in: (tm=lsec.)

[ f s J [ Cr J >221-3
~ • ---rj"O clear-sky - .

(B 4L) <8f [ C r ]n • - s' ---rj"O clear-sky

From the quotient of both equations (4C.24) and (4C.26) can be deduced:

(4C.25)

When employing an I-Q amplitude detection scheme, the theoreme of Nyquist must be
met at both channels indepedently. Thus requiring:

4c.4.4 Summarizing the results and application to INTELSATV-Surabaya
dow:n.lin.k.

(4c.27)

Both quantization schemes as de'picted below are essentially equal regarding the fact that
quantization error (or resolution) is equal.
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Fig.4c.7 "Equivalence between different schemes"

The second scheme makes use of oversampling and software implemented lowpass filtering
("decimation"= sampling rate reduction) to an equivalent output noise bandwidth Bn of
1/2Hz. (tm = 1 sec) The first scheme uses a high resolution (thus expensive !) A/D
converter and a sampling frequency which only satisfies Nyquist's citerion. Both schemes
are essentially equivalent l but the former scheme is far more easy to implement because
the necessity of a hardware implemented BPF operating at a center frequency of several
kHz and having an equivalent noise bandwidth smaller than one Hz is superfluous.
Despite the fact that such a BPF would be very hard to realize.

The foregoing theory can be applied to the INTELSATV-Surabaya downlink, since
carrier-to-noise power density ratio is known from linkbudget calculations to be:

[ ~~ ]clear-SkYl Ta = To = 52.8 [dBHz]

Extracted sampling frequency will be:

From equation (4c.24) can be derived that:

If (1=) 14 bits resolution is required (1=13 is minumum!, see also equation (4C.4)), Bn
has to obey the inequality:
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Bn S 57.9 [Hz]

Crystal filters having a center frequency of 125 kHz and equivalent noise bandwidth Bn of
50 Hz are commercially available. [Manders, 1987]

A practical value for the noise injection factor l' has to be chosen. In ref. [Dekker,
OPEX--4] a value for 1 of 0.75 is recommended. Thus a physical M-bit A/D converter
having a resolution of: (see equation (4c.24b))

(Bn 0 4
M

) = 32yo [-..fL] I k T T ---of M >8 bit, l' >0.78
'70 c ear-s y, a =0 -

From this can be concluded that when a maximum of 4 LSB's of the physical 12 bit A/D
converter are ignored and the converter is preceded by a BPF operating at a center
frequency of 125 kHz and having an equivalent noise bandwidth Bn smaller than 57.9 Hz,
14 bits of resolution will be encountered when decimation filtering to an output sampling
rate of 1 Hz is performed.

Discussion regarding errors involved.

The above derived theoretical approach is a simplification with respect to the errors which
are commonly employed in a practical situation in which oversampling is used.
A short classification is given of the possible errors which are likely to occur in a practical
implemented scheme: [Manders, 1987]

- Non-linearity error of physical A/D converter, (1/20 LSB)
- Non-linearity error because of limited input noise variance lTn > 1/2,
- Error due to statistical dependence of input samples when fs » Bn,
- Error due to finite measuring time,
- Error due to Over/Under flow,
- Error due to integrate and dump filtering (Aliasing).

The effects of these errors upon the performance of an oversampling scheme is a point of
further investigation and it would be very useful to support this investigation with
measured data.

Note that for instance, [Manders, 1987] claims that the non-linearity error introduced by
the A/D converter must equal 1/20 LSB ofthe simulated resolution L. Further the error
due to the statistical dependence of the quantized samples in a scheme using a much
higher sampling frequency compared to equivalent noise bandwidth, needs special
attention.
Errors due to overflow are not likely to occur when a 6 dB margin relative to maximum
input quantizer level is employed. Errors due to underflow are also unlikely to occur due
to the fact that a certain minimum quantization levellmin 0 qm is employed.
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When employing a especially designed FIR filter with good frequency characteristics
errors introduced by aliasing are under control.

4c.5 Interface handling of copolar beacon signal amplitude to planned data-acquisition
system.

4c.5.1 Analog or digital input?

The planned data-acquisition system is oriented to operate with analog input signals.
Digital I/O is not a priori supported by the installed AD-interface card (Metrabyte's
Das8) under the control of ASYSTtm (3, since :

Only 3 digital input channels are present at the Das8 card;
Standard external Das8 driver software, compiled in ASYSTtm doesn't support
digital I/O and interrupt handling.

However, in principle it is possible to implement an in-house designed external Das8
driver compiled in ASYSTtm which is able to support all I/O handling the Das8 card can
offer. But since the Das8 card only supports a very limited number of digital I/O channels
additional implementation of external driver software isn't worthwile to be seriously
considered.

To be able to support digital I/O two possible solutions can be taken into consideration:

a)

b)

ad. a)

Parallel digital I/O
Installation and implementation of an additional digital parallel I/O
interface card in the data-acquisition system, based upon the Intel
8255 I/O chip and working with a handshake protocol;

Serial digital I/O
To perform data-acquisition of digital signals by means of a serial
communications port using the RS-232 communications protocol at a
baud rate of 8 bit/so

Installation of an additional parallel digital I/O interface card is relatively
cheap (5 fl. 125,-) and offers best compatibility with the digital I-Q
amplitude detection scheme, provided the interface does employ Intel's 8255
I/O chip. However additional driver software has to be written and compiled
in ASYSTtm to support the I/O handling of the I/O card. ASYSTtm does
support interface handling o( Intel's 8255 I/O chip, but extensive study has to
be made regarding the capabilities of ASY5Ttm in conjunction with the 8255
I/O chip.

3See Part 3, Ch. 8, "Data-acquisition and analysis" of this report for the explanation of the
package ASYSTtm.



ad. b) Serial I/O is far more difficult to implement and can give rise to serious
timing problems. Further the capabilities of ASYSTtm in relation to serial
communication are very limited and unknown at the moment.
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For resumation purposes, the following table may serve as an overview of the possibilities
regarding analog and digital I/O at the site of the data-acquisition system.

Table 4C.2 "(Dis)Advantages of I/O schemes"

Analog Digital
yaraue1 :)enaJ
(8255) (RS-232)

Fully compatible with Additional I/O card Timing problems
Das8 intercace card. Compatible with
1 bit resolution lost I~ scheme Dutch PTT
due to nonlinearity. No loss of resolution!
(11 bits)

ASYSTtm?Support from ASYSTtm
(8255 overlay)

I Only recommend in Recommended Not recommended
combination with an Cheap (fl125,-) Difficult to implement
oversamplin~ scheme. Flexible Not supported by
(only 11 bits Study of capabilities ASYSTtm?

of ASYSTtm in conjunc-
tion with 8255

4C.5.2

4c.5.2.1

Modifications at digital I~ amlitude detection scheme when employing an
analog output signal.

Implementation of a 12 bit (p-processor compatible) DAC to the Z-SO
databus.

When the data-acquisition system demands an analog input signal meeting the
requirements of INTELSAT, ihe 10 bit ~processor compatible DAC (signetics NE 5020)
currently employed at the detection scheme must be replaced by a 12 bit ~-processor
compatible DAC. Since 2 LSB's are currently lost during conversion process, the
implemented Z-SO programme must be modified in order to convert all 12 bit
information. This concerns only a slight modification which can easily be carried out. A
far more elaborate operation will be to implement a suitable 12 bit ~-processor

compatible DAC. This because of two main reasons:
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12 bit Jl-processor compatible DAC is generally not pin compatible with the
currently employed 10 bit DAC. (Signetics NE 5020) ;

Which one will be suitable regarding:
Ease of implementation relative to the NE 5020 ;
Price ;
Delivery terms (Shortly!) ;
Specifications (conversion speed, linearity error, accuracy).

In tabJe 4C.3, a summation is given of possible 12 bit (not necessarily Jl-processor
compatible) DAC's, which can be used to replace the currently implemented 10 bit
Jl-processor compatible DAC NE 5020 at the scheme.

Table 4C.3 "Possible 12 bit DAC candidates"

Type no. Price Delivery term Manufacturer/ dealer

I(fl. ) (weeks)
Jl-processor compatible

DAC 336-12"I 560.- 6 SipexjKoning&Hartman
DAC 1230 30.31 12 Datel/Rodelco
DAC 1231 25.06 12 Datel/Rodelco
DAC 1232 20.44 12 Datel/Rodelco
DAC 1265 38.85 12 DateljRodelco
DAC HK12BGC 214.- 6 Datel/Rodelco
DAC 8012 HP 34.42 $1 NationaljDisplay
DAC 8212 HP 48.98 $1 National/Display
DAC 8408 HP 33.25 <1 National/Display
DAC 811 ? '; Burr Brownj?
DAC 1201KP-V ? ? Burr Brown/?
AD 667 130.- ? Analog Devicesj?
AD 7248 ? ? Analog Devicesj?
AD 7524 ? ? Analog Devices/?

Not Jl-processor compatible I

PM 7541 HP 26.50 $1 PMIjDisplay
PM 7545 HP 26.60 $1 PMIjDisplay
PM 7548 HP 31.60 $1 PMIjDisplay
PM 7645 HP 26.60 $1 PMI/Display

14 bit high quality audio DAC employed in early Philips CD-players

TDA 1450 4 24.95 $1 Philips/ Display

4Acquires additional circuitry ($ fl.100.-) [Elektuur, oct. 1987, p. 42--49, see also
attachement], but does meet very high specifications regarding conversion speed and
linearity error. Because this DAC is used for commercial audio applications it's pice is very
low and 14 bits of resolution is possible when using this DAC in combination with an
oversampling scheme.



4c.5.2.2 Oversampling at the DIA scheme: Enhancement of resolution.
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Due to nonlinearity of the DAC, approximately 1/2 bit of resolution will be lost. Taking
into account the fact that the 12 bit AID conversion scheme implemented at the planned
data-acquisition system (Metrabyte's bas8 AD interface card for PC systems) does
introduce a nonlinearity error of :t 1 bit [See manual of Das8], it is clear that some kind of
oversampli~ scheme is needed in order to meet the stringent specifications of
INTELSAT.~ 12 bit resolution at a dynamic amplitude range of 40 dB) This can be
implemented with a scheme as is drawn below:

L>M

IinJ
~: :>1: =~ <D1Ali.1

:~- /-_._~- 7
: 0 -7+-----------
,
I,

X-a 'Cb'M L 1"-1 Hz
~.i.-.CAwl.ltlRn 'V.t.m >

Fig.4c.7 "Equivalent oversampling schemes at D/A output"

Maximum output sampling frequency which can be attained with the current
implemented decimation scheme will be 16 Hz. (Bn=8 Hz). [Heerkens, private
communication], giving rise to theoretical enhancement ot (2 4=16) 4 bits of output
resolution after LPF operations to an output sampling rate of 1 Hz. This can easily be
demonstrated by an example of a 2 bit D/A converter with an output ramp signal.
Employement of a two times higher output sampling rate will enhance resolution by 1
bit.See fig 4C.9 for a picture of this.
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Fig.4c.8 "Output ramp at a 2 bit D/ A converter at two different output
sampling rates"

With the scheme as given below, it is possible to gain 14 bits of resolution with the
currently employed 10 bit D{A converter and using oversampling at the data-acquisition
system according to:

10 bit D/ A scheme at I-Q detection print:

fSlout = 16 Hz -- Bn = 8 Hz ;

12 bit AID conversion scheme (Metrabyte's Das8) at data-acquisition system:
(see eq.(4c.26c))

Bn o 4L
fs~ 8(C

r
f'7o) ~1409[Hz],L=14bit.

Noise injection factor "y: (see eq. (4c.24))

(2M -1) M= 10--"Y=0.41
"y = - - ~ 1/2--

4J!"~ M =11--+ "y = 0.83

M = 12 --+ "y = 1.67
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So the LSB of the 12 bit A/D conversion scheme implemented at the data-acquisition
system can be ignored. When sampling frequency is chosen to be greater than 1409 Hz and
decimation filtering to an equivalent noise bandwidth of 1/2Hz is performed by the
data-acquisition software, 14 bits resolution is encountered. However, linearity error of
the DasB 12-bit A/D converter is large (1 LSB), which will degrade the available
resolution.

Because sampling frequency at the I-Q scheme will be 25 %enhanced relative to the
currently implemented value so will output sampling rate as well when software isn't
modified. This means that sampling frequency at the data-acquisition frequency must
also be enhanced by 25 % relative to the minimum value of 1409 Hz, as has been
calculated above. So, when employing:

fs ~ 1762 [Hz], L=14 bit,

Decimation Software at I-Q scheme needs not to be modified.

The results of the foregoing calculations are drawn in the following scheme, which can be
implemented and interfaces the digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme to the
data-acquisition system through an analog output voltage.

• t.-.cgwl'ltlR~ 't.t.~ >

Fig. 4c.9 "Interfacing of digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme to the planned
data-acquisition system by means of an analog output voltage and
using oversampling twice, resulting in 14 bits resolution.

4C.6 Recommended interfacing schemes and conclusions.

The available digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme can be interfaced to the EDT PLL
copolar receiver, provided sampling frequency is extracted from input carrier frequency of
125 kHz with the help of an implemented hardware scheme which is drawn in A-4C.2. The
only modification to this scheme concerns the replacement of the 4 MHz crystal by 5
MHz. This scheme is currently implemented as "unit 400" in a PTT PLL receiving unit
and has to be built and tested. Sampling frequency will be enhanced by 25 % relative to
the currently implemented frequency of 8.16 kHz, without limitations to z-ao ~-processor

capacity.

For X-polar measurements. as will be carried out on a ~-wave LOS-link, during the
course of the NUFFIC-project, the I-Q scheme has to be analogously modified to operate
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with an input carrier frequency of 5 kHz. Because a reference output signal with a
frequency of 120 kHz is present at the EUT PLL receiver this signal can be used for
downmixing operations of the C<rpolar channel as well, resulting in an equivalent IF of 5
kHz. When chosing an input carrier frequency of 5 kHz for operation of the I-Q scheme it
can be used directly for both C<r and X-polar channels.

Due to satellite drift movement, clear-sky quantizer amplitude level should be chosen
such that a 6 dB margin relative to maximum input level exists. This requires a minimum
A/D resolution of 14 bits at a I Hz sampling rate including a linearity error of 1 LSB, in
order that the requirements of INTELSAT are met.

To achieve such a high resolution, an oversampling scheme has to be employed. Two such
schemes are presented in fig. 4C.I0 below. The most elegant scheme makes use of the
digital I/O port (Intel's 8255) present at the I-Q scheme and requires an additional BPF
operating at a center frequency of 125 kHz and having an equivalent noise bandwidth
which has to be smaller than 57.9 Hz, as well as the installation of a (cheap) digital I/O
card at the data-acquisition system. Considering this scheme, software needs only to be
modified slightly, however the capabilities of ASYSTtm regarding protocol handling with
Intel's 8255 is unknown and needs to be studied.

The second scheme is fully compatible with the planned data-acquisition system, because
it makes use of an analog output signal converted with only 10 bit resolution (Signetics
NE 5020) at a 16 Hz output rate. When this signal is sampled at the data-acquisition
system at a rate higher than 1409 Hz, 14 bits of resolution will be achieved.

Several sources of additional error do exist. One of the most important sources of error is
the non-linearity error of the A/D converter. In order that error is minimized
non-linearity error should equal 1/2,LSB of the simulated resolution of L bits. [Manders,
1987J When employed sampling frequency is much higher than equivalent noise
bandwidth the samples will be strongly correlated. This does affect acquired resolution. A
quantitative study must be conducted in order to determine the effects of the additional
error sources upon the acquired resolution. It is recommended to support this study wih
the help of measured data from an oversampling scheme as is presented in this chapter.

The requirement of INTELSAT regarding minimum resolution for copolar beacon channel
amplitude is not clearly stated, since different quantization schemes (uniform
non-uniform) will give rise to a different number of necessary A/D quantization bits.
Employing a non-uniform quantization scheme will result in least quantization bits.
Further, INTELSAT does not specify amplitude measurement error, but it may be
assumed that it must be equal to or smaller than quantization error.
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Thermal noise process
Personal computer
Phase Locked Loop
Dutch AT&T company
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Quantization step-size
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"Injected" input noise rms variance
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Zilog's popular ~-processor
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A-4c.l Drawing of digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme.
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Partlist "Unit 400 Dutch PTT receiving unit If

IC's (Philips: HEF 40 serle)

4011
4013
4023
4024
4066
4093
4099
4520

LM 78L05 (Voltage controller)
LM 78L12 (Voltage controller)

Resistors

2.2 kO
9 kO
9.1 kO
20 kO
91 kO
100 kO 2*
195 kO
470 kO 2*

Capacitors

151

22 pF
39 pF
47 pF
47 nF
4.7 J1.F

Capacitor diode

BB 212, +12 V

Zenerdiode

ZF 10, +12 V

Quarz kristal

5.000000 MHz

2*
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duceren. Als de 01 A-omzetting
nauwkeuriger moet zljn (meer
bits). moelen oak de weerSlan-
den van het laddernetwerk
nauwkeuriger worden, omd'~
die de nauwkeurigheld in gra
te male bepalen. Voor een
01 A-omzener met een R-2R
laddernetwerk en meer dan
10 bits belekent dit dal hel nel-
werk moet worden gekah-
breerd (dm.lI. laser-trimming) I I-"
Maar oak dat heelt ziin gren· \ •
zen. Bil een 14- of l6-b,t· rY'
omzelter moelen de weerstan- ~

den .0 nauwkerig ziin dal on· I •

der Indere de montage van de 1.1
chip hel laddernetwerk weer
ontregelt. .
Een Indere methode voor hel
lIerdelen vln de stroom IS in n-
guur 2a getekend. Met deze ~

schakeling hoelt een 14-b.its- I>
DAC niet te worden afgere- n
geld. Deze methode wordt
"dynlmic element matching" J
genoemd, het dynamisch paren I .
van komponenten. De slroom
van de referentiebron wordt
door de vier identieke Iransis- I
toren verdeeld in vier gelijke •
stromen. De toleranties bij de
labrikage van deze translstoren
veroorzaken een fout in de
slroomverdeling (AI). Voor de
slroomverdeling in deze scha
keling geldl de vergeIi/king .
(1 HI,)+(I HI,) +(I Hr.) I

(It AI.) = 41.
Hieruil blijk1 dat AI, + A" ,
A" + AI. = O.
De vier stromen I +AI worden
nu beurtelings met de drie Ult
glngen verbonden. Op deze
wijze worden de alwijklngen AI
"verdeeld" in de tijd, zodat
op de uilgangen I, 2 en 3 stro
men onlstaan waarvan de ge
middelde waarden lich ellakt
verhouden als 1:1:21 =1:1:2 (n-
ouur 2b). De Irekwentie van
deze rimpel bedraagt 50 kHz
en is viermaal lager dan de
oscillatorlrekwentie.
Figuur 3 luI zien hoe mel deze
slToomdeler en enkele andere
komponenten een 14-bits-DAC
wordt gemlakl. De stroomde
ler van de meest signifikanle
bilS vorml 8Imen mel de refe·
renliebron en de versterker
een SlJoomspiegel. De referen
liestroom dient levens als-..._--..........- '''--'' "'_. _......._.. _.-

'-

"'j ",
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De TDAI540
nadfIr bekeken
FAIlIabrtlrDl _ ..n .-;
Pftldallf heet ..n grol8 henl
MIl ntnl ~rldngenom de
lJWlUlIle nallwlliltuighelcl e'AI
of IrwaIiWlt • halen. Bij de
·'Ilo_ntlone.... DIA-onwetlW
1M! ten 1-3Jl-ladderltelWWrlt
_ he! verde"n 'lUI de nI.
~ (lIguur I) II he!

De toepassingSlnOCJelijkheden
vaar een D/A-omzetter ziln 10

uitgebreid. dlt we ons hier be
perken tot een pear mOCJelijk
heden die ook vaar de hobby
ist intereSlll/lt ziin. In de kale
gone "Iesten" is de omzetter
te gebruiken &Is lunktiegenerl
lor (de geheugenakoop op de
Iota lut een sinus en een zug
lind zien die me. de omllner
gemlak1 ziin) en lIs bestunng
vaar voedingen. De muziekliel
hebber kin viii de D/A-omzet
ter een synlhesizer 01 eOekl
IpparalUur vanuit de computer
bHturen 01 van een muzibal
lignul ¥OOnien. En ungezien
het IC In vele Cf>.Ipelem ill
loegeplll. II de geschlktheid
voor dallul1te toepuslng
rutm.choom ~l8n.

Toc...-he _ .... TDA1540

woeding"PI"",",," .. 5. 6 en 17 V

.tgne.l/flJls 'lo'erhoudK'ag
I"nu. met mellimll., .mpli1ude
op de eneloge uilgeng) • :1 • ..........

nlln-line.'II"I" 2011mb t JOne) 1 0.5 LSB

meJllmum klolthekwenlie TaW d..,.
temPftretuurkoeUicient bij yolle leI,••1 t 30.10 ·/K

"".fmogentdissip.IUI 350 mW

Meestall9lld de nouwkeurlgheld van een zelfgebouwde
D/A-omzeffer nlef verder dan 8 bits. Mef de hler
beschteV8fJ schokellng kan men echfer een tesolufle van
14 bits halen. Hef hart van de schakellng wordf gevormd
door een D/A-omzeffer die sfamf ult de eersfe aenerafie
CD-speIers. Aangezlen de elQenschappen ultsfekend zijn,
Is er meer mee fe doen clan aileen de bits van een CD
"anologlseten': we denken hlerblj bijvoorbeeld aan fesf
en besfurlngsapparafuur en ulferaard ()eIuld en muziek.

ex-CD
techno
logie in
een
computer
applikatie



lilterd hoell te worden, Voor de
millll eiQllilibnte bi.. ill een If
wijkende slroOmdeler gebruikl.
Dell! stroomdeler ill niet 'IOOr
lien nil de "wiDeltruuk" om
bij de prUtilche rel1lAlie nil

de CAC een verdere verhoging
van de negatieve voedInga
spanning te 'IOOrkomen. De
verdellng van de stromen door
de. stroomdeler wordt niet
bereikl door gelijke tranai..
toren pua1lel te pllla_n, mMr

door de tran8iltoren 10 te ont
weepen en te fabriceren dat de
~nste verdeling on....1.
Voor een goede werlting Ie het
noodlalrelijlr om de uitgangs
spanning prUtilch nul te hou
den (-10.", +10). Dell!
mll8tnlgellOrgt er namelijlr
'IOOr dat mede danIlzi; de RC
lilten de stroomdelen nauwe-

UjIrB ietll merken van het ge
schakel un de uitgang. Oat ill
belangrijlr omdat bi; een CD
speIer met vienoudlge IMIr
BIItIpllng de monsten met een
fntlrwentle van 176,4 klb wor
den ungeboden. Zo°n hoge
BIItIple-fntlrwentie gut IMlri
gens enigszins ten koBte van
de nauwkeurigheid, omdat de
stromen IMIr een grotere peri
ode worden gemiddeld.
Hel Ie logiBCh dat een 'IOOr ge
bruit In CD1pelen ontworpen
IC de cligMle informalIe
.riMlverwerkt, een CD ill im
men een eerieel opslag
medium. De bite worden met
het mee. BigniJlbnte bit 'IOOr
op hel schulfntgi8ter Ingescho
ven. Door de datil In de latc:h
op te 1IIun, wordl 'IOOrkomen
dat hel inlezen van de datil een

-<lngedellnieerde IMIoge ull
gangllltrOOm veroorzukt. In de
label worden enkele belangrij
ke gegevens van de TDAI540
opgeaomd,

Von poro//el
via serleeI
naar analoog
De TDAI!I40 verwerkt de datil
eerieel. Voor c:omputen ill ec:h
ter het pudel unbieden ftn
datil de meelt sneUe en een
voudige melhode. BCMlndien
Ii;n de meelte eerille 110
poorten trager dllll de DI A
omselter. De bill pudel un
bieden is due ftnwege de
snelheid de beste oplOBBing,

4

5

• " ... t

maar vergt wei ftl aanvuUende
elektronic:a, De grote liinen van
de komplele DIA-omzetter ziin
in het blolaK:hema weergege
Yen (liguur 4). De 14 bits wor
den door de c:omputer als
r- bytes aangeboden, Het
sc:huilregister zorgt dan voor
de parallel-naar-serie
omzettino, De Iwee meest sig
nilikante bi.. worden daarbij
door de sc:hUelino oenegeerd,
De lijnen PA6 en PA7 worden
gebruikt om aan te oeven welk
byte geladen moet worden en
om de sc:huir-operatie Ie star
ten. Na voltooiing van het
schuiven en hel starten van de

FIgUUT 4, Hel
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van de koml'/e
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-~I f-------, ,

I
JI ~

Diwo8r!len

Xl J:. kIlS'.'
10 MHz

K 1 20 pol'V•
headel m.l.

print EPS 87180
llie peg 81

Komtensalorp.n

Cl C4,C"
cn C2b
100 n

C5.C14 C1H
10 fl

C6 820,J
C1 1 n

C8 n p
C9 470 n

c'o no n
e12 47 n

C13 21 n

C19 1n5
C20.c21 1m' I'

e27 .= 21,211(1 \I

H8Ifgeleld8'~

lel _ 74HCTZI

le2 74lS1 t.'
Ie] 74_te TOI
Ie. 741lC 1 1(, ,

IC5 7805
IC6 7905
le7 lD"lr,40
lCB "[553'
leg.lelo

7.HCl185
Ie 1 I 7""CT74

Onderdetenlij.'

Weftrsiendl:!l1

R 1 ~ 2k 7

R22k511k!
1.51

R3 820, ,.
R4 - 6200
14100 t

,SO 01, 1'1(,
R5 4.7
R6 2>7

Flguur 8 De
pm,! van d ..
D/A 'Olllzeltel
[)dl1k.:11 ('('11

d,1I11,,1 ,I,,,,,d ~

hrl1t'tlt~1J I:; «I, ~

7.("' t.lnh'l 'lIt fl. ,

101 ••n minimum beperltt.
Mel opamp IC8 wordt de uil
gangsslroom van de omzetler
¥lIrtaald in een uitgangsspan
ning, daarbij zorqt hel virtueIe
rna_punl er tegelijkertijd yoor
dat d. uilgangsspanning van
d. TDAIS40 pra\ctisch nul blijfl.
De uilganglspanning van de
opamp bedruqt maximaal (full
lCale) 4 )( R2 volt (R2 in kQ).
De belallingsweerstand van de
opamp mag ni.t kleiner zijn
dan 600 Q. Van d. voeding zijn
all••n de plus- en de min-5-V
r.gelaar op de print (zie figuur
8) geplaatsl. De +15 V en de
-17 V moeten van elders wor
den betrokken. U kunt bi;voor
beeld .en voeding bouwen
mel een 7815 voor de +15 V .n
een LM337 die op -17 V wordt
ingell.ld. De weerstanden R3
en R4 moelen J%-metaalfilm-

-, ~

~j,

:~ 'I.. I 00,

JIT~~"J, qli
U~

cedure "laag" il gewe.Il,
wordl "hoog" zodal d. compu
I.r "_I" dal de Yolg.nd.
twee bylal OMen worden
ungeboden. In het tijdvolg
ord.-diagram il goed te zien
dII d. IChabling aileen "in
bewaging komI" all de bill
word.n Ingele..n. De produk
til 'lUI Ilooreignalen wordl zo

8

O/A~rvri~eglYlln.Na

in IlIlU1 ..llIen Idokpulaen
IIUJI an. bill in d. 0/A
DmIItter (PW1l 8 wordl "I") .n
g_1I N12 _n pull aI. Door d.
.. pull (8) word.n d. _rtien
bill in d. latch 'lUI d. ollllllter
gep......n de ftlpDoPl m .n
m geretet. Het nad,..gnuI
(IDr) .. Iild- de h.l. pro-

van een geprogramm••rd.
computer, II in Iigaur 7 ••n
programmastruktuur-diagram
algedrultt voor h.1 maken van
een IAIgtandtpanning, Het lijd·
volgordediagram luI lien _I
.r gebeun all d. opdrechlen
in d. FOR/NEXT-luI 66nmul
word.n ultgevoerd.
We beglnn.n m.1 h.1 Iad.n
'lUI d. data in d. IChuilre
giMn (ICe .n ICIO). Door PAS
"lug" te maken an hel mill8l
IiqnIlIbnte byte word.n g.la
d.1I, dat op d. Iljn.n PI.
wordl ungebod.n. Dan wordl
PAs "hoag" .n PA7 "lug"g.
maIkt. 011 moe! IqelllbrUjd
gebe_1I, IOCIM N3 nag lIMn
.-rtpU .........n. Nu ...._ '-de _ wvrden gela-
dIIn. \blr _II goecIe __

'lUI dII CIIMetIIr III 11M IlCIOlIa
bIIJk .. bit II 811 bit 7 'lUI _
'-de _ "0" .. Door PA7
'1Ioog" ........ -.It 11M
.............. cSlec..
......... lIIaeD/A·
-.~lIIae......m.m.... _
H , is ."lIar,de IIlIlIIh
..... (4) ,-,.'iDL'-
_1IaIIdIb"! t .,....

... I q, 5 I
....... _ .... 811

...... bit all bet Illhalh
__ .lIIChclMl an bet

---bit lIP aIIgag QII

8. Op kOM.lttor II kom.n d.
Ilgnalen van de computer bin
n.n. II kan m.1 een Oal-eabl.
d1r.1tt word.n ung.alolen op
d. PIA..dapter uil h.1
Elektuur-numm.r 'lUI IIOYllm·
ber 1988 (biz. 78). Bii and.re
I/Obou....n.n (bij'lOorbeeld
d. MSX I/O-eartridge, E1.ktuur
januart '87) moel u _n ..If
uilloebn wur walke unalui
Ung lit. Om te _n lien _I .r
lich aDemMI af!Ipeell in d.
IChabllng, hebben wa in ft
gaur 8 bet Ujdvolgorde6gram
getebnd. En omdll in het
tijdvolgorde6gram nietI te
Ii.n IOU IIjn IOnd.r Ilgnalen

luo

J
~II-------------

-----u~.-------------
--.r--1fL- _
_ --~I~ ,
-~Ih I

I
~!o I I II 1:1 I. I sI. i , I. i., 10 i ",. f lit .. I .1

1nIt...._1I0_
PAS - PA7 • "I"

FOIl X •• 10 2-14-1

I MIll _ !NT IXI2IM1I
LSI - X-lMI8'2lM11
PAS - "0"
pI8MIJ Ll81n het eotuft'.I'n.
PAe - "I": PA7 - .....
.....MS8lnhM~
PA7 - "''', IllM -. ..k_w_ lOt .. k_. kl_ ..

ga naer lue

NEXT l(

7

It...~

De D/A-omzeffer
H.I ech.rna 'lUI de 0/A
OIIII8ller wgetebnd in ftguur

0/A-ko_nie geeft bet blok
"be8tUrinq" via d. IIjn IDI' un
de compu"r hel ..bn dal d.
echabllng de volgende t-.
br-. .... OI1tftIIpn.
Van d. wtganglllrOOlll 'lUI d.
0/A-oll1l8tter wordl ten810tte
een~gemukt

door een trall8impedantie
¥lIm.rker (Ilroom in, lpanning
uil~

Figuur 7 Een
programma dar
volgens dlt
programma
srrukruurdla
gram geschre
ven IS,

veroonaakr
een zaag
randspanning
aan de uirgang
VlIn de D/A
omzerrer.

Figuur 6 Her
rl)dvolgorde
dIagram laal
her slgnaalver
loop zlen rl)
dens her
mJezen van een
monsrer.
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Flguur /I \:""
de C64-li. I

hf'bbers Ii. /.

prOlJrdll111ld (I,

maakr Illf"" I I,
zf'lfd~'

mO(7'>/llkll< ,I.
alsli,>/ M.".I'
J'rO<..lI,III1T1ld

(S7160)

grunma·....1dal d. adressen
van d. I/Q-bouwstenen kun
nen verschill.n. Hel laden van
d. DIA-omzell.r wordt bij de
C64 geregeld door de regels
3040 ... 3080. In hel MSX·
programma zijn dal de regels
470 ... 510.

MSX- en
C64-soffwol8
In Iiguur 10 .n II lijn retlpek.
1i_lijk ••n programma voor
e.n MSX-eompul.r .n ••n C64
afg.drukt. D. programma'.
bieden de mogelijkheid am
een gelijkspanning. een zaag
Iandspanning en een sinus
.panning Ie maken. Bedenk bij
hel overnemen van deze pro-

10 r.~intti.li..r.n pia
20 da.~ee32:c••d.+l:db.c.+l:cb.db+l
30 poke ca.O :r....lect••r ddra
40 poka da.2" ora. all.a ult8an8
~O poke ca.e :r••••1ect••r drs
eo poke cb.O :re... lect••r ddrb
70 poka db.2" :ra. all.a ult8an8
80 poke cb.8 :r.... lect••r drb
100 r •••* ..cb,"ken *.
10' for .-0 to e,
110 raad a
120 poka ScOOO+•• a
130 n••t x
100 r •• *.* boofdprosr.... ***
200 keu.-O:print cbrS(147):r•• clear .cr••n
20' 80aub 1000
210 set .S: if as-" 1I end lI:eu.-O tben 210
21' If kaua>49 and kaua<'2 tban 217
210 If aSO"I" and aSO"2" and aSO"3" tban 210
217 if a.C> .... tben lI:.u••••cCaS)
220 If kau.-49 tban 8Daub OOOO,.y. S c03a
230 if k.u••~O tben .ye ScOOO
240 If kau.-'I tban ~o.ub 3000
210 Illata 210
31~ if as(>"" tben k.u••••cc.S>
1000 ra. baaldopbouw
1010 print cbrS(147):r•• cl.ar .cr••n
10'0 print· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1001) print· (\> 8aI1 Jk.pannlng.
1070 print" <2> zaa~tand.pannin8"
10eO prtnt If <3> sinu••panninJ!"
1100 print
1110 print ..
1120 r.turn
2000 re. zaa8
2010 data 120.102.0.142.00.194.109.126.141.00.222
2020 data 142.2.222.169.04.141.00.222,173.00.194
2030 d.ta 141.2.222. 16Q.192. 141.0.222.232.206.229
2035 data 254.0.194.173 . 0 .194.201.63.206.2IQ.I09.0
2040 data 141.0.222 .141.2.222.169.192.141.0.222.66.90
2100 re.. Con.t
2110 data 16Q. 126. 141. O. 222.173.1, 194. 141.2
2120 data 222.169.04.141.0.222.173.0.194.141.2.222
2130 da"a 169.192.141.0.222,QO
3000 rem .** sinus.panning ***
3010 for u=O to 6.263 stap. I
3020 .-6191.5+6191.5'~ln(u)

3030 ..b-Int(x/250) ,lsb=x-msb.256
3040 poka da,S60
3050 poke db.lsb
3000 poke da.S40
3070 poka db.msb
3060 poka da,ScO
3090 next u:return
eooo rem intee. routine
8010 input"~@ef waarde "tb
0020 poka Sc200.1nt(b/256>
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Abstract.

The Dicke-Switched Radiometer: A system overview.2

Schaf(els, R.F.J.
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Radiometers are widely used to support measurements of attenuation on radiopaths. At
first a treatise OD. the principles of radiometry is given. For a special type of radiometer 
the Dicke-switch radiometer - the sensitivity and accuracy have been analysed. The
accuracy-analysis is carried out for a radiometer which is equipped with a Circulator
Dicke-switch. A description of the 11.316 GHz Dicke-switch Radiometer, built at
Eindhoven University of Technology, is given. For measuring the sensitivity of the EUT
11.316 GHz radiometer, a measurement programme has been set-up.

5.0. Introduction.

Radiometers have been used over years to predict attenuation on radiopaths by applying
thermodynamical laws on the body between transmitter and receiver: a thermodynamical
connection is made between the transmitting and absorbing properties of the body. The
advantage of radiometry is that it's a passive technique, by simply wideband noise
measurements.

It is possible to look at the radiometer in two ways:

1th. A . f" .macroscopIC system- unctlOnlDg overVIew

2nd A thorough microscopic study of the appearing phenoma in radiometry.

In this chapter, the radiometer will be considered in the first - mostly practical - way. The
chapter will be confined to one commonly used type of radiometer: the Dicke-switched
radiometer.
In paragraph 5.1 a theoretical overview about the physical background of radiometry based
on the original text by Dicke [Dicke, 1946], [Tiuri, 1964], [Kraus, 1965] and [Ulaby,1981]
will be given. Paragraph 5.2 will ~ve a study on the sensitivity of the Dicke-switched
radiometer. The third paragraph (5.3) will deal with measurement accuracy of practical
Dicke-switched radiometry. The last paragraph will give a system description and
testing-measurements on sensitivity for the EUT 11.316 GHz Dicke-switched radiometer

5.1 The Theoretical background of Radiometry: An Overview.

R.H. Dicke in 1946 started his publication as follows:
II Since radio waves may be considered infrared radiation of long wavelength, a hot body
would be expected to radiate microwave energy thermally. In order to be a good
radiator of microwaves, a body must be a good absorber and the best thermal radiator
is the blackbody."

2E. U.T., Department of EE, Telecommunications Division
April 4, 1989.
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This exactly is the basis of Radiometry. In the following, this basis will be explained.

5.1.1 The equivalent Noise--temperature ooncept.

In this paragraph will be tried to make a connection between thermal radiation and
thermal noise.

fig. 5.1: Antenna system in black enclosure. 3

In fig. 5.1 an antenna is connected to a resistor via a transmissionline. The impedances are
matched. The antenna is completely surrounded by black walls of an enclosure. The black
enclosure and the resistOI a1 assumed to be at the same temperature To. The following
situation exists:

And also:

Thermal radiation
emitted by blackbody walls

l
picked up by the antenna

l
transmitted down the line

l
absorbed by resistor

Thermal Noise generated by the resistor
l

transmitted through the line
l

passed out the antenna
l

Noise Power absorbed by black walls

No

No'

With the ideal blackbody walls this leads to: No=N I'. In thermodynamical equilibrium (2nd

law of thermodynamics: resistor doesn't lose or gain power), can be concluded that NI=N o.
The connection between thermal radiation and thermal noise is made as:

the available Thermal noise from a resistor must be equal to the power picked up by
an antenna pointed at the blackbody of the same temperature T l'

3[Dicke, 1946J
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5.1.2 Radiation.

In this paragraph will be tried to make a connection between radiation and the radiometer
as radiation-receiver.

Blackbody Radiaton; Planck.

In 1901 Planck stated that the brightness (measure of the power received per unit area per
unit solid angle per unit bandwidth) of a blackbody radiator at temperature T and
frequency f is:

B 2hf3 1
- ~.""ehf~7kr-b"'1""-\_-1

The following approximations have been found by Rayleigh, Jeans en Wien:

(5.1)

for hf« kbT

for hf» kbT ......

{Rayleigh-Jeans}

{Wien}

(5.2)

(5.3)

Integrated over all frequencies the Stefan-Boltzmann relation can be found:

B' = = aT4 (5.4)

with B = brightness [Wm -2Hz-1rad -2]
B = total brightness [Wm-2rad -2]
h = Planck's constant [6.63.10-34 joule sec]
c = velocity of light [3.108ms -1]
kb = Boltzmann's constant [1.38.10-23 joule·K-l]
T = Temperature [K]

hf
x = IT

5.1.3 Absorption.

One of the very most important phenomena in radio-propagation is absorption. In an
absorbing medium the relation between flux density and distance will be given by:

dS = -Sadx dS/S =-adx (5.5)

with S = flux density at point x [Wm-2Hz-I]

dS = decrease in fluxdensity [Wm-2Hz-l ]

Q = attenuation constant. m-l

dx = length [m]
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The total absorption can be found by integrating (5.5):

J~=-Jodx
yielding to:

S = So·e-ax = So·e-T

with T = optical depth (or attenuation [Nepers])
and applying the boudary--<:ondition: 5%&0 = So

Because B = sIn (resp. dB = dS/dO) (5.7) leads to an expression for the brightness:

-T
B = Bo·e

5.1.4 Emission.

The other part of the basis of radiometry is the Emissivity of a body I defined by it's
emission coefficient ie.

dw = jepdV

with dw = emitted powerdensity [WHz-1]
. .. ffi' t [Wk -lH -1]Je = emISSIOn coe CIen g z

p = density of matter in dV [kgm-3]

dV = volume element [m3J

Converting (5.9) to flux density at a point at distance r yields to:

dS = dw = jojpd¥
~ 7rf

and:

dB - dS _ jojpd¥ 1 _ dV=r1drdO _ j!pdr- an - 7rI 'an - ~ - 7r

After integration (5.12) can be found.
r2

B =h·J jePdr
r 1

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)
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5.1.5 Internal Emission and Absorption.

In a physical situation the matter in a regarded volume will be both emissive and
absorbive. The models presented in 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 are considered for only emissive or
absorbive phenomena. In this part the model will be extended for emission and absorption
at the same time.

The model will be confined to gaseous media, for which may be defined:

Q = K.p (5.13)

with Q =attenuation constant [m-1]

K. = absorption coefficient [m2kg-1]

p = density [kgm-3)

The specified model~xtension changes (5.11) into (5.14):

dB 1 . d -T ~. -T d= T::' JeP' r .e = .e . K.p' r
~~ ~K.

and (5.12) into (5.15):

Tl Tc

B = -.LIe-TK.pdr = ~Je-TdT =~ .(l~-TC) = Bi·(l~TC)41i-K: 41rK: 41rK:
o 0

with T1 = thickness of cloud
T1

Tc = JK.pdr = optical depth of entire thickness of cloud.

o
Bi = 4~K

(5.14)

(5.15)

This expression for the brightness (B) can be converted to an expression for the
temperature (T) with the Rayleigh-jeans approximation for Planck's law (5 2) which
states that T IX B.

Tb = Tcl(l~-TC)

with Tb = observed temperature of cloud [K]
T cl = actual (physical) temperature of cloud [K]
Tc = optical depth of cloud.

5.1.6 Model refinement with external irradiation: Equation of Transfer.

A medium is characterized by:
K. absorption coefficient
je emission coefficient

(5.16)
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Consider a small cylindrical element of cross-section dO' and height ds in the medium.
(fig.5.2.)

"
a

....f

.............

fig. 5.2: cylindrical element with absorption and emission.

The socalled equation of transfer can be derived by conceirning the difference in the radiant
energy which (for conservation of energy) must be equal to the excess of emission over
absorption, both in the frequency interval (f,f+df)) time interval dt, solid angle dw,
perpendicular to dO', at area dO'.

As a formula this can be written as:

~SdfdO'dOdt = jePd O'dsdfdOdt - KpdsBdfdO'dOdt

\ radi~t- J , emi~sion.l \ abs~PtiO~
energy d i ff.

or simplified:

(5.17)

dB B'as = -Kp + JeP [Equation of Transfer] (5.18)

By introducing the source function as:

J=~
K

(5.18) may be written as (5.20):

-~ = B - J [Equation of Transfer with Source Function]KpUS

Because this equation is a form of Leibniz equation it can be found that:

-Tc ~ (-TC) -Tc B ( TC)B = Bsource·e + 47rK' l-e = Bsource·e + i' 1-e

with Bsource = brightness of source [Wm -2Hz -lrad -2] .

Bi = intrinsic brightness of cloud [Wm-2Hz-1rad -2] = 4~~

Tc = optical depth

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)
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je =emission coefficient [Wkg-1Hz-l]
It = absorption coefficient [m2kg-1]

As in paragraph 5.1.5 brightness may be converted to temperature because of the
Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for Planck's law (5.2):

T T -Tc (-TC)= source"e + Ti" 1~ (5.22)

with Tsource =source temperature [K]
Ti =intrinsic cloud-temperature
Tc =optical depth

If the body may be supposed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the brightness will
be constant (dB = 0) and the equation of transfer reduces to:

B =-.h4U [Kirchhoff's law] (5.23)

5.2 The Dicke-Switched Radiometer: sensitivity analysis.

5.2.1 Gain Instability problems, introduction of the Dicke-switched Radiometer.

In order to measure the total incoming noise-power from the antenna it has to be taken
care of the contributing noise due to the receiver.

The total noise power at the atenna terminals is given by (5.24):

W = WA + WR = kb"(TA + T R) = kb"Tsys sys

with Wsys = System Noise Power [Watt]

WA = Antenna Noise Power [Watt]

WR = Receiver Noise Power [Watt]

TA = Antenna Noise Temperature [K]

T R = Receiver Noise Temperature [K]

Tsys = System Noise Temperature [K] = TA + TR

(5.24)

It may be obvious that the measured System Noise Power is dominated by the receiver
gain. As there are very high gain-factors needed because of the small noise signal, it's
extremely difficult to create a stable noise-receiver system. Sensitivity of the radiometer
will be reduced by the appearing gain instability4. Until now an implicit assumption has
been made for a normal Total-power receiver (such as the receiver in fig. 5.3).

4Appendix A.
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v...

fig. 5.3: Total-power receiver

In order to reduce gain-variation problems, R.B. Dicke in 1946 introduced a switched
radiometer system {fig. 5.4), with which the difference in powers from the antenna and a
reference load can be measured. By switching the receiver input between the antenna and a
comparison noise source at a frequency high enough so that the gain has no time to change
during one cycle, the effect of gain variations can be reduced.

W
T.... .:.r

fig. 5.4: Dicke-switched receiver.

The gainfluctuation-reducing properties of the Dicke-switched radiometer, can be
demonstrated with the following calculation.
When the Dicke-switch is connected to the antenna, the DC-output voltage is
proportional to the sum of receiver- and antenna noise power:

for 0 ~ t ~ J; (5.25)

When the Dicke-switch is connected to the reference (comparison) load, the DC-output
voltage is proportional to the sum of receiver- and load-noisepower.

1 1
for~ S t 5 r; (5.26)

Using the expression for the output voltage of the synchronous demodulator

Vsyn= ¥'VA - 'VL), with (5.25) and (5.26) the following expression can be obtained [Tiuri,

1964], [Ulaby, 1981]:



=Vout + V out-ac
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(5.27a)

with Vout-ac = AC output voltage

Vout = DC output voltage

= C2(VA - VL) = C1C2GHFkb(TA - TL)~fHF

with VA = DC-<>utput voltage when Dicke-switch connected to antenna

C t = constant
C2 = constant
GHF = HF amplifier gain

kb = Boltzmann's constant
TA = Antenna noise temperature [K]

TR = Receiver noise temperature [K]

TL = reference load temperature [K]

~fHF = HF bandwidth [Hz]

Vout = output voltage of synchronous quadratic detector [V]

Tlf = integration time [s] of LF-filter

Equation (5.27b) can be rewritten as (5.27c) [Ulaby, 1981]:

Vout = C1C2HHFkb~fHF{ (TA + TR ) - (TL + TR )}

(5.27b)

(5.27c)

Gain Variations will lead to a change of measured temperat~re ~TG as given (5.28):

If TA and TL are kept the same temperature, gain variations will have no effect.

(5.28)

In balanced operation (TA = TL)' referring to fig. 5.4, the following noise powers can be

calculated:

and:

WAntenna Noise = kbTA~fHF

WReference Load Noise = kbTL~fHF

Wsystem = kb~T~fHF

with WAntenna noise = Antenna noise power

WReference load noise =Reference load noise power

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)
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Wsystem = total system noise power

TA =antenna noise temperature [K]
l:1 T = Change in noise temperature [K]
kb = Boltzmann's constant
l:1fHF = HF bandwidth [Hz]

5.2.2. Sensitivity analysis.

In general, the following phenomena will cause the radiometer to detect 'noise-variations'
or 'quasi-noise-variations t fUIaby, 1981]:

1) Detected noise variations due to gain-variations of the receiver system (5.2.1.)
leading to:

l:1G
l:1TG = (TA - TL)·u:::::

HF
with ~TG = Noise temperature variation due to gain variations [K]

TA = antenna noise temperature [K]
TL = reference load temperature [K]
l:1 G = gain variation
GHF = HF amplifier gain

2) Noise variations of TA + TR
leading to:

3) Noise variations of TL + TR
leading to:

Assuming the phenomena 1,2 and 3 statistically independent, the total radiometric
resolution is given by (5.28d) and (5.28e) [Ulaby, 1981]:

(5.28a)

(5.28b)

(5.28c)
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~T = [(~TG)2 + (~TN,A)2 + (~TN,L)2]~

1
_ [2(TA + TR) 2 + 2(TL + TR)2 [~G] 2 2]~
- BW, Tlf + GHF .(TA -TL )

with BW = ~fHF = HF bandwidth [Hz]

'TLF = LF-filter equivalent integration time [s]

The latter expression is noted down in the most common way.

As the antenna signal is connected to the receiver half of the time! theoretically the
Dicke-switched Radiometer is half as sensitive as the total-power Radiometer.
As the sensitivity of the total-power Radiometer~is given by (5.32):

~T _ T A + TR
Total power - .J Af

v ~HF'TLF

with Tsys = system noise tem,Eerature [K]
~fHF = HF bandwidth [Hz]

t LF = LF integration time [sec]
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(5.28d)

(5.28e)

(5.32)

the theoretical sensitivity of the Dicke-switched radiometer (Balanced radiometer: TL =

TA) is given by (5.33a).

TA + TR
~TD' k . h d = 2,~:....:.----:.

IC e-sWItC e .1'""'lIx~f~------~
v ~ HF''TLF

with Tsys = system noise tem,Eerature [K]
~fHF = HF bandwidth [Hz]

'TLF = LF integration time [sec]

(5.33a)

The ~T or minimum detectable change of noise-temperature, with Tsys = TA + TR' can

be rewreitten into (5.33b):

~T - 2, T sys
min, Dicke-switched - J/if

HF' 'TLF

5Appendix A.

(5.33b)
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5.3 Dicke--ilwitched Radiometry: Accuracy.

In 5.2.2. the theoretical sensitivity of the Dicke-switched Radiometer is set out. A figure of
even more importance is the accuracy of the system.

fig. 5.5: Dicke--switched Radiometer: block-diagram

In figure 5.5. a block diagram of the Dicke--switched radiometer is given. The following
system-blocks can be distinguished.

5.3.1.

MO
DS
BPF
GIJ.
FS
Gif
QD
LF

Measurement Object
Dicke switch
Band Pass Filter
microwave amplifier

Frequency Shifter (Mixer)
Intermediate Frequency amplifier
Quadratic Detector
LF receiver/decoder

Dicke switched Radiometer modelling.

Altough during the early years of radiometry the Dicke--switch was configured as a
partially absorbing rotator, in modern radiometers the Dicke--switch is configured as a
switchable circulator (fig. 5.6)

I
I
I
IL.. ...J

3

fig. 5.6: Switchable Microwave Circulator.
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The circulator (or Y-circulator), a symmetric 3-port, leads - in the normal circulation
state - the energy incident upon port 1 to port 2, that incident upon port 2 to port 3, that
upon port 3 to port 1, or the other way round in the reversed circulation state.

For the ideal Y-circulator the scatter-matrix is given by:

[
001]S = 100

normal 010

[
010]

Sreversed = 00 1
100

The other elements can be modelled as follows:

(5.34a)

(5.34b)

MO Noise-source with equivalent noisetemperature Tma and internal reflection
coefficient ri,ma.

DS See above
B B

BPF Ideal BPF: H(f) = 1 for fHF - '2" < f < fHF + '2"

GJ1. Amplifier: H(f) = GJ1. for fHF - ~ < f < fHF + ~

FS Ideal Diode mixer using fLOcausing a spectral shift (for fHF-{ < f < fHF+~)

to fIF - ~ < f < fIF + ~ with attenuation LFS
G1F Ideal amplifier with bandwidth B and gain GIF
QD Ideal detector with Vout = Cdet ·Yin and impedance Rqd

LF Ideal noiseless detection circuit.

The total circuit r~n be modelled as in figure 5.7.

fig.5.7: Noise equivalent circuit of radiometer with circulator Dicke-switch.
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MtI.thernD.tic tlucription oJtIu circulD.tor Dicke-81Ditch RtUliometer.6

Regarding the Rotating Dicke-ilwitch in its two states:

{
"I" Dicke-ilwitch connected to the measurement object
"0" Dicke-ilwitch connected to the r eferen c e noi se-source (5.35)

(5.36)

In rBiichs, 1971] a method is developed to derive the accuracy of a Dicke-ilwitch
radiometer in which the switch is configured as a partially absorbing rotator. This method
now will be applied to the Dicke-ilwitched radiometer with Circulator, to derive its
accuracy.

The application of a switchable circulator does have some important implications on the
accuracy analysis, because a switchable Y-circulator doesn't behave like a simple switch.In
fig. 5.7 the operation of the switchable Y-circulator is shown.

The received noise powers in the two states can be defined.

{

W(Atoth = (l-ri,mo) .W(Sl) + ri,mo·W(S2) + W(A)

W(Atot)o = W(S2) + W( A)

In Appendix B will be stated tBiichs, 19731 that the resulting indication by the radiometer
can be expressed by:

Wm= 1/·!::J.W

with Wm= measured noise power (resulting indication)
2

1/ = 2· (1 - Ir; I)d;1GJLGIFRqd~. B· [~] . GLF 7

(5.37)

Application of formula (5.37) - which has been derived for the Rotating Dicke
Switch-radiometer but still is valid for the Circulator Dicke Switch radiometer -leads to
(5.38).

Wm = 1/·!::J.W
= 1/. [W(Sl) - W(S2)]· (l-ri)

with aW = W(Atoth - W(Atot)o

If ri,mo is assumed to be equal to 0 (5.45) will be converted to (5.39).

(5.38)

(5.39)

Boltzmann's constant

6Analysis as in [Biichs, 1973].

7Appendix C and [Biichs, 1973].
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T
51

equivalent Noise Temperature of the measurement object

T 52 equivalent Noise Temperature of the reference noise source.

T A antenna equivalent noise temperature [K]

TL reference load equivalent noise temperature [K]

As can be seen in (5.44) the Dick~witch radiometer is a differential measurement
instrument, which measures the difference between incoming noise power and the noise
power from a reference noise load.
The proportionality constant 1/ can be eliminated by means of a calibration.
Let the measurement object be replaced by an absorber with absolute temperature Teal
(the internal reflection coefficient in combination with the calibration absorber ric =0 ),
and let the temperature of the reference noise load be equal to the system temperature Ts,
then the calibration noise power Wcal will be measured:

Weal = l/"kb"(Tcal- Ts)

with Wcal = calibration noise power
1/ = proportionality constant of Dicke switched radiometer
kb = Boltzmann's constant
Tcal = absolute temperature of calibration absorber
Ts = absolute temperature of reference noise load = physical temperature

Combining (5.39) and (5.40) leads to:

T m - T s = (Tcal- Ts)"WWm

c al
(5.41)

with T m = equivalent noise temperature of the measurement object
T s = absolute temperature of reference noise load = system temperature
Wm = measured noise power
Wcal = calibration noise power
Tcal = absolute temperature of calibration absorber

5.3.2. Analysis of systematic errors.8

In the last part of this chapter has been assumed that the internal reflection coefficient of
the measurement object =O. In general - as a matter of fact - the internal reflection
coefficient ri will not be equal to 0, and the system accuracy has to be calculated with
(5.38). In Appendix C9 an expression for the total accuracy of the rotating Dick~witch
radiometer is calculated, with the assumption of calibration with an ideal absorber, and
with validity of equations (5.40) and (5,41).

Following the same strategy for the Circulator Dicke switched radiometer, the accuracy
will be derived.
At first the above mentioned assumptions are summarized:

8Analysis as in [Buchs, 1973].

9Analysis as in [Buchs, 1973].
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~
lj ri t 0 equation !5.38j

Calibration with hot load equation 5.40
Impedances are matched equation 5.41 is valid.

Combining (5.38), (5.40) and (5.41) (as in [Biichs, 1971]) can be found:

= (Tcal- Ts)oWWm =~
cal v .. b

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

(5.44)

T '= W. + T = !WeSt) - W1S2)]° (l-ri) + T
m ii"'ib II b B

Assuming W(Sl) and W(S2) to be defined by (5.43) and (5.44), (5.42) will be converted
into (5.45).

W(Sl) = kbTA

W(S2) = kbTL

T m'

(5.45)

with Tm noise temperature of measurement object
Tm' inaccurate measured noise temperature of measurement object

With (5.45), the systematic error of the circulator Dicke--switch radiometer will be:

(5.46)

5.4. EUT 11.316 GHz Dicke-tlwitched Radiometer lO .

5.4.1 System Outline.

In figure 5.8, a block-diagram of the EUT-11.316 GHz Dicke-Switched Radiometer is
given.
The individual component characteristics are given in table 5.1.
Combining this blockdiagram with the individual component characteristics, the
characteristics in table 5.2 can be derived.

lOIn co-operation with mr. B. Stal, Eindhoven University of Technology, Faculty of EE.,
Telecommunications Division, member of the technical staff (Radiometer design).
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IF-video ~ction

RF-section

lc = latching circulator

488Hz

fig. 5.8: EUT 11.316 GHz Radiometer: Blockdiagram

table 5.1: Component Characteristics for EUT 11.316 GHz Dicke-switched Radiometer.

Antenna: SONIM
IAntenna type: offset parabola

diameter: 1.8 m.
beamwidth: 1.0 deg.
efficiency 78 %
gain 46 dB
min. side-lobe suppression -20 dB
elevation 18.2 deg.
polarization RHCP
antenna reflection coefficient 0.003

Isolator: no data available yet
Dicke-Switch: no data available yet
Downconverter: no data available yet
Local Oscillator: no data available yet
IF amplifier: no data available yet
IF filter: no data available yet
IF detector: no data available yet
LF amplifier: no data available yet
LF Detector: no data available yet
Reference Load: no data available yet

Table 5.2: Characteristics EUT 11.316 GHz radiometer.

Radiometer type
Centre frequency
IF frequency
IF bandwidth
System Noise temp.
Measurement range

Dicke switched
11.316 GHz
60 MHz
100 MHz
1000 K
0-350 K
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Calibration range
Integr.Time const.
Output resolution
Calibration
Repeat.of Calibration
Total Tsky meas.error
Output voltages

full scale 35 K
1- 5 s.
0.2 K
hot / coald load
:t: 1 K
S4 K (elevation angle 18°)
0-5 V.

Frequency Spectrum of EUT-ndiometet.

As the centerfrequency of the EDT Dic.ke--switched radiometer is chosen at 11.316 GHz,
and the IF bandpass filter with pew-band 10 - 110 MHz (double sideband utilisation, no
image rejection) the total frequency will be as visualised in fig. 5.9.
In fig. 5.9, also several important neighbour communication channels are shown.

radiometer Co
III !l8 11.316 (iiz

~jhQ;d 11,GLJ
"", =:

7-12 4-
IOt!)C

"~ I~~C ~700.. no no 250

fig. 5.9: Frequency spectrum of EUT 11.316 GHz Dicke-switched radiometer.

5.4.2. Measurements of Sensitivity.

Regarding the radiometer in a practical way, the following expressions is of most
importance for the Dicke-switched radiometer [Ulaby, 1981]:

1

~T = [(~TG)2 + (~TN,A)2 + (~TN,L)2] ~ (5.28d)

(5.28e)

Measurement 1: "Hot load"-measurement.
The equivalent antenna noise temperature TA is set equal to the equivalent noise

temperature of the reference load TL' by means of short-cutting the antenna-feed (both in

forward and reversed position of the circulator switch the same amount of noise power from
the reference load reaches the receiver system.) The same could be achieved by applying a
hot load to the antenna. The noise-contributions due to gain variations will totally cancel
out, so (5.28e) reduces to (5.47):
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_ [4(T A + TR), 1/2 = 2(T A+TR) 2 ·Tns

- BW· T If -J JBW. T I f = JBW . Tlf
(5.47)

The measurement is executed by 3 different integration times Tlf.

Measurement 2: "Clear Sky"-measurement.
The equivalent antenna noise temperature TA is set equal to the equivalent noise

temperature under clear sky conditions (:i: 19.9 K) The antenne noise temperature in
(5.28e) can be replaced by the Clear Sky noise temperature TClear Sky' which changes

(5.28e) into (5.48):

[

2(Tclear Sky + TR)2 + 2(TL + TR)2
BW· Tif

+ [G~~r(TClear Sky -TL)'] (5.48)

The measurement is executed by 3 different integration times Tlf.

5.4.2.1 Practical Measurement Aspects.

The measurement set-up for Measurement 1 and 2 is given in figure 5.10.

r---------------------·~;::---t-----!----, :--,
I

I
I
I
I

""-
~xt-.~~.i-l"t-.D~iio~--J
e.c:~lQ"

C

RC - 1 ••C.

i----------------------------------------------------- ,
, ~----------------, I I
I ,Realomete,.. I

~ RF ena VIDEO L-'_ ....

I , eectlone I

I I I R
, I '. ---------------_.'

4ntenne

fig. 5.10: Measurement set-up for EUT Dicke-switched Radiometer.

It can be seen that the radiometer-system has been equipped with an internal integrating
filter with RC-time 1 sec, and an output buffer amplifier. In order to provide a variabel
integration - independent from the internal filtering - without having to modify the
radiometer system, a second external integrator with RC constant T has been prepared.
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:-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::i{iii:j--------------::::::::::::::::::::::::::jl\llii:~:
,........;~.... I

";-~,_...L......::1llL...=.........-.a.lL.'--- ....;-_ •••• _+---'-....DIIIL.....:.......A.....-..;.......-------T4
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

fig. 5.11: External Integrator Section: n-independent cascade RC-integrators

In [Tiuri, 1964J the equivalent integration 11 time for an indepent cascade system of two equal
integrators (see figure 5.11) is given in (5.49).

Ti,n-indepent equal stages = 2n· 1

For a second order (two stage5) system this can be verified as follows:

1
T· = 2 B = 4·T

I . . LFnOIse,

(5.49)

(5.50)

(5.51)

(5.52)

(5.52) corresponds with (5.49).

With the configuration described above (figure 5.11, internal integration T = 1 sec) the
following equivalent integration times can be realised:

number of stages
o
1
3

l1The equivalent integrating time is defined as
1

1"; (sec)
2
4
6

Ti =2· Bnoi se,LF
III

'th B - fgIfg~ df LF . b d 'dthWI noise,LF - If· nOIse an WI
o

Glf(f) = LF power transfer function
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Dual independent cascade Re-integrator.

,'" _.. _.. -- -_ ... -- -.... --- -_ ..... - ... ---- ----r----;-,-
I I
'R >/+ I
I I
I I
I I
I ,

I I
I ,

I Ie I
, I
I I
I I
I I
I >/- I

• : Be - T •• c . : •

~----------------------------------,
fig.5.12: External Integrator Section:

second independent T-sec.RC-integrator

In order to reduce the number of stages, a cascade configuration of an internal integration
(RC = 1 sec) and an external integration with variable RC-time Te can be used. (figure
5.12):

G(f) - 1 _ 1
- (1 + w2)(1 + w2Te2) - 1 + f2. (27r)2( Te2+1) + f4. (27r)4Te2

In figure (5.13) the LF power transfer (5.53) is given graphically for Te=O,I,4.

LF Power Transfer
Duol independent cOllcode RC-integrotor

------------------------ -----------------,

(5.53)

\
0.9 \

\ \
" "0.8 \ \

0.7 \\
• 0.6

i\ \\

1/..
Ce 0.5~

•II
~ 0.4 \0

a.

\0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

frequency (HZ]

0.15

fig.5.13: LF power transfer for dual independent
cascade RC-integrators.
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III

Bnoise,LF =[I + f'.(2~1'(T.2+b + f4.(2~)IT.2 df

Using numerical integration (Simpson's method) it has been found that (5.54a) can be
solved as (5.54b):

1
Bnoise,LF = 4 + 4- 'e

and
1li=2_B. =2+2'le

nOlse,LF

(5.54b)

(5.55)

5.4.2.2 Measurement Analysis.

The object of the above described measurement programme is:

1) Measuring the receiver noise temperature, T R

2) Measuring the system gain stability,~
The above is done by means of Measurement! and Measurement2, which - with a certain
integration time 'x - results in (5.47') and (5.48'). The quantities to be measured are
highlighted.

[

2( T A+TR)]
(.~T1,,) = ..;aW -11 f

2 [2(Tclear Sky + T R)2 + 2(TL + T R)2
(~T2,,) = BW - IIf

+ [G~~r (Telear Sky -TL) 2]

Using (5.47') and (5.48') TR and~ can be found from (5.56) and (5.57):

T R = ~...;aW-1If" ~T - T A~ 1,IX

(5.47')

(5.48')

(5.56)

(~r=

(5.57)
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An estimation for the (l::.T1 )2 and (l::.T2 )2 will be made by calculating the variance
,Tx ,Tx

of the measured noise temperature with the help of the scientific software package
ASYSTANTtm. The data will be acquired with the help ofaXT--eomputer and an
application of the software language ASYSTtm . The listing of the program which has been
developed for data-acquisition purposes for the described measurements, can be found in
Appendix D.

A report of the execution of the measurement programme, as well as a presentation of
measurement results, cannot be given in this report for practical reasons.

5.5 Conclusions and Recommendations.

After a theoretical overview of the EUT 11.316 GHz Dicke-switched radiometer, for the
accuracy can be concluded:

(5.46)

with ri = internal reflection coefficient of measurement Obr·ct
TL = reference load equivalent noise temperature [K
kb = Boltzmann's constant
Ts = absolute temperature of reference load noise load = system temperature

For the sensitivity has been found:

1

l::.T = [(l::.TG)2 + (l::.TN,A)2 + (l::.TN,L)2]~

1
_ [2(TA + TR) 2 + 2(TL + TR)2 [l::.GJ 2 2]~
- BW. Tlf + GHF .(TA -TL)

with BW = l::.fHF = HF bandwidth [Hz]

TLF = LF-filter equivalent integration time [s]

T A = antenna noise temperature [K]
TR = equivalent receiver noise temperature [K]
TL = reference load equivalent noise temperature [K]

~ = gain instability HF-amplifier
HF

(5.28d)

(5.28e)

A measurement set-up including data-acquisition system and external hardware to

determine TR and~ has been prepared. However, for practical reasons the
HF

measurements could not be executed. It is strongly recommended to execute the described
measurement project.
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B
B'
Bi
BnoiseLF
BPF
Bsource
BW

C
C1
C2
Cdet
dB
dO
dS
DS
dV
df
dr
ds
dO'
dt
dw
e
f
fHF
fLO
fLF
fm
FS
GHF
Gif
Glf
GJ1.
h
IF
J
je
kb
LF
LFS
MO
MS
N
QD
R

List of Symbols.

Brightness [Wm -2Hz -lrad -21
Total Brightness [Wm -2rad'-2]
intrinsic brightness [Wm-2Hz -lrad -2]
LF noise bandwidth [Hz}

Bandpass filter
brightness of source [Wm -2Hz-lrad -2]
Bandwidth (= ~fHF = HF bandwidth) [Hz]
velocity of light [3.108 InS -1]
constant
constant
constant of QD [V-2]
inifitesimal change of brightness [Wm -2Hz-lrad -2]
infinitesimal change of solid sphere rrad2]
infinitesimal change of fluxdensity [Wm -2Hz-lrad -2]
Dicke switch
infinitesimal element of volume [m 3]

infinitesimal change of frequency [Hz]
infinitesimal element of length [m]
heigth of infinitesimal cylindrical element [m]
cross-section of infinitesimal cylindrical element[m2]
infinitesimal unit of time rs]
emitted powerdensity [WHZ-l]
constant 2.71828 ...
frequency [Hz]
HF center frequency [Hz]

Local oscillator frequency [Hz]

LF center frequency [Hz]

switching frequency of Dicke switch [Hz]
frequency shifter (mixer)
HF amplifier gain

IF amplifier
LF amplifier
microwave amplifier

Planck's constant [6.63.10-24 joule sec]
intermediate frequency
source function [WHz -1m -21
emission coefficient [Wkg-i'Hz -1]
Boltzmann's constant [1.38,1022 joule/K]
LF receiver/ decoder
attenuation of FS [dB]

measurement object
Mean Square (abbr.)
Noisepower [W]
quadratic detector
Real part of complex number
external reflection coefficient of receiver
internal reflection coefficient



internal reflection coefficient of absorber
impedance of QD rOl
flux density [Wm -~:El'z-l]
scattermatrix
constant flux density [Wm-2Hz-l]
synchronous detector
switching function
Absolute Temperature (K]
Absolute Temperature K]
Antenna noise temperature [K}

observed temperature of cloud [K]
actual (physical) temperature of cloud [Kl
absolute temperature of calibration absorber [K]
reference load temperature [K]

noise temperature of MO [K]
inaccurate measured noise temperature of MO [K]
equivalent noise temperature of MO [K]
Receiver noise temperature [K]

abs.temp.of reference noise load = environment system temp [K]
source temperature [K]
System noise temperature [K]
DC-output voltage when Dicke-5witch connected to antenna [V]

IFF noise voltage [VI
input voltage of Qb TV]
LF noise voltage [V] after integration
DC-output voltage when Dicke-5witch connected to ref.load [V]

output voltage of QD [V]

DC component of Vout
AC component of Vout
Antenna Noise Power [WI

calibrated noise power [WI
1

Wg=~[W(Atot)l + W(Atot)o] [W1Hz]
one-5ided noise cross-~wer spectrum of eq.sources A and B. [W1Hz]
measured noise power W]
Receiver noise power [ ]

system noise power [WI

one-sided total noise power spectrum at receiver entry [W1Hz [W1Hz]
one-5ided noise power spectrum of equivalent noise source A fWjib]
one-sided noise power spectrum of equivalent noise source B WjHz]
one-sided noise-power spectrum of sourcel = antenna rW1Hz]
one-sided noise power spectrum of source2 = reference load [W1Hz]

Attenuation constant [m -1]
Gain variations
Sensitivity = smallest detectable change in T [K]
Noise temperature variation due to gain variations

Noise temperature variation due to antenna noise variations
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~TNL,
~W

~fHF
It

A
II

P
(J

(Jif

(Jout
(Jint,out
T

Tl

Tc

Ti
TLF
n

Noise temperature variation due to load noise variations

W(Atoth-W(Atot)o rw1Hz]
HF bandwidth (= BW) 1Hz]
absorption coefficient [m2kg-1]
Wavelength [m]
proportionality constant of Dicke-switched radiometer [V/W]
density of matter in dV llrgm -31
Stefan-Boltzmann proportionality constant
variance of IF noise voltage
variance of LF noise voltage after QD.
variance of LF noise voltage after integration
optical depth or attenuation [Nepers]
thickness of cloud [m]
optical depth of entire thickness of cloud [m]
equivalent noise inte~ration tie [sec]
LF integration time lsl
solid angle [rad 2]
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Antenna system in black enclosure.

Cylindrical element with absorption and emission.

Total-power receiver.

Dicke-switched receiver.
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Noise-equivalent circuit of radiometer with rotating Dicke-switch.
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Frequency spectrum of EUT 11.316 GHz Dicke-switched radiometer.

Measurement set-up for EUT Dicke-switched Radiometer.

External integrator Section: n-independent cascade RC-integrators.

External Integrator Section: second independent r-seconds
RC-integrator.

LF power transfer fOI dual indepent cascade RC-integrator.
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Appendix A: Sensivity of the total power radiometer. [Ulaby, 1981]

In a total-power radiometer system, the following expressions can be obtained:

IF-level:

The IF noise-power can be associated with noise-voltage Vif with Rayleigh distribution

(5.A1), so that W = MS{Vif) = V i f 2:sys

{

Vif e-Vif2/2q~f
p{Vif) = qif2' Vif ~ 0

o Vif S 0

From (5.Al) can be derived that:

W =V·f2=2·q2f8ys 1 1

LF-Ievel (after Square-law detector).
The QD (Quadratic or square-law detector) can be characterised by (5.A3):

(5.A1)

(5.A2)

Vout = Cd t'V? (5.A3)e 10

and:

V = Cd t'~ (5.A4)out e 1 n
= Cdet ·Wsys (5.A5)

Using equation (5.A6), the IF Rayleigh distribution at LF level becomes an Exponential
distribution (5. A7):

1 .e-Vout/Vout
p{Vout) =--

Vout

From (5.A7) the standard deviation can be derived (5.A8):

(5.A6)

(5.A7)

2
q2 - V -out - out =

q out
-~=1

Vout

(5.A8)
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LF-level (after LPF).
Applying an ideal integrator with transfer function (5.A4):

(5.A9)

with Tlf = integration time (sec.)

Which leads to an equivalent bandwidth in (5.AIO):

f'GLF(f)df (5.A9) 1

6fLF = -,,-0-G-L-F-(O-)- = =~ = 2Tlf (5.AI0)

with GLF(f) = postdetection power gain

GLF(O) = postdetection DC-gain

the variance will be reduced by a factor 6fHF · Tlf:

0'2 0'2
int,out '= --.i!. 1 = 1

V? . V. LSfHF . Tlf - LSfHF · Tlf
mt,out If

(5.All)

(5.AI2)
,

G~t
Defining 6 Tsys as the standard deviation associated with the measured value of Tsys'

(5.AI3) can be found.

(5.AI3)

With the formulas shown above, can be found for the sensitivity of the Total Power
Radiometer:

AT T s ys
L.lN=---"';;;"~...2...-

JIS. f HFTlf
(5.AI4)

6TN now may be considered as the minimum detectable change in Tsys ' in which

"detectable" is quantised as the change in DC-level equal to the standard deviation.
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Sensitivity reduction due to gain instabilities.

The actual radiometer sensitivity will be reduced by appearing gain fluctuations. These
gain fluctuations will lead to a change of the measured noise temperature, because the gain
fluctuations may be considered as a noise-source independent of (5.A6). The minimum
detectable /:iT will increase with:

AT S' .. d d ,. bOl' T /:iG
U G = ensltIVlty ecrease ue to gam msta Ilty = sys·~

HF
The actual sensitivity of the total power radiometer can be calculated by calculating the

total RMS of the independent noise sources /:iT = [(/:iTN)2 + (/:iTa)2]

(S.AI6)
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Appendix B: Accuracy analysis of the Dicke-tlwitched radiometer by [Biichs, 1973].

Because the "1" and "0" states of the Dicke switch are switched by a square-wave function
set) with a duty cycle of 50 %, the total incoming noise-power can be written as:

=
(5.B1)

(5.B2)

with 1
Wg = 2"[W(Atot)1 + W(Atot)0]
b..W = W(A tot)l - W(Atot)o
s(t) switching function

Because of the definition of the DETECTOR (Square Law detector) the noise power at the
DETECTOR can be determined:

(5.B3)

In [Biichs, 1971] is assumed that the noise voltages can be modelled as
pseudo-eosinuswaves, with N an integer, b..f a frequency interval and <{)n a random phase:

N

Vdetector(t) = 1: J2Wdetector(fif + nb..f)b..f.cos[2r(fif + nb..f)t + <{)n]
n=-N

and may be transformed into (5.B5):

(5.B4)

N

=J2Wb..f· (1 - Ir~ I)· d;lG GIFRqd 1: cos[2r(fif + nb..f)t + <{)n]
J1. n=-N

(5.B5)

The RMS noise voltage at the detector terminiation can be determined as:

<vdetector out> = 2W(1 - Ir~ I)· d;lGJ1.GIFRqd~B

And the RMS Noise power as:

(5.B7)
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(S.C8)

After selective LF amplfication and LF detection and Lowpass filtering as indication signal
can be found:

,

= AW'II

2
Ir~l)d;lG~GIFRqd~'B. [~] 'GL~

v
II

(S.C9)
(S.ClO)



Appendix C: Mathematical analysis of slstematic errors in the rotating
Dicke-switch radiometer. lBiichs, 1973]

With the assumptions:
1. Internal reflection coefficient r i *0
2. Calibration with ideal absorber
3. Wcal = Q. kb' (Tc - T s)

4. TS - Ts = (Tc - Ts)'WWm
1 c al

can be calculated:

Tm'= Ts + W(Sl) + W(A) + ~.WeB) + 2~ri'Wk(A,BH
. 1 - ri·re

1- k' [W(S2) + W(A))
which denominator can be expanded into series:

191

(5.Cl)

= lJ 2 2Ts + Xl.k.TSl·(I-lril) + W(A) + Iril·W(B) +
CD 2

2.Re(r i 'Wk(A,B)]}. L(rire)n -~.[kTs + W(A)]

n=O

(5.C2)

With 1 ± Ir11 ~ 1 (5.C3) this formula can be converted to:

Tmeasured = ~.{k'TSl + W(A) + Ir11·W(B) + 2Re[ri,Wk(A,B)]}.[1 + 2Re(rire)]-

~. W(A) (5.C4)

With the assumption of an appropriate wave-impedance for which (5.C5) is valid, (5.42)
can be calculated.

(5.C5)

(5.42)
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Appendix D: Data~quisition software application in ASYSTtID.

\ ***********************************************************************
\ *
\ * ASYST PROGRAM: READDATA.TXT
\ *\ * Eindhoven University of Technology
\ * Faculty of EE, Telecommunications Division
\ * R.F.J. Schaffels
\ *
\ ************************************************************************

\ ----------
\ DEFINITION OF VARIABLES.
\----------
ECHO.OFF
INTEGER SCALAR NSAMPLES
REAL SCALAR DELAY
14 STRING FILENAME
DASH8
00 AID.TEMPLATE DEMO.TEMPLATE
: READ.NUMBER.SAMPLES

CR ." Number of samples: "
BEGIN

#INPUT NOT
WHILE

CR ." Invalid! Reenter number of samples: "
REPEAT
NSAMPLES :=
NSAMPLES.

\ NUMBER OF SAMPLES
\ CONVERSION DELAY [MSEC]
\ FILENAME
\ AID-DEVICE SPECIFICATION
\ AID-TEMPLATE DEFINITION

\ NUMBER OF SAMPLES

,
: READ.DELAY

CR ." Delay between samples [msec]: "
BEGIN

#INPUT NOT
WHILE

CR." Invalid! Reenter delay between samples [msec]: "
REPEAT
DELAY := \ SAMPLE-SPEED
DELAY.

,
READ.NUMBER.SAMPLES
READ.DELAY
INTEGER DIM[ NSAMPLES ] ARRAY DATA. BUFFER \ DATA-BUFFER
DECLARATION
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\ ------------
\ INFO: TO PROVIDE USER-INFO.

~INFO
NORMAL.DISPLAY
SCREEN.CLEAR
" Max number of samples for ASYSTANT processing: 6000
" Max number of samples for ASYST-oNSCREEN : 3000
"------------------------------"

Memory limitations.
SAVEIT: Save onto disk.
CREATE.DATA.FILE : Specify new datafile.
ONSCREEN: Display databuffer on screen.
READIN: Read data from AID device into databuffer.
The following words have been defined:"

------------------------------"
" Program INLEZEN4 reads samples from A/D-<:ardO and stores on disk
CR
CR
CR "TYPE
CR"TYPE
CR "TYPE
CR IITYPE
CR "TYPE
CRIITYPE
CR"TYPE
CRIITYPE
CR"TYPE
CR "TYPE
CR"TYPE
CR
CR

\--------------------
\ CREATE.DATA.FILE: FUNCTION TO CREATE A NEW DATAFILE.
\--------------------
: CREATE.DATA.FILE

FILE.TEMPLATE
1 COMMENTS
INTEGER DIM[ NSAMPLES ] SUBFILE
END

CR ." Name of file to save to? "
"INPUT FILENAME 11:=
FILENAME DEFER> FILE.CREATE
INFO
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\ ----------------
\ READIN: FUNCTION TO READ FROM A/D-eARD.
\---------------
: READIN

NSAMPLES TEMPLATE.REPEAT
DATA.BUFFER TEMPLATE.BUFFER
CYCLIC
DELAY CONVERSION.DELAY
A/D.INIT
A/D.IN>ARRAY
INFO

\-------------------
\ ONSCREEN: FUNCTION TO PUT DATA-BUFFER ON SCREEN.
\-------------------
: ONSCREEN

GRAPHICS. DISPLAY
DAT A.BUFFER
Y.AUTO.PLOT
." Type: INFO

\----------------------
\ SAVEIT: FUNCTION TO SAVE DATA-BUFFER TO FILE SPECIFIED BY
\ CREATE.DATA.FILE.
\----------------------
: SAVEIT

FILENAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN
CR ." Comment-line: "
"INPUT
1 >COMMENT
1 SUBFILE
DATA.BUFFER ARRAY>FILE
FILE. CLOSE
INFO

INFO
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6.

Abstract.

Meteorological instruments and - measurements.

Schaffels, R.F.J.

In order to obtain reference da.ta for propagation measurements, meteorological
measurements are necessary. For propagation measurements concerning attenuation values,
the most important figures are:

-temperature
-precipitation rates

For the measurements of precipitation rates, occurring differences of precipitation are
shortly explained and different types of rain-measurement instruments are presented.
Some appropriate commercial available rain-gauges for the EUT/ITS Intelsat/NUFFIC 1

projects are presented.
For the measurement of temperature, most of the measurement methods are shortly
presented, with some boundary conditions of the propagation research project leading to a
list of suitable available temperature sensors.
For both measurements data-acquisition interfacing problems have been considered.
Fina.lly rain-gauge equipment and temperature measurement equipment is recommended.

6.0 Introduction.

In the experimentel set-up for the Surabaya propagation experiments, meteorological
quantities will be used to support propagation measurements results. Combining these
quantities in the data-analysis part of the experiment will lead to predictive modelling for
progation purposes
Important meteorological quantities in propagation studies are:

-ambient temperature
-humidity
-windspeed
-winddirection
-air-pressure
-precipitation rate.

The most important quantities in tropical regions in a scientific measurement project 
which concerns the propagation effects of heavy rainfall - will be:

-temperature
-precipitation rates

lEindhofJen UnifJersity of Technology (Netherlands) and Institut TeJmologi Surabaya
(Indonesia) Cooperation project, as part of contract with the International
Telecommunications Satellite organisation (INTELSA T) and the Netherland& UnifJersities
Foundation for International Cooperation (NUFFIC).
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In this chapter measurement instruments and measurement methods for these quantities
will be regarded. Specially will be taken care of the measurement accuracy.

6.1 Precipitation

Precipitation is defined as the liquid or solid products of the condensation of water vapour
falling from clouds, or deposited from air on the ground. Because of tropical circumstances
this chapter will be confined to rain measurements.

6.1.1. Precipitation generation.

Although this treatise is not about meteorological processes, it is interesting to spend some
words on the meteorological background of precipitation and the occuring climatic
differences in precipitation. The origin of precipitation (c.q. rain) is strongly related with
the formation of clouds, Regarding the precipitation process, clouds can be split uf into
wann and cold clouds. The precipitation process can be visualised in figure 6.1. [5

In figure 6.1.the following effects can be observed:

- coalescence

- solute effect

- curvature effect

- evaporation
- sublimation
- condensation
- deposition
- nucleation

liquid water - water vapour
ice - water vapour
water vapour - liquid water
water vapour - ice
Condensation/Deposition of water on small particles
(Condensation nuclei/Deposition nuclei), a normal formation
process of clouds. The small particles are dust, salt etc.
An important growth mechanism for small particles. Soluble
particles as condensation nuclei for liquid water dissolve and
form a solution. In the solution, the water vapour pressure will
be less than that of pure water, and the drops will be able to
grow larger.
Because water is a polar molecule, the molecules will arrange in
specific (curved) patterns. The intermolecular forces (who will
be able to hold together drops of maximum size 0.5 cm) will
become smaller with the bigger curvature (=smaller droplet),
and thus the vapour pressure will increase. Due to the increased
vapour pressure, evaporation will become bigger for smaller
droplets. This effect is opposite to the solute effect, and in
magnitude small compared to it.
(or acrretion process) Because in the same cloud drops will have
a larger fall velocity, they will "overtake" and collect smaller
droplets. This is the main growth process in warm clouds.

In warm clouds raindrops will be mainly generated from clouds by the coalescence
(accretion) process. On the other hand raindrop-generation from cold clouds will be mainly
according to the socalled Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism. In this mechanism ice crystals
and liquid water droplets coexist. Because ice crystals evaporate less than liquid water
droplets, under these circumstances the ice crystals may be able to grow.
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Differences in rain~tructures and -rates between Indonesia and for example Northern
Europe may be explained by a different balance in rain-making mechanisms visualised in
figure 6.l.

The main differences will be:
a. much bigger rain-rate exceeded for the same amount of time
b. larger number of bigger drops

Cold cloudsCloud seeding

,...

Passage th rough cold air

6+~'
fig. 6.1: Rain-making mechanisms.
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6.1.2. Rain~ate measurement instruments.

Rain-rate measurements belong to the standard measurements of a weather station. The
measurements are commonly carried out with the help of a recording raingauge. This kind
of raingauge is required to support propagation measurements in an automated
data-acquisition system, In the next four paragraphs the common types will be shown.
From their general characteristics the most suited type will be chosen.

6.1.2.1. Waghing type.

This raingauge type will possibly be the most simple one. The amount of rainfall is
collected in a container, which is continuously weighted. Systematic errors will be induced
due to evaporation, balancing of the container. Measures have to be taken for emptying the
container when it's full.. This type is also well suited to record the amount of snowfall. For
a computerized measurement programme under tropical circumstances, the weighing type
raingauge will possibly not be the best choice, for practical and accuracy reasons

6.1.2.2. F1oat-type Raingange.

This type of raingauge - depicted in figure 6.2 - is strongly related with the Weighing
type. Opposite to the weighing type where the weight of the rainfall amount is measured,
in this type the volume of the rainfall amount is measured by the use of a float. The same
measures as given for the weighting type have to be taken into for the float-type.
For the same reasons as given above, the float-type raingauge will not satisfy the project'
requirements.

fig. 6.2: Float-type raingauge.

6.1.2.3. Drop-counter Raingauge.

From the collected rain, equally sized drops are formed and counted. (Figure 6.3)

fig 6.3: Drop-counter Raingauge
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Typical characteristics of the drop~ounterraingauge are:

1)

2)

3)

Because of the requirement of equally sized drops the critical point of the
drop-counter raingauge is the drop formation process. This process can easily
be distorted by the formation of dew.
Because under heavy rainfall conditions it's difficult to prevent the forming of
jets, the measurable maximum rainintensity is limited at about 120 mm/hour.
The advantage of the use of the drop-<.ounter raingauge is that the minimum
detectable amount of rain is limited by the drop--5ize, which -in most cases -
is very small compared to the amount of rain per unit of time.

Because of the expected rainfall rates exceeded for 0.01 %of annual time up to 150
mm/hour, this type of raingauge will not be suitable for the Indonesian propagation
experiment.

6.1.2.4. Tipping-bucket Raingauge.

One of the most robust types will be the tipping-bucket (or tilting bucket) raingauge (fig.
6.4). A light and small bucket which is divided into two compartments is balanced. When
one compartment is filled with rain, it tips over and gives an electric or mechanic pulse
before emptying. The other compartment takens over. It's strongly related to the
dropcounter type. Instead of drop-volumes, bucket volumes are counted. This will reduce
the minimum detectable rainfall amount, but increase the measurement range for high
rainfall rates. Accuracy and measurement range depend on the bucket size as well as
construction factors. In general the measurement range of the tipping bucket raingauge
exceeds the measurements ranges of other types. Common used bucket-sizes are 0.1 inch
and 0.1 mm. In general bucket-sizes and mechanical construction result in an accuracy of a
few percents. For the tropical propagation experiment in Surabaya (Indonesia) the
tipping-bucket raingauge seems to be the best type.

o

~
fig. 6.4: Tipping bucket raingauge.

6.1.3. Systematic errors of the Tipping-bucket Raingauge.

2.
3.
4.

+

+/-

Systematic error
1. Wetting of internal walls

a. collector walls
b. emptying remainder
Evaporation
Splashing in/out
Wind deformation around gauge

In general any arbitrary raingauge will give rise to the following systematic errors:

Sign of error
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For the specified tipping-bucket raingauge also:

5. Extra - non counted - filling of bucket while tipping

Most of the listed systematic errors can be minimized by taking appropriate precautions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Errors due to wetting of internal walls can be minimized by applying
appropriate surfaces or coatings.
Errors due to evaporation can be hardly reduced, and will be most important
in hot regions during light rain.
Splashing can be minimized by putting non-splashy materials around the
raingauge.
Errors due to wind deformation can be minimized by choosing an appropriate
location, and by putting the rim of the raingauge at groundlevel.
Errors due to extra-filling of the bucket while tipping can be minimized by
accelerating the tipping-motion. These errors are most severe during heavy
rainfall.

As the project concerns measurements under tropical circumstances especially during heavy
rainfall, the most important systematic error introduced by a well-designed
tipping-bucket raingauge will be:

5. Extra-filling of the bucket while emptying.

The other systematic errors will be only important during light rainfall.

6.1.4 Proposed Tipping Bucket raingauges.

For the measurement of high rainfall rates with high accuracy under tropical
circumstances, the following raingauges will be suitable:

6.1.4.1 Thies 5.4031.31.000, Ombrometer.

Manufacturer
Type
Range
Orifice
Resolution
Accuracy
Temperature
Weight
El.output
Price
Options

See also appendix 6.1

Thies
non-recording tipping bucket, rainrate measurement instrument
max. 600 mm/hr.
200 mm 2

0.1 mm
not specified
-25..+60 oC
7.3 kg.
5 V, 15mATTL
:I: 4000 DFI.
Thies 5.4031.. .. : Pulse rate to Voltage/Current converter
(Several different types)
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6.1.4.2 Thies 5.4031.30.006, raingauge with Reed~ntact

Manufacturer
Type
Range
Orifice
Resolution
Accuracy
Temperature
Weight
El. output
Price
Options

See also appendix 6.1

Thies
non-recording tipping bucket, rainrate measurement instrument
max. 420 mm/hr.
200 mm 2

0.1 mm
not specified
-25..+60 oC
6.2 kg.
reedcontact, max. 1000 V AC, max. 0.5 A, max. 10 W.
z 2700 DFI
Thies 5.4031.. .. : Pulsrate to Voltage/Current converter (Several
different types)

6.1.4.3 Thies 5.4027.00.000, recording raingauge.

Manufacturer
Type

Range

Orifice
Resolution
Accuracy
Temperature
Weight
El. output
Price
Options

See also appendix 6.1

Thies
pen-recording tipping bucket rainfall amount measurement
instrument incorporating a reed-<ontact.
not specified
max. recorded amount: 50 mm.
200 mm 2

0.1 mm
not specified
-25..+60 oC
6.2 kg.
external powered reedcontact
not available
Thies 5.4031.. .. : Pulsrate to Voltage/Current converter (Several
different types)

6.1.3.4 Hisamatsu, recording raingauge

Manufacturer
Type

Range

Orifice
Resolution
Accuracy
Temperature
Weight
El. output
Price
Options

See also appendix 6.1

HISAMATSU Scientific Thermometer MFG CO
distant pen-recording tipping bucket rainfall amount
measurement instrument incorporating a reed-<ontact
not specified
max. recorded amount: 50 mm.
not specified, likely 200 mm2
0.5mm
3%
not specified
not specified
external powered (Dry Cell 3 volts) reedcontact.
not available
Thies 5.4031.. .. : Pulsrate to Voltage/Current converter (Several
different types)
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6.1.5 Raingauge data acquisition.

Depending on the chosen options the in 6.1.4. described rain-gauges can be split up into
two kinds of data--5ources:

Pulse source
Analog voltage

An analog voltage can be easily processed, using an AD--eonverter.
Processing of the pulse source is more complex, and can done in the following ways:

Pulse counting using interrupts.
High frequency sampling.

Because the measured signal is fundamental digital, a digital processing will realize - if
properly implemented - a better accuracy than DA conversion followed by AD conversion
data-acquisi tion.
Method a) is most accurate, but can only be used if the data-acquisition software can
handle AD input and interrupts together. In case of this requirement method b) can be
used. In order to obtain the highest accuracy, has to be taken care of the samplin~

frequency. Further details are worked out in chatper 8 of [Schaffels/Vaessen, 1989J

6.2 Temperature.

In order to obtain reference information for data-processing and data-analysis,
information about the temperature is indispensable. Temperature-data is most important
for the interpretation of radiometer-obtained data. (Chapter 5 of [Schaffels/Vaessen,
1989])
This chapter will deal with temperature and temperature measurements.

6.2.1 Temperature measurements instruments.

According to [Henning, 1977] temperature measurements can be carried out using:

1 gas-thermometer
2 liquid-thermometer
3 vapour-pressure thermometer
4 resistance-thermometer, inc!. semiconductor devices
5 thermo-couple thermometer
6 optical temperature sensors

The choice of an appropriate type of temperature measurement instrument depends on the
following boundary conditions:

High-accuracy (+/-1 0 Celsius) and linearity between -20 and 50 0 Celsius.
Easy to carry out electrical data-gathering and -processing
Low--eost and simple (field-replaceable)
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In the next part all types will be reviewed, bringing into account the boundary values as
stated above.

1) Gasthermometer: Aj Accuracy does not agree with temperature-range
B No easy electrical data-processing
C Complex and expensive system

2) Liquid-thermometer: Aj Agrees
B No easy electrical data-processing
C does agree

3) Vapour-pressure thermometer:
Aj Accuracy does not agree with temperature-range
B No easy electrical data-processing
C Complex and expensive system

4) Resistance-thermometer devices
A) B) and C) do agree

5) thermo-couple thermometer
A) Temperature range does not agree
B) and C) do agree

6) optical temperature sensors
Aj Accuracy does not agree with temperature-range
B No easy electrical data-processing
C Complex and expensive system

The characteristics of type 4): Resistance thermometer devices, seem to agree with all
boundary values. In the next paragraph this type of temperature sensor will be analysed.

6.2.2 Resistance temperature sensors.

In this category the following types can be distinguished:

4.1 Platinum resistance thermometer
4.2 Non-Platinum resistance thermometers

4.2.1. pure metal thermometers
4.2.2. alloy thermometers
4.2.3. semiconductor thermometers

Due to the recent developments in semiconductor technologies, semiconductor devices
become popular because of:

- simplicity of use
- high accuracy
-low cost

As a result of theoretical and practical reasons the semiconductor thermometer (or
temperature sensor) is highly recommended for the intended purposes. In the last part of
this chapter a few commonly used low~st temperature sensors - capable for this project 
will be presented.
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6.2.3.1

Practical Semiconductor Temperature Sensors.

Analog Devices AD590.
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Type:
Range:
Input:
Output:
Accuracy:
Options:

Integrated Circuit temperature transducer
-55 .. +150 0 C.
Voltage
Current
up to 0.5 0 C.
- General purpose temperature probe with AD590 (Type AC2626)
- Temperature transmitter (Model 2B57)

See also Appendix 6.2.

6.2.3.2 Philips KTY 81/83/84 - series Silicon temperature sensors.

Type:

Range:

Input/Output:
Accuracy:

KTY81-100 series: non-linear positive temperature constant
KTY81-200 series: non-linear positive temperature constant
KTY83-100 series: non-linear positive temperature constant
KTY84-100 series: linear positive temperature constant
KTY81-100 series: -55 to +150 0 C.
KTY81-200 series: -55 to +150 0 C.
KTY83-100 series: -55 to +175 0 C.
KTY84-100 series: > 100 0 C.
Resistance
See appendix 6.3.

6.2.4 Temperature-sensor data-acquisition.

In order to interface with the data-acquisition subsystem, temperature transducers/sensors
described in paragraph 6.2.3 may be regarded as active or passive circuit elements.

The AD590 temperature-transducer mal be regarded as a temperature dependent current
source. (Independent of applied voltage.) To interface with a voltage based
data-acquisition subsystem, a simple current-to-voltage conversion has to be carried out.

The KTY 81/83/84 temperature-sensors may be ragarded as temperature dependent
resistors. To interface with a voltage based data-acquisition subsystem, a reference current
has to be applied.

Both of the mentioned types of temperature sensors/transducers can be connected to the
data-acquisition subsystem without difficult interfacing problems.
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6.3 Recommendations.

6.3.1. Recommendations concerning rain~auge equipment.

In order to make a recommendation for rain~auge equipment, at first a decision about the
kind of data-acquisition has to be made.

If rain-gauge data-acquisition has to be tarried out in a digital way, then the Thies tm

Ombrometer 5.4031.31.000 (price: :& 4000 DFl) is recommended. The advantage of this
rain-gauge is the availability of a TTL pulse output (no switch output). A disadvantage of
this raingauge is the built-in heating, which is not required for the project.

If rain-gauge data-acquisition has to be carried out in an analog way, then a combination
of the Thies tm 5.4031.30.006 Raingauge with reed--eontact (price: :i: 2700 DFI) and a
pulse-to-voltage converter is recommended. It is not certain that this D/A--eonversion can
be done by equipment of the Thies tm 5.4037.xx.yyy series. If these converters cannot
convert pulses into rain-rates, in-house development of an appropriate converter is
recommended.

Both recommended raingauges make use of 0.1 mm amount of rainfall bucket-sizes. This
bucket-size exceeds the Intelsat-requirements2 for resolution. Information about linearity is
not available, but the usable range of all types exceeds the requirements.

6.3.2. Recommendations concerning temperature-measurement equipment.

Because of the ease of use and availability of a range of sensors with "accuracy on
demand", for temperature-measurements, the Analog Devices tm AD590 Semiconductor
Temperature Sensor is recommended. Interfacing with a voltage-based data-acquisition
system can easily be done, by a current-to-voltage conversion. Special care has to be taken
for the installation of the sensor. By Thies tm special measurement housing is available.

2Intelsat project requirements [Intelsat, 1988]:
Rainfall amount per tip 0.254 mm (0.01 ")
Linear range 3-90 mm/hr
Usable range 1-150 mm/hr
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Appendix 6.1: Raingauge data-sheets.

Niederschlag, Tau, Verdunslung VI

Benennung
KurzbesChrelbung Bestell-Nr. Techn. Daten

Ombrometer HP
2OOcm2

0,005 mm (Tropfer)
0.1 mm (Kippwage)

Imp.5V, 15mAf.TIL
-25 ... +60"C
24VnOVA
24V-/80mA
auf Mast'" 50 mm
0225 mm, 480 mm hoch
7.3kg

Elektr. Ausgang:
Umgeb.-Temp.
Helzung:
Betnebsspannung:
Montageart:
Abmessung:
GewlCht:

Auffangflilche
Auflbsung:

Nlederschlagsmengen- und
IntenSltatsmeBwertaufnehmer zur
elektr MeBwertLibertragung.
Entsprechend der max. moghchen

'rlsitat kommt eine Tropfen
L .•' llung. Klppwaagenumschlag
zilhlung oder die Kombmat,on
belder Mel3pnnZlplen zur
Anwendung.
Der Auffangtnchter ist aus
Zinkblech. der Mantel aus
Edelstahl (V2A) gefertlgt

MeBprinzip Intenailiit
5.4031.11.000 Tropfer max. 2 mm/min.

....,.-5.4031.31.000 Kippwaage max. 10 mm/min,
5.4031.51.000 Kombinatlon 2 mm/min., 10 mm/min.

Niederschlagsgeber 5.4031.30.005 Helzung. Ja
mit Reedkonlalct 5.4031.30.006 He.zung: neln

N1ederschlagsmengen- und Inten- " Auffangflilche: 200cm
sitiltsmeBwertaulnehmer zur elektr Auflbsung: 0.1 mm
MeBwertLibertragung E,ne Klpp- Intensitill max, 7 mm/min.
waage deren Umschlage von e,nem Elektr. Ausgang: Reedkontakt
Reedkontakt erfaBt werden dlent als max. 1000 ""
MeBwertgeber max.O.SA
O,e Helzung wlrd thermostatlsch max. lOW
!,pregelt Umgeb. Temp.. -25, .. +60°C

Heizung 24 V=-/55 W
Montageart auf Mast 0 50 mm
Abmessung: '" 225 mm,430mmhoch
Gewlchl 6.2 kg

Niederschlagsschreiber

J
.,mit Kipp_ege

Auffangflache 2OOcm 2

Mechanlsches NlederschlagsmeB- Auflosung. 0.5 mm Niederschlag ~und Reglstnergerat nach dem SChrelbbrelte 80mm tPnnzlp der Klppwaage ,; 50 mm Niederschlag
Mit Jeder Klppbewegung wlrd uber Transportwerk Trommeluhrwerk
eine Kurvenschelbe der SChrelbarm mit Handaufzug 131wettergefuhrt und zusatzl,ch eln (DIN 58658)
Reed-Kontakt betat'gt Umgeb -Temp o .+60'C "Bel Benutzung des Reed-Kontaktes Sammelkanne 9.5 Liter n,1St /lIerfur eme externe Hllfsenergte Abmessung :: 485 mm. 1.2 mm hoch
anzuschheBen Gewlcht 21kg
Das Gehause d,eses Gerates 1St 5.4027.00.000 RegIstnerzelt 7 Tageaus Edelstahl (V 2 A) und der 5.4028.00.000 24 StundenAuffangtnchter aus Z,nkblech

Andere Reglstnerzeiten auf Anfrage. ~-gefertlgt
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Niederschlag, Tau, VerdWlStung

Benennung
Kurzbeschreibung Bestell-Nr Techn. Daten

Impulszahl
Stromwandler

1.2171.00.000

Efektr. Eingang: 5 V-Impulse,
von Tropfer und
Kippwaage

Me6tlereich:
Tropfer 0.5 ... 160mm
Klppwaage 10 ... 160mm

cod,erbar
Burde 600Qfur

Stromausgang
Betflebsspannung. 22OV/50 Hz
SChutzart: IP 65. Wandgehiiuse
Abmessung:
Wandqet1ause. 200 x 120x 75 mm
Eurokarte 170x l00x30 mm
Gewicht 0,65 kg, Wandgetliiuse • -.J I t

0,25 kg. Eurokarte
5.4036.. " passendfur Tropfer
5.4037.. " Kippwaage -..

....00.... Bauart Wandgehiiuse

" ..10.". Eurokarte
.. ,.040 Elektr. Ausgang 0 ... 2OmA
....041 4 .. 20mA

" ..060 0 .. 1V
....080 0 ... 20 mAIO . . 1V

" ..100 4 . . 20 mAIO ... 1V

Bestell-Nr. Techn. Daten.. " ,

1.2170.00.000

Bauart n.DIN58656
Material Holz, weiB lackiert
Tur: zweiflugelig
Hut1enhOhe 1.80m
Treppenh6he 0,7m
InnenmaBe 720 x 450 x 470 mm
Gewicht: 60 kg

Option:
Treppe aus Stahl
feuerverz,nkt drelstuf'g

Dient zur MeBwertumformung der
ImpulsmeBwerte fur Nieder·
schlagsgeber 5 4031 in
normierte Strom- oder
SpannungSSlgnale.

Benennung
Kurzbeschrelbung

Wetterhutte
n,Wild

SChutzhutte zur Aufnahme
meteorologlscher MeBgerate und
deren Schutz vcr N,ederschlagen
<Jnd zur Vermeldung von
3trahlungsfehlern Jalous1eartlge
Wande garant,eren elne gute
DurChluftung O,e Lleferung
erfolgt wle Abblidung. Jedoch mit
drelstuflger Treppe

WetterhLitte
wle vorstehend Jedoch
ohne Gestell und Treppe.

Wetterhutte
Kleine Ausfuhrung de, vO'
stehenae'1 Hutte jedoch ohne
Gestell una Treppe

1.2175.00.000
Material:
Tur:
InnnenmaBe:
Gewicht:

HOlz, weil3lackiert
einflugelig
350 x 230 x 410 mm
12,5 kg
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Appendix 6.2: Data-sheet Analog Devices AD690.

Selection Guide
Transducers &Signal Conditioners
SELECTION GUIDE - TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS
Model 0Ianc1eriIda

AD590I/JIKILIM IC. 2-tenninal. TO·52 can or miniatu~ f1atpack, -55·C to +150·C
(218K to 423K) operatilll range, linear current output. 1j.lAIK,lallCr·
lrimmed for high accuracy; Output current Independent of supply
voltage.

AC2626JIKIUM StainJess-steel temperature probe uSing AD590, same temperature
range and electric~ characteristics as the AD590, 3/16" outside
diameter, 6· or 4-inch standard lengths. includes 3 feet of Teflon
coated lad wire, 2s response in stirred water, IICnlOr electrically
~jared from sheath (t200Y breakdown-cue to leads).

SELECTION GUIDE - SIGNAL CONDITIONERS

VolJ
P.,r
9-5

voin
P.,r
9-7

9-5

/ CURRENT(4TOZOMA)OVT /
}TOY

V TOI / TRANSMITTERS /
/i/l/l/I/I/i/I/I/

Input §enlor ThtnnocouplC' • •
RTD' • •
AD590IAC26Z6 T<mprran"" Sen_ •
RtllllanCC' Bndte'

Inpul S"nv ~11I..<x.. • •
.... oltl • •
4 to 20mA •

Outpul o to' ~S\.
o 10 ~ 10\'

010 ZOmA •
4 '0 20mA • • • • • • • •
IOl05OmA •
!UV POWe"

Spe-Cll.l Ftlt'lUTS Tranlductr EltClutlon • • •
Op<n lnpu~ DC'ltctlon • • •
Cold Juncn<'Jn Comp<nuoon • •
Inpul/Outpur llOllllon • • •
Ch,nnrl to Ch.lnntl lsolulon

S"na1 Fllrtr • • •
Lmtal17lnorr •
Common "'odt Rtjtcnon > 140dB •

PO""tT R.cqu lrtd Loop Powtrtd • .' • • • • •
-14\ to ·32\ • •
!15\'

115V 60Hz Lin.

"tC'ch.lnICJI Module' • • • •
Me'ul CUe' • • • • •
Inpul Scre''lA Te'mllnlls • • • •
Output Sere''''- Tcmllnals • • • •
"22 AWe. Inpul/OurpUI Le.d, •

\'olume' II

Plfl: Q·25 Q-Q Q·I J 9·)5 9-35 947 9-5 J 9-53

" Rn"u,nct Trm~rlt\lrt' L>tlt,"l..)r
J PrOvldt ..... ro llJmA OUI or ma\ modl.llllr Loop POllitT'

VOL. 11,9-2 TRANSDUCERS' SIGNAL CONDITIONERS



COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL TEMPERATURE SENSORS
FOR _"oC TO +150°C

unnr • •
H,.ou.tl • •
[KCltaGOn InwnlUlW'

l.1nunuaon llC'qund • •
_,"""ow xn.,. ApphuDoru
LoW! CoIl • •

/ VOLTACEOUT

7/ MILUVOLTSIN /

I SINCLE· I NULTI- ICHANNEL CHANNEL

IilillIl/lllll11/
InpUI Sotntor Tht'm'locouplr • •

RTD' •
AD~90 A(2616 T""pt'r.arurr St""-J'
RtSlstancf Bnd,t • •

Input SI,naJ ~III"QJ" • • • • •
VolI:s "', • •
LIM PO....(J •

Output o 10 ~5V • • • •
OrO!JO\' • • •
o I <0 IOrn.~ •
• 10 2Om.~

10 ICl SomA
!.l S\' POVl('r •

~prc~z. Ft'Hurrt TrlntdU(tr EIilCIU{IOn • .' •
Opt" Input DC-ftC1lon • • •
Cold Junction ComprnUhon • •
InpU(/Ou~UI Isolation • • • •
Channel r..1 ChannC'1 holulOn • •
SlrnaJ F liter • • • • • •
LlntaMtlhan

Commen \\odC' RC' ((tlon > 14Od8 • • • • •
PO-'C'f Rt'qu lf1'd l,.(\Op POVl,tfC'd

• J4\- fO +)2\

: Il\' • • • • • • •
Illli 60H. L,n. •

"('ehanlcal Module' • • • • • • • •
~<t&i eli<
Input Sc,C"~' Ttnnlnals •
OutpUt S(".~ TC'nnlnah
~2 A,WG Input/Output uach

\'~umC' 11

Par' 9-19 9-19 9-Jl ll-25 ll-J7 ll-J7 9-4J ll-29

TRANSOUCERS & SIGNAL CONomONERS VOL. fI,9-3
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Orientation
Transducers &Signal Conditioners
In this ~coon an: listed a wide variety of cost~ffective /malog'
to-.z"dlog signal condiooners for laboratory and Indumial ap
plications. and a set of hnear high-(JUtput-level ~miconductor
tnnperatu~ transducers. manufactured by Analog Devices.

The signal conditionen are intended to provide a variety of
system interfaces for signals originating from input transducers
or destined for output tnnsduccn.

T~'Keept 10.. or hith-levd signal inputs from millil'olu to
volt" 10...· or high·level cumnt inputs from microampun 10

+-to-20mA loops. and direct inputs from transdueen. such u
strain glges and other bridge dtvices, RTDs. thermocouples,
themuston, and srmiconductor temperatun: sensors. One of
the~ modules (2B35) is a triple-output po_r supply that
accepts ac line voltlgC and provides Yol~ and programmable
CUlI'C'lIt exciution for D'anadaccn and .ipal conditiOMrs.

Outputs from these devices include o-to-20mA, 4-to-2OrnA
and lo-to-SOmA transmitter loop current, and normalized
yohlle at :!:SV or :!: IOV levels for inputs to analog and digital
dau-acquisition systems. Most of the dcviCCI that operate
with current loops derive their po_r d~t1y from the loop
supply.

The many useful functions of these devices include-and often
combine-yoltlgc-to-cumnt cOnYenlon; input-to-(JUtput and
channel-to-channel i50lation; current·to~rrent convcnoon;
_plificaoon. offllemng, Md fiken"" rr&llsduccr YoltIgC and
cumnt excitation; a11101id1ua isolation. pin, filtering.
protecoon, and multiplexing; dterrnocouple open"l/lput de
tection and cold'JUnction compensation; RTD linearizing. I

SELECTION GUIDE
The~ many functlons an: sorted out and arran~d for euy
access in the Selection GUide, .0 that a device haVIng the
desl~d combination of performance charactenstlc. can be
readilv found. Device type., c1usified 111 broad cllegone•.
an: ranged honzontalll! .,croll the tOP of the chan, and more
than two dozen annbutes an: listed Yerocally, a buUet (e)

IS placed at any mtcncctlon for which the attribute matches
the deVIce.

J Many of thew iuurs an dilcu..d In TrtJ"Id..~" Inrrrj.,;in, H~d·
bool, .,...at ro .,,,dol "1".1 ,,,,,diD"";"I, published by ADoS",
D..,IC... lnc•. 1980.114.50, ..ail obit from P.O. Box 796. Sorwood
MA 02062.

VOL. 1/,9-4 TRANSDUCERS & SIGNAL CONDITIONERS

As an example of ho...· to u~ the chart. if you wanl to I1Iter·
face to a thermocouple. look alon~ the horizontal line labeled
"Thennocouple" 111 the Input Sensor groupin~. You "iU find
four buUets, indicating four possibly suitable device•• two
under the label "4·to·20mA cumnt transmillers." and two
under "Voltlge Output" (with a choice of single- or multi·
channel devices). If you an: inteICsted in a cumnt-loop tran,·
mimr, and compan: the bullcted features of the 2852 and
2115 J. il is easy to find that there is a choice betw~n an
isolator and .lo_r-<OIt directly coupled device. and that
both arc houled in metal with easy to u~ SCIC...· terminal•.
At this point you may tum to the indicated plge to compare
performance on the dau sheet, Slaning the process of can·
sideling the specific dmce(s) for your application.

THAT'S NOT ALL
Besides the .ignal conditioners in this section, this darabook
hu tcchnical dau on many other products that perform S1plal
conditioning function•. They,are to be found in these sections
of thIS Volume

Isoillrio" .-4"'p/i!~J'S.

DI.-4 Co""ntm <DACs having +-to-2OrnA output current.
lsolaoon. and other useful featuICs: DAC1420/DACl4221
DACI423).

Dar.-Acq"isili"" S"h.yslr",. (includinc prosrammable~ain

amplifiers, differential inputs, etc.l.

DigitiJi Purl I"s"",,,,nts (with isolation, 10..-1cvel signal·
hand1inc capabiliry. ditital readou I and BCD SYStml out
put scanning multi-<hannel VOltIMlCl5. intellifcnt thermo
couple thcnnometcn, 10w-e:OIt diJital thcrrnometcrl,
etc.).

Mic,oco",p"", IrfU'!tlCr Bom. (with input multiplexing
and programmable pin, 4-to-2OmA output options, etc.).

jj.~.-4C"OOO Si",lr·Bond iI,uU.C1It Mr_,."'nr.....d·
Co',"ol S""rysu"', (with dincct srnsor inpUts, isolation,
siplal conditioning, microcompute.-bascd linearization.
ASCII 20mA/RS·232C communications. on-board power
supply, and digitalIiO).

M.-4CSYM Co"'plrrr BAS/C-I'rogr__hil Mnnco"'p"t,,.
BtJS,d M'tJS1Irr",...r-A"d~o.rrolSYnrMs (with. wid.
selection of inpu t u,nal conditioning cuds and direct
connection to sensor field wiring).
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-. ANALOG Two-TerminallC
W DEVICES Temperature Transducer
1 AD_59_0*.......,j1

•PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1 The ADS90 IS a cal,brated rwo terminal temperature senIOr

requ"m~ onl\" a de volra,e 5upplv (+4V to +30V), Costly

tran,mllle", fllrers. lead WIre compenutlon and Iineanta
tlon ClrculU arc all unnecessary In applyi"lthc devlC<.

Sta.. ·nf·the·arr laser trlmmlng ar rhe wafer level In conJunc·
tlon ",lth extenm·e fmal te5flng ,nsu~, rhat AD590 units
are e.. iI\ Interchangeable,

SuperllH ,nterference reJ<ctlon re.ulrs frorr. the outpur
hCln~ a current rarher than a voltage, In addition. power
requirements arc low (I 5mW·s@ 5V @ +Z5°C) Thcst
le.,ure, make rhe AD590 easy to apply as a remote I<n50r.

~ p". h'gh output Impedance (>IOMnl prov,des exccllent
re,e,·I,,,n 1" supph \oltage drift and "pple, For Instance.
e~.ngln~ the power supply from 5V t~ IOV results In onl)·
• l~ -\ mn,mum currenl change. or I C equlvalenl error

The ADSQO "el<clrleath durable. It .."II Withstand a

!"r"'a,d \ 0; rage up ro 44\" and a rever1C volrage of ZOV
Hence. suppl\' "rcgutaflt..s or pan fCvenal "'III not damage
(he Jc\. ICC

6 The dC\I<e " hermetically sealed ,n both a ceramic I<n50r
pa<ka,e and ,n to TO-52 package. MIL-STD·883 pro
cessing to level B IS aVllllablc and, for la~ unit voiume5,
spec,a' aceura,,· requ"ements over limited temperaNre
ranges can be ,all5hed by sel<Cllons at f,nalte51 The device
15 .1,,, ",.Iable ,n chip form

i~ J"lJ:t ;r' IC.;-rcr .. t~rl '1~l"J!lu"t'rne~t J.rr:I ..... tHJ"l~ lr.cluJe

'C~"~:'t'3:L:~C, ,r-,:"'l''''''J,I:"r ,r ,'(l~re(tilln <)f J[!tcrc[c It)mpll'

:it'n!~ ~laSlnJ! :"'rllrLlrrl{JnJ~ r"l .. hhliut(., tcmperature.: !luw rolte

··'t·J, ... L.i:('~(.'r! (.\l" ucTnL":,,, ,11 :"'.UIJ'l "nJ ... neml'mC[r\ The

\[)5""{) J\4,1./;11It ,r '~Ir It''';ll m .. lo..mtl II ~ull.blc t'lT l'1~brld

,', .. 111. JnJ !j'ir It"fi~rl"~..l:t..rl '"'!H'J,<;ur(.'m(:T'!!5In rflltC(reJ en'

.,~Iln~ll·nl~

.... ~)t. ''.\ .. : ~'l:( .... \~>;.\.r. \. '''\c'.,tll,n.: C:l'llrj(Jj :t'~rt'r.·

.... ~{- '>',"''j,l:-!1 J~l l....;r~l-:~ \ l'''''r'rlll\CJ rhl' Inhe~cnt itH4 (~-"5t ,,~

..i ....... 11r,,' .. ·lL' .. "~:e~~j~(J ,ir\,.ui( c,)mh'ln(:J \\lth the t'J[mln~rinn

. ''''';;';'' ,r' ~"'I."':":"~ :"!',J,"l"' ::<.: \J)5oJll .. n .trr"\,.'"[i\t" J!tl:'rn.arl\{"

'~-',J-:" 'l"":'l""J~';'l" nll'J~J~t"~K:'" '.:u..l!,l'"'' Ld"leJ,r,/aTiI,n

" ...' ... 'r" rrc~;~d,n \')'t.~(.- am?'lt"t'r~" rl:'!i,50t .. r'\,.'1:' mc~surlng

,',~u~""" 4;-''':: ~"I"; .j'hrj"r' ,,\r;fl(.!"l~J,:, ,;" J~t niH :"":c'(.'J(.'J IJ'

PRODlTT DESCRIPTIO'

FEATURES
Lin..r Current Oull)U1: l~Ar K
Wide R.nge: -55 -C 10 ·,se·C
Probe ComlNt.bte Ce..n,,~ SoP"..". Pack...

Two·Term,n.1 o.W'Cf Volt. InlCurrent Out
Uter Trommed to 10.SoC Calibr.llon Accuracy IAD590MI

hCtlient Llnnrit)': 10.3'C Ower Full R.nge Range IADS9OM1
Wide Po_r Supply Range: +4V to ·30V
Sen_ holltlon from C.oe
Lo," Con

1'"lt' -\D~IJU '\t *tt'~:-'"',.~J: ,;,:t'f~,Ht'J l-lr .... Lill le"1("'1c-ralur1'

~r~n)Ji.,;.:n "'.hl ·>: r~l..:u .. n J:r- ,IutrU: ... ;;rff'n: rrup<)r!llln.ai ti)

dt'l"l,"1,utc :t'":lr'c';'".!;..rt ; . ';..trrl\ \\'It.ait"~ ht':\4('cn ... \ .nJ

·311\" t~c un 1...·(' .i':~ J.~ .i ~l~h In~rt'JJ.n\..t' ..:dnst.nt ..:urrcnr

:f'gU:.l,H rJ."l"lj!"l~ 1..... \ -" L.l"lt'r tri~rr.ln~ "I thf' dill' ) tl'iln I JIm

Pt'''lI''lr,l~) 1"1 U"lC.j :,1 \..a::b~.tt· l!-,C jnl~l' In ~Q~ 2.....-\ Ilutput.t

20 i.. >l..: .:' (

rhc ,.\059n J"> rJ!'"!llU:dT~\ U\o(:'U: In rem,qe ~('n!tln~ ,Jppl[( ..

[Ion,,> 1 ht dC\.ltt' 1~ In''lrn!!lIII''C l~) '-'!I[ ...~e Jrop5 t}\l'r lon~ hne5

jut' [0 ItS hl~h ImreJdn(t' (urrcn[ nU[rLl1 An~ \4ell In')uLa.rt'J

'\4I'i~CJ r.llr l!i sutrl(lcr,t lor ,·'rnJ,!llln hLindreds of fc-et from

'!',c rCCC\\lng \,.!T(Ultr\ f ht' I1utput (."hHanen~Ih:SJlsn m.l"'e

~!'l(' -\f)5 QII (',15\ 11' niLli!IJ"'lJ(."\ rh\' ~'urrent I.'an hc S'Altched b\
4 (\10 .... ~lunrrit\l·f (Ir t'1l ~uprj\ \l.][¥t' (an ot' s'Al(thro b\

J ioglL iaTc dutpur

Tha tyo"o""'e' data ,umm~ contains kr~" lP'C'cificationl to IP'C'rd your
wlurion of the' proJ'C'r tolution for ~ our application. Additional infor·
marion on this product C&Il he found in Volume' I.~ 9-5

TRANSDUCERS & SIGNAL CONDITIONERS VOL. 11,9-7
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SPECIFICATIONS (typicll. ~25eC ..d Vs· 5V un_ odie,.. no-.l)

AISOUlTr lItAXlMVM IlAT1NGS
F-...tV tt:·lOt·j
__ " (IE. '" E·~

.......... " te-to E... £-1
. ILam Perf_c Tcmpnaru.c P..... '

I T~ .....'
WM T " (SoWrnoIJ. 10_!

I'OWU IUPft.\. .
, 0pnI0i0IJ V....... '. '.

OUTPUT ........... au:-e o.,.t~..u·c U".%"ltl
......, T......_ CeoIfIcinlt •
~1nw ••u·C
..... tn.' t_ ra....,m-.-

·· " 1W' CoI__A.-.
• < u"c CIIIiIra_ l ... Set '" Zfto

'~.:' ;"" 'Ie ., . .
. ,-, \ • I ., lit,'
" \ lAIIT_iwl
·oe............ .".,..

_"'¥w"'''V.s""'" "•IfV..,v" v, '" .JOV
c..r '......10••0 l"h~r lAid
EIf«".. Sh••• Cepoln....cc
Elr<tnul T.""O' Torne'
R 11M IA C.m.,·

(Il Vol 10V)

AD,,, AD'''' AD,,, ADS,... AD"..

0-44 V
-1OV
u.v
• SS·C.u • ISO'C
~S·C tv +I"·C
+)OO·C

..v", +JOY

291.lj<A

'"AtK
to.,·c ....uo.o·c rnaa :1:5 o·emu u.s·c m.. u.o·Cm..

uo.o"c .... !IOO'Cmu U.S·Cmu U.O·Cmu u'l"Cm..
H .•·C ..... !J o·c max la.O·C max tl.'·C mu t1.O·C mu
U.o·c_ tl.'·C mu to.'·Cmu to.•·Cm.. to.J·c .....
to.I·C .....
to.leCJmoerh Iftu.
4OpAv'H,

- O.SIIAIV
O.z"A1V

o '''''IV10,eO
ICIl",t
lo,.,

lOp,,"

PACKAGE OnION'
·H"P..~, TO·n
"F" P..~· Fla. Pock (nA)

ADStolH
ADStolF

AD'~JH

ADS~'F

ADSfOItH
ADS~KF

AD'~LH
AD'~LF

.~ • o\.DttI04

'_ADHO"__ ~·IOO"C"'"_·C'._"'"., ~~.e __.

... --..-.,.,. .. .,. -...-.--•............. 1........... __ '......-.. ....'·C_io...
• _ .,'IoIA_.· .2,.C .....__
_ .,..._·U·c...'I""C.~ __.

·~_.'v._.urc...-.--.-._-..,....-
'~__.-, life.
•... _20 ' __.V_I.
Sp--ik_ _._.

".'C

..

._ .m- ._ 'm" .~ __... r....... ... ..,...
I" ,', !II ,', ,'II,!'ItI f \ 1'1 ), 'I', ,', "I ~ " , \ ,I, I'i II i I II

T£MPEJlATURE SCAU OONVDlSION EQUAnONS

eC • .!...(oF-)2) eK.eC~Zn.u
9

eF • i-eC +3% eR • eF +459.7
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Transducers &Signal Conditioners

Contents

Selection GuidC$
Temperarure Tran5ducen
Signal Condirionen

Generallnfonnation

AC2626j/K/UM StainJess-Srrel Temperature Probe (ADS90)

ADS90I/j /K/LIM Temperature-ro-Currenr Converter IC

2B20MB Volrage (0 to .. IOV) to Current (4-r~20mA)Convener

2B22JiKiL Isolated Voltage (0 ro .. 1V ro 0 to .. IOV) to Current (4-to-2OrnA) Converter

e2B24A1B Loop-Powered Isolator

2B30j/K/L Srrain Gage/RTD Signal Conditioner

2B3IJ/KiL Self-Powered Strain GagelRTD Signal Conditioner

e2B34j Four-<:hannel Signal Conditioner

2BB Triple-<>ucput Tran5ducer/Conditioner Power Supply

e2BSOAIB Isolarrd Thennocouple Signal Conditioner

e2BS2A Isolated ThennocOllple Temperature Tranlllliner

e2BHA Thennocouple Temperature Tranlllliner

2BHA/B Four-<:hannelllOlated Low-Level Thermocouple/mV ConditionenlMuJtiplnen

2BSSA Four<:hannellsolared High- or Low-Level Sipal Conditioner/MuJtiplcllCl'

2BS6A Four-Function ThermOCO\lplc Cold-Junction CompcnaatioD

2BS 7A .4-t~20rnA Cunrnr Transmirtrr for AD590 Temperanare Tranlduccr

e2BS8 Linearized RTD Temperanare Tranllllirtrr

e2BS9 Low-<:ost RTD Temperature Tranlllllttrr

9--2
9--2
9-4

9-5

9--7
9--9
9--13
9--17
9--19
9--19
9--25

9--29.
9--31
9--35
9--35
9--37
9--37
9-43

9-47

9--51
9--53
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IIIIIIIII ANALOG
W DEVICES General Purpose Temperature Probe
[ A_C2_62~6]

FEATURES
Lin,.r Current Output: 11lAlK
W'd, R.nge: -SSoC to +1S0·C
L_r Trimmed SenIOr (AD5901 to :t1.0°C Calibration

AccurKY IAC2826L I
Excellint Lillllritv: :to.4·C Ow.. Full Ran.. (AC2828LI
6 Inch or 4 Inch Standard, Stainl,,, St..rSh,ath
3/16 Inch in Outside Di_'tar
3 F"t T,flon Coated L,.d Wire
Wide P_ Supply R•• +<IV to +30V
Low COlt
F,n Rnponll: 2 Secondlltn Stirred Wlt,d
$aneor llOlated From Shuth

PROOLCT OESCR/PTIOr-;
Tht AL2020 1\. SlJlnk,' ,(<<ltubuIJr prohe m("ur,n~ 31 In
In~h <4- 76mm I In outSIJI.: Jlamt"tef .lnJ IS J,\ aillbl~ In 6 In(h

'152 4mml ur ~ Inch IIUI omml il'nflh, Bd>ed un Ih. n,,,
A0590F. Ih. prob. 1\ an.l.bl< In hnunry ,rad.. of O.4'C,
O.8'C or 1.5'C.

Th. prob. IS d'''Fn.d tor borh ',qUid .nd , ...ou, ,mm<r"on
applIcations is "'til as {lOmpC"r;uurr mrlSUf('mrnts an r('fflgrra·
lion or an\ ~(n('ral temprratufr monltofln~ application

For takln~ mrHurrrnrnrs In pipes or otf'lC"f dosed ,'csstls, thr

.-\C2629 (omp.."lOn IllllnF "a,·.II.ble Th. AC2629 m.. bc
•ppla.d ann,h... alon, Ih, prot>< and IS ,upplicd In IWO ma·
1.r,aJ, Th. 10'" co,r AC26298 " construct.d of brass and th.
ht,h.r pr,crJ AC2029S<; IS madt ~f Slam'." Slc.1

PROOl:CT HIGHLIGHTS
Th• .'\C2020 " bas.d un Ihc .-\OS90 Icmprrarurc rran,Ju,rr
a two terminal mt('f!ratrJ (ITCUII \\'hu:h producrs In llurput

l:UrrC'n'I llnt"arl\ proportillnal h) abwlutt ~rmprraturl'

Costl~ hn('J,fl/3t10n l'lrl"ultT\. prr(ISlon ltJlt~C' ampllflrrs.
rrSaltlnCC mC3surlng (m.:uHf) lnJ (old lunnHm l.:nmprnUtl0n

a" not nrtd.d In .ppl'In~ Ihc·AC2626

Due:' to the hl~h lmp('dtln,.-c ~urrcnt output 01 d'h' '\0590. the'

.-\C2626 IS parrH..'ularh us.c:fulm h.'mott" srnSJng tlppllCathms.

because of HS InsrnSltl\ It~ to \olta~(' Jrups 0\(" Ilnrs The..' \Jut·

PUI charact,'nSl'" .1", make Ihc AC2626 <a,' tu multlplr\

In aJdltlun to 1c..'mpa3tur,,' mc..·tlsurc:mf."nt. appl".:JIIOnS Inc.:luJr
trmprTitUrt' (OmprnUlltJn. blHln~ proportlonal to ab~ulutl'

trmpcraturc, no,", rah.' mc.."asur('m('nt,lc..'n.'1 Jr(((t1on 01 flUids

and ancmo~J('tr~

DIRFCT INTEKb\ct: PKOOUCTS
~Gr dlspla~ and/or l'llntrol applh:atlons. t\lioo companion prod

uct, ar:· aH,lablr Th, ,-\020!8. 6 channrl .I",ul thermom.trr.

•-=-
and th~ A02040.low cOllt.mp.rarurr indIcator. werr dtSip~d
10 b. usrd ,n conJuncllon with th. AC2626.

1. Th. AD20!8 '5' 10" COR ~c Ian. po-..d 6 chann.1 digiuJ
scanning th.rmom~ttr dmgMd to intrrfau ro prlnt.n.
comput."...na! dala nansmin.n.•tc., for display, con·
trol, IOUong or tranlmlssion of mulri-pOlnt rrmpcrarurr
dau. Chann.1 ..Irellon IS mad. vIa thrr. m.thods. manua!.
uSing Ih. switch prov,d.d on th. front; auto/scan.......rr
th. A020!8 C)·cllng on an ,nr.mal clock can continually
scan Ih. SIX ,nput ~hannrlsor .xtrmal ..,Iretion. whrrr con
trol Input' pro,·,d.d on th. rrar connretor mabl. chanMI
srlrcllon "a .xr.ma! BCD codtftl .

2 Th. AD2040 " a low COSt. ! d.,it trmp.rarurr indicator.
An tnt.mal prrclslon voltage ..f.rrncr, resisror nrnooork
and span and zrro adJusti allow th. AD2040 to read out
dlrtctl} ,n 0C, 01'. K or R. User selr.tablr readout u_1I
as all otll.. connrcDonl. i.•.• +5V de JKl_r and AC2626
intrtfacr arr all madr via til. rnminaJ block on thr ~ar,

APPUCATION HINTS
1 l:ndrr all op.rallng conaillons. a mlnamum 4V dc mUir ~

prrsrnt across th. AC2626.

l:sc of tw,st~d pair Wiring '5 rrcommrndrd. particularly
for rrmot. applications Or tn hogh nOIse rnvironm.nts.
Sh .. IJ.d Wlr. tS d.slrabl. ,n srvrrr nOIse rnv;ronm.nts.

For th. lo_st cost ,moacl. th. J and II: gradrl arr "'c·
omm.nd.d. Whrre pro~ inteTchqubility is dairtd.
grad. L is rrcomm.nded.

TRANSDUCERS 01 SIGNAL CONDITIONERS VOL II. U
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SPECIFICAnONS (tYpical @ +25°C and +5V unless otherwise specifiedl

1Cl'T£' "'-_ ....
.,Tl1: • __ _ J ,1. ..

...,nJ ..~...-. I~ ........... '., _~I .. a __ ....~
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EkttrlcaJ Turn<)rl Time Zo,.,
.. L.tad C<WDr "·(110.... ""'lJ' bI.c

ORDII'''G GlilDE
AO.2.

GRADE

AC2619
BRASS
TYPE! 16

STAr"'lESS

'oIO'Tl'
f/llllUll'ft\j", ..f, c~p",....... 7MJOpw" I' ~ 10" K,I'
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·Sprnf,C'.~,....., A( 2&1&1

S.... r .f.ra......" Alb""1 IQ ,Il-.r .'d'I.Ul'lOUCC'

CALIBRATION

F. fNIIt -'CMtOftl. I t "''''ttOrl II
.."cent........ IW'GIII I k...-n ......,...,..
.., AT 10 "'t Vo COI'''''''' ... k,.,..,_..
If "'O'W *UIIed IftfOft'liItJOl'l " ........ _ tfte

.0510~""t'"~C"'1On f'IOIt.
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IlIIIIIII ANALOG
WOEVICES

Low Cost, Two-Wire
Temperature Transmitter

•

MODEL 2857 I

DESIGN FEATURES AND USER BENEFITS
RFI Noisr Immunity, The transmitter incorpolatcs RFI fil·
trrt~ Clrcu,rr. to assure pro,ectlon against rad.o frequency
IntCrltrcncc

Low Cost, The low COSt of the 2857 transtTllurr and two·wsre
oprrltlon rcducc [ocal sysctrn installation con

Un~ar Oulput, The rransmltter outpur If linear wi,h ,empera
rure. thus elamlnallng the nred for 1i""lliZl~Clrcuitr)'

Standard Loop Compatibility, The tWO-WIl~OUtpUt structure
conforms to the Instl\lment Soc,en' of Amenca Slandard
15.-\·550 I "Compatlb,lit\ of AnalOl! Slgnali for Electronic
InduH"a' PrOCeSS Instl\lment5."

FEATURES
Lo,,~'

Compet1ble wi11l Sr.nderd 4·20mA LOoPr
Low Spen Ori.,: ~O.OO5~tCmil<
Low Nonlinuritv: ~0.05%m.,.
RFI Immunltv
Smell Size: 1.5" X 1.5" X 0.4"

APPLICATIONS
Temperetvre MonIIO"'" end Con,rol
Remote Tempereture Sensing
1',_ Control Systems
EMIlY Menagement Syuems

GENERAL DESCRIPTIOI>'
Tnr- mod~1 2857 IS.1 10"'- cost, (WO·WlfC' ttmpnaturr trans
mill" deSlgnrd to ,"terher ,nth AIlalog Drnas AD590
trmperarurr uansduerr and produce a standard 4 to 20mA
output currrn, proporllonalto thr musurrd lemporuu...
The 2B5i frarurrs a 10\\ span dntr of ~o.OOS"/Cmax.,
high Iinrar,,' ,:005 ... max I and high nOlSr ,mmunl'\' to

.ssurc mtiSUftmenl 3.I,.(ur.tn In harsh Industrial cnnronmC'nts

Thl' tunSmltfcr .ccommoducs tht' AD5 QO Icmpcr.tnHc mras·
uremrn, range 'J' - 55'( to -I ;P'.C Both zrro and span ad
'ustments ;He pro\ Idcd ro trim tht' Tailgr for Input meaSure'
;"rnr span> bet",rrn 20'( and 205'( Thr u,nsm'll<r out
PUl 0' ~ to 20mA and a ",dr ,.n~r of pow" supph voltages
make the 2857 compalJblr "",h standard two·\\"r control
iuups

1 he basIC paCK.igC' IS J 5mJlI 11 s' 'r I 5' '" 0 -I") rugg(d,
eP0'(\ cncapsuLatcod muJuit" hH ~ppJ":~tions rrqurrlOg pro'
r~crl\·t t1ouSlnE, the 285; J~ ~\.aIJ.bk In Ii versatile mtul ,,'.l~

.-\PPlICA TlONS
The 2il57 h.. brrn spt<lf,,·.lh drslgned ,,' pro"dr 10\\ cost .
.l((urate .lnd rellablr u:mperJture meli\Url'ment In In\ lppllCod"

lIons lH.. lu\-\ ·150"( In \\hl,,'h ron,,:ntllln.lJ clC'Ltrh.:al tl'mpcra

fure: ~l'n~OrS lnJ tr.lnSnln[c.:rs Jrc ,:urrrnrl\ ("mp'O\ ("J

Industrial applJe.atlOnS In prOl..'CSS f..'onrrol and monltormg S\'S·
trms ,ncludr chrnll"l. prtroleum. food processing. power
genrntlon and .. Wide \"iiHlC't~ of otner industrIes,

In multlpl.)lnt cnerg~ m.nlEcment .ppllf,,:atiOns, 10" cost and
sm,1I sllr comb,ne to makr the .-\D590 and 2857 Idral for
mountln~ In stanJarJ utillt\ or thermostat bOl(es tor remote

tempcnt\lre st'nslOg

TRANSDUCERS & SIGNAL CONDITIONERS VOL. 11,9-47
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F,gure 4 Model 2856 In Various Mulr,channel Applicarions

mdn\ uthl"rs dut .In' posslbk, There IS, hO't\'ev~r, a thermal

limit In thd' .I ~,"~k templ..'ururl'" ~n!H)r must accurately monI
tor thl Il'mpl'r.lnJfl' III' .l numblor of SC'ts of Input terminals,

The "rudl, hJnn,·j Iiml\ ... 11 thus br drterm'nrd b) thr allo.. 
dbk ",r(\r JnJ lh,' Je~,,'" to "hKh dll thr 'nputs can br hrld
Jt It'll" :lo&!11l' tl'mrl"r .. turc:.

I'lj!urc 5 ,h",,"s the appllCdtlon o( Ihe 285610 Ihr output of
the 2854 ~"ur-Channrlls"lalor..\\o.e Ihan onr 2854 can br
,,'r\cJ b' thr samr 2850 b\ uSlnlllhr bu,ll-on OUtpUI SWItches
ul th,' 2854 to .onnret k\,cral.lOlalors 10 onr OUlput hnr.
,"ute that the ,·.Iues uf thr ~aon-scltl"t! reslSlors (or Ihr
2854 md 2856 HC Ih< samc. "n,-r both ha\'. thr sarne gaon
turmUil ThIS pam'" ,rr\ s,mple rl'confliurallon whrn Ihc
S\ ~tl'm must bt- tadorl'd for nC\4 oipplrcauons.

FIgure 5. Four-Channel Thermocouple Temperarure Measure
menl WHh Cold Junction Compensallon

.....parat~ pin is pronded for 1000Ic ~round to nHn,mlle ~rllund

luop probl~ms. HOIli(\'~r, for proper up~rat"m luglC puund at

th~ modul~ must b~ within W.~\' uf analog cummon. hrlurc
to obS<"r\'~ th" r~st"c t,on ma~' r~su It In d.l.nl1g,· [0 th~ mudule.

Calibration, Onlv on~ adJustmrnt 15 nrcrssar~ to gel prop'"
oprratlon of thr 2856. ThIS is shown In hgurc 2 for both
ornsor I)·prs. il<..Al IS adJustrd to obtain thr Currect vulta~e

at VCAl for thr appropriate ornsor typr and remperarur< ...
IlStrd 10 Tablr IV. US<" a h,gh-.mprdancr \'oltmrter to meas
ure: VeAL to prrvrnt 10ldtng rnors.

Thr tolr.aner to wbich thr calibration Idjustmrnt muSl br
madr drprnds on rM rrqultrmrnts of thr applocatlon. ~ur

r.thrr scn50' I)' po , and for all rhrrmocouplr typrs. each milli
\'olt of calobranon rrror ...ill re:sulr 10 a trmpr.arurr o[(S<"t
rrror at thr 2856 output o( O.44°C, accompanlrd b~ a slupc
rrror o( 0.OO15·C,.oC

C..",atu", En-or: Thr \'olt.,r output of thrrmo<:oupics IS a
nonhnrar function of trmprrarurr, so thr rdrrrnc< Junct,on
output wtllch IS comprnsatrd by thr 2856 IS alsu nonlonrar.
Thr eorrretion slllnal grnrratrd by the 2856. howe,"er. IS ap
proXimately hn~r. Thr 2856 is adJustrd Internallv to glS'e .hc
!>n' fit o( Its hnear eorrcctlon to the nonlinur rrfrrrncc Jun"
tlon outrut ovrr tbr +5·Cto +4 5° C nngr. Thr remaln10g errur.
which i, wcluded!f' the ~ciflC.t",n.glVrn on p.,r 2, IS

shoW1\. lor rae" dlrnnocoupil: rypr tn Flpre 3. :-;ote that ..
a rrsult o( rhrnnocouplr nonhneamy the error at • 25' C "ill
not~ zcroafrrr calibrarion is donr. The rnor for a part/cui ..
thrrmocouplr rypr could br adJusrrd to zeru 01 +25°C b~ ap
propriatc adJustmrnt of thr thrrmocouplr amphfl<r offset
but thr unprovrmrnr will M ar thr rxprnsc uf Inerrased
rnors ovrr thr +5°C 10 +45·C rangr.

APPl.ICATlONS
Thr apploca"on o( Ih~ 2856 10 a smglr-channel Sl Sl,'m IS

shown In F.gur~ I. 8rcauor th~ 2856 compen.. trs >t th,· <>UI
put of Ihr thrnnocoupk amphf,rr. " 15 Iiso \en OIlrdn'l<
(or uS<" In multlplrxrd mulllChannrl svsr~ms Thrrc "'p"dt
applocatlons arr shown In Flgurr 4 Thr ampl,flrr·prr·"hannel
strucrurr shown In F'gurr 4a IS onr rxampk of a s\ srrm whICh
could hav~ a dlff~rrnt gain (or ~ach thermocouple t\'pc ,n usc.
With channels prrasslgnrd or slliltchablr (0. thermu,ouplr t,·pc

Thr modd 2830 may' br- osad as an amph(,rr for applICations
nOI rrqulOnl! ,solalion

In 5~·srems of thIS rypt. l~ IS lmponanr that tnc 0," re'slstan(t'

of thr muillplrx sWllchrs br Irss Ihan 100 ohm•. \'in.-e largrr
\alues ,an create slope errors In tnt 2856. Ii S\4lh.-nrs ~ lth

higher rrSlStancr arr uord a unrr\'~arn buffrr should br pla.-"d
brlwr.n the muillplrxrr and the 2856 .... n -"'D741 ur ADN!
TVpc ampllflrr will suff,,,. unlrss t~< s~·Strm IS \'rn ta"

FIlIurr 4b shows an mput-muillplrxru "srrm Dlffrrrnt ~a,ns

lOT ddfrrrnt channrls In thIS typr uf s\'Strm arr somrllmcs
p,ovldrd b~' 5Ofrwar< control of Ih. ampiJilrr ~am. Thr 2850
can also aecommodatr thIS SIIuallon. Slncr It can a<erp' a dlt·
frrrnt gam (or rach thrnnocouple ["Pc

F.gurr 4< show, a somrwhat d,ffrrrnt apphcallon ot thr 2856.
Hrrr thr SIgnal rnput ISgroundrd. SU that Ih. uutpullS slmpl,
tht correction 51gnll rathtr than a corrtctt'd \'ef'Slun or tnt'

InpUI. In IhlS ca", the acrual 5Ummallon IS donr rlsewhrrr
usually In thr procrssor follOWing Ihr A to D comerter. The
ad\ antage of such a "rucrurr 's th" It alluws some" hJt
!lolmpltr c.. hbratlan of tht' indiVidual .:h.. nnd~ be~ aU!lol' tnlo ,-"onl

pen"tor can be b\passcd

Tht'rt 15 no ele((ncal limit :0 thl'" numbe'r ul ~:hJnnel~ thAt
can be' senc;d b\ J. singh. 2856 In IIH.:Sl' dprili,.dtllln~ or The
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SPECIFICATIONS ,(tvpical @+25·C and Vs = +24V dc, unless otherwise noted)

MODEL 2B57A OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

INPl'T SPECIFICATIONS
Senlor Typ. I

Muimum T.mprranarr M.uurrm.nt Rang.
Mmimum Inpul Span (for a 4-20mA Outputl
Zrro AdJustm.nr Rang.
Inpul Prorrctlon 2

Op.n Input Derrction

OUTPl'T SPECIFICATIONS
Output Span
M.nimum Output Curf.nt
MulJTlum OUtpUI Curt.nt
load R.lIsuncr Rang.

Equation
@ +24V Supplv

Output Protrctlon 2

NONLINEARITY ('li. of Span)

AD590
-55·C to +150·C
20·C
-55·C to +60·C
+50\' dc
UplCaJ.

4 to 20mA
2.5mA
26mA

RLMAX = (VSL'PPLY - 12\')12OmA
o to 600fl max
+ 50\' dc

W.02'!" typ ItO 05'lb maxi

DamrnNon,v.own In lnchrs and (mm)

1--,;:;,-1
I MAli. I

ACCURACY
Warm-Up T,m. to Ratrd p.rforrnancr
Toul Outpul Error, without Extrrnal Tnm,3

Zrro
vs Ambl<nt T.mprratur< 1-3O'C to +85·()

Spar,
Vi. Ambl<nl T.mprratur< 1-3O·C 10 -85·()

I min

!02' "p(tO.5'lb maxi
!0.005'li./·C typ (!o.ol'illfc max)
!0.2'lb "'p ItO.5'lb max)
to.ool'li.fC typ 11:0,005'li./C max)

MOUNTING CARD
ACr,.) OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Olmrnuonl mown i.e lDchn ll11d (mmJ

NOTES
11\0590 producri an ourput C\Itrrnt propornonaJ to absoluu' lrmprrarurr 11,..1\,'- K I.

2 PTotrnrd (or ll11y cornblnauon of Input and output pins
, AcC'Url9' 11 sprclfled U I prrcrnt of output spin (16mA) for an 1I1pUl r'ner of -55 C
to.150 C Accuracy spre Includn CombU1t'd r((rcu of tranWT1iutT rrpntablht!,
hywrrel.s. and hnrult:r. Don not tndudr KniOr C'"or

Sprclficauons subJrct to chll11.r ""·Ithout notlcr.

'.."

Th. ACI583 mounung card .. avail·
.blrro ass..t in applying th. 2857.
Th. ACI583 Ii suitabl< for mountlng
in a standard 2" X 4" th.rrnostat
or .l<cmcaJ boxrs. It lncludrs let<..

trnninals for field wiring. provillons
for plulll'ng in m. 2857 and AD 590,
and Skfl spall and zrro adjusan.nt
pots.

-24\' dc
-12\' (0 -50\' de

o 15 sre

-30'C 10 -85'C
-55'C 10 -100' C
o lO 90"',

!0005'!,,/\'
!0.001'lb/\·

POWER SllPPlY
Volt.,., Ratrd p.rforrnancr
Voltag., Oprratl~
Supply Chang. Hfrel, 'of Span

on Zrro
on Span

RESPONSE TIME. to 9Q'lb of Span

ENVIRONMENTAL
T.mprratur< Ra~., Ratrd p.rform.ncr
Stor.,. T.mprrarur.:R~ng"
R.latlv. Humid,,,. 10 -40 C
RF I Eff.Cl ( 5\\ ~ 4 ZO,\\Hl ~ 3 It)

Error,' of Span

CASE SIZE

VOL, /1,9-48 TRANSDuCERS & SIGNAL CONDITIONERS
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Applying the 2857

Figure 1 Model 2851 Funcrlonal81oclc Oli/gram

-,..,----------------,

•

Condirtoru Max [nor (.!:O

(,T.l.Jc I J K l .\,

hrOr.l.T ~5:C..I.) Jell~c'rr'J IU 0 5.0 2.5 10 05
~rrot\o\~r Ihe -55'( 10 .. 150;<... rinlJe

"tthl>U1 ~'1l"rn.1 callbra110n 200 100 5 5 1.0 1 7
Y.lrh error nullelJ.&' ~S;( onh 58 1.0 2.0 1.6 1.0

'onhncum I U I 5 U.8 o~ 0.1

TABLE \. ADS90 ACCURACY SPECIFICATIONS
(MAX ERROR)

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Mod~1 2BS 7 is faClory calibrat~d to :to. S% accuracy for a
maxl1T1um scnsor mUSllr~mentrang~ of -SS·C to +1S0·C
(20S·C span) WIth RSPAN and RZERO mistor valu~s u shown
In Flgur. 3. For thiS input ranl~ 4mA output corresfonds to
an AOS90 t~mp~ratureof -SS C and 20rnA to +1 SO C. Th.
span and uro adJusanents can ~ uscd to accommodate otll~r

.npu t ranges.

Figuf'l3. Model 2B57 B_ AppIic.-tion

Span Adjunm~nt' The valu~ of th~ span sctting mistor
RSPA!' IS d~t.m\ln.d by.

RSPAr-.(r!l;( -4 1.2 V ) -S81On
10 AX SPAN

",h.r. SPA' '5 a d~s"ed m~asurem~nt span in·C. For u
ampl•. (or a measurem~nt span of 100·C RspAN =

(
I 2\' )-...,--'-"'="':"- -S8IOn. 6.19kn. If a span accuracy

10-6 A X 100

o( ~O S,," Ii des,,~d. th. valu~ of the RSPAN resistor should ~
accutat. to ~o I""

uro Adjustment' Zero adJustm.nt must ~ ~rfonned aft~r

In'tallallon of th. RSPAN r~sistor. To scl~ct RZERO an ADS90
or a calibrated curr~nt source may ~ uKd as an input to th~

1 BS 7 If an AOS90 'J uscd. It musr ~ maintain~dat tIl~ d~

SIred r.f.r~nce remp~rature. A reslStanc~ c1ccaM bOll is
.nSCtt~d b~N«n pIns I and 2 of th~ 28S7, Th~ d~caM boll
IS adJust~d to produce an output corresponding to th~ IIrI~ct~d

reieren« t~m~rature. For ~xampk. for a IIrnsor mcalUre'
m~nt rang~ of 0 to IOO·C and an ADS90 at O·C. th~ RZERO
IS adJust~d for an output current of 4mA. If a curr~nt sourc~

IS u~d. lIS output musr ~qualthe AOS90 output at th~ sr
IeCl~d reierence temp~rature.For exunpl~, at O·C the cu=nt
sourer output must ~quaI273,2jlA.

Sensor Calibration Trim: Th~ sensor calibration ~rror is th~

major contnbutor to maximum total ~rror in all ADS90
grad~s. To trim thIS ~rror th~ t~m~ratureof the ADS90 is
measured by a r~f~renc. trm~rature IIrftlOr and RZERO is
trimmed ro the calculat~d valu~ of th~ 2BS7 output cumnt at
that t~mp~rature.A r~f~lrnc~ t.mp~rature at th~ midpoint
on th••pan should ~ scl~ct~d.

,
.we.

Input po"'., and output Signal arc tran,mlll.d 0\'" th. 'am.
I"'ol.ad, Th. load rcSlStanee IS connect.d In ~nes WIth a dc
po",., ,uppl" and the current drawn from til. ,upph ,s th.
• 10 20mA output SIgnal. Th. maxImum ,.".. load rc ...unee
depend' on th. ,uppl\' ,ohag. and" gl\'en b\ RL.\\AX ; I +\'~

-12\', 20mA A \00 ,de rang.uf pn",nsuppl, ,ollag.'mJ' be
us.eJ I S('t' f'I~U r~ 2 I

'000'

Figure 2 MaXimum Load Reslsrance vS. Power Supply

THE SESSOH
The.' :\05Qn 1\ J Io.JIIIHJll"J t'AU (c."rminJI ll'lnpc,,'r ... turt srnSvr
rrdJu~',"~ J Io.urrent In mlCTuJmpc.."rc,,'\ 11jJ"\ °I\.l (hat IS IlneaTh
rn)p11rlhlnJI 1,1 .. h.. , du Il: {t'lnpn.aturr fur tl·mpl·r .. turc."~ from
-55'( lu 0150'( T.ll\' .·\D590 ""n,.",' J\a,I.blt In a htrmtt·
h:'all\ S(,·.1]rJ TO-51 rran~l~t\\r r"lk.tzl'.. mlnt... rurr fl.ar,p.1l'k,
c.:h1r foml And ')!Jlnll'\\ Stl'l'! probc.·\ I AC26261 1 hr ~c.·nMlr

~unstrUl'tllln a~sureS rrll ... LJk lfiol ... rlon from @!rounJ

FlJ";CTlO/\;.-\\. DESCRIPTIO/\;
The ~B5- [Tan,mlll., convert. the output 01 an A0590 tem·
pt"ulure tunsJu~er to ~ cu"~nt output within a span of -4 to
:OmA. The fran,mlllrr Jndude' Input prot<Cllon and iilt.nng
,:,,':U'Ir\·. an ampl,il". \ohage r.gularor. pr."..on voltag.
rer~r(n,( and an output curr~nt g~n~rator.

.-\ pr.,",,,on "oltage ret.renee. ,.",tor n.twork. and span and
lef(l JJJUSts .Ut" u5~d In c"nJunction ",.. itn ... low l'urrrnt dram
Jmphi,er to 'cale output SIgnal of th. AOS90. Th. amphfo.r
drl\es.a L'urrrnt ~t"nt"rJtor \dllch contr.ols..outpu( currrnt <Fig
\.:rt" 1)

Th. AlJS90 IS a"adablc In ~\<raJ accurac, gradt'. a' .hown ,n
Table 1 Tht gradt ,dt.:tlOn ""II d'ptnd un ",heth.r th. devICe
IS used uncallbr.atc."J ur \\ Itn ( ... hbr ... lJun at • sln,lr \laluc: t-or
~rrarc."r accura~~ lIn An~ @:raJr). thr de\lCr ma.y br (ahbrurd
a.r '\IoU pOint!!!

TRANSDUCERS" SIGNAL CONDITIONERS VOL. 11,949
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For txH m~asurt'mt'nt ,J\7CUfillCY o\"t'r tt'mpr:rarurr:. RZERO and
Rsp.... " should b< tTlmm<d ",·lth th< ADSYO at two known [<m
I'<ratur<s. For narnpi<. ""th th< RSp.... " s<l<ct<d for a 100'C
span and with th< ADS90., OCC RZERO IS adjusted for a 4mA
OUtput RSp!\" IS then trlmm<d for a 20mA outpu t wIth th<
sensor at 100 C. fl~ur< 4 illunrates a l\pl<altwo-tTlm S\'st<m
..lccurac~

"c
"•

J=·56 C (I ~lDO C ·1SQ C

R<f<r to op<rallng Instructions section for Ngg<st<d method
of calibration.

AC2626 PROBE (AD590 PACKAGING OPTION)
Th< AC2626 is a stainless st«1 tubular probe m<asuTlng l/16
Inch (4.76mm) in ouuld< d,am<t<r and IS availabl< ,n 6 lOch
(IS2.4mm) or 4 Inch (lOI.6mm) I<ngths. Bas<d on th<
ADS 90F. the probe IS aVallabl< in hnearit}' grades 0 f O.loC.
O.4'C. O.SoC Ot I.S·C and '5 compatible with the 2BS7
transmill<r Th< m<ch&/1ical outlan< of th< AC2626 IS shown
belo...

Th< prot>< IS d<slgn<d for both hquid and gaseous unm<rslon
apphcatlons as w<lI as t<mp<ratur< measurements In refrlg
<ration or any g<n<ral temperature monitonng applications

AC2626 MECHANICAL OUTLINE
DlfMnuoru mown in inches and (nun).

J 11 $TAIHLUS STIEL lUliNG
FILLED WITM TMU'''ALL 't' CONDUCTlvl I'OXv

JIT Itl.411~1 1".1
-1. Sy"..NOlO .lflIl
TEFLON tN$ULAUDL,e__ ....,_

'OQlllY

AC2VI STAINLESS STUL TYPE ]16
COMf"f'ESSION FITTING Is.~.]'

~ PII'( THIilIEAO'"

J""I' 71)
TlM'lAATU'U

Figure 4. TypiCIII Two- T"m Accuracy (AD590 and 2857)

OPTIONAL PACKAGING CONFIGURATION (2B57A-ll
Th< 2BS7 IS aUlbble mounted 10 an alumlOum cas< IOcludlng
scrr~ tC'rnllna.Js for ('onnr:clln~ an r:x[rrnal srns.or olnd pO'A-cr
This v<tsatll< houslOg ma- b< surface mounted In racks . .:ab"
nelS. -':EMA <nclosur<s. <tr . or snapped onto standard r<la~

tracks Th< 2BS7 10 a m<tal housln~ IS ral,bratL'd for a -SS'C
ro +ISOcC measurement range and rna\ b< ordered b\ Sp<CI
fylOg mod<1 2BS7A-l

~'n"lf_
1)11\

fr«JTfl "..... ......... Ift • .-.cfl O-'
......................~ '''GFl'_ ......,..,

JlI'JTE 2 J L.tI6wI M

IilIOTEl ~ ~'I I&C2l:ZlI ......
1l1li"' '·1 ,..t3·.toj.""'~""_t

] 7!1 0 t;J
~ J (I I

« 1]~ cC':
J] : J

.
j !

a
"-=- ::

." i-
~ i!

c

l-----;,':.----
: I,",
~'4' ,,---..

rr---n'rr---""
~0

.. '
1(119

TRANSMITTER HOUSING OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

f _
-:,I-

I ~ ..
, I S

I _ ~

:;)R/!~(;
t--"" Hl.I"

R ....... ',y
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Appendix 6.3: Data--i;heet Philips KTY 81/83/84 series.



II,.. I nvuVv I .'V.~) l ... _
_--------------J,,! \.... _

SILICON TEMPERATURE SENSORS

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

KTY81110 R25 ~ 1000 n \1%I
KTY81-120 R2!'i = 1000 U t 2% 500-70
KTY81 210 R25; 2000 n ! I'll. encapsulation

KTY81220 R25; 2000 H '- 2%

(21

RR c
~Rc

RAb
A-'0i'b

RRb

R + Rb

11RUC7Q,

H

R r vr

fbi

ARa
R + Ra

£011"."'
vall.
'OU'I':~

i.e.

Ab (Aa + Rcl- 2Ra RcR : -=--;:':....,--;;:-----;;~'---
Ra + Rc - 2Rb

The same resistor turns out to be suitable for the
series arrangement as well.

As an example. Fig. 3 shows the deviation lrom
linearity to be expected Irom a nominal KTY81
sensor linearized over the temperature range °to
100 0C with a lineariZing resistance 012870 n.

So

The velue of the series or parallel resistor depends
on the required operating-temperature range of the
sensor. A method for linding this resistance is de
scribed here that gives zero temperature error at
three equidistant points Ta. Tband Tc say.

Consider the parallel arrangement. " the resistance
of the sensor at the three points is Ra, Rb and Rc.
and the corrllPonding resistance 01 the parallel
arrangement Rpe. Rpb and Rpc• the requirement
for linearity at the three points is

Rpa - Rpb : Rpb - Apc

\.1

'--f---81Y .N HI R Vr

1---- __I

at With <I reSistor R shunted ilcro~s 'hp 51'II'JO'

Fig 2 lH1Catl/iitlon ut '5~n!O, charactf!fl't.CS

I
!IResistance-temperature characterlltiee - Ii_rllatlon

IThe resistance-tempereture characteriltlcs of the
,KTY81 and KTY83 temperature .nsors are non
:linllllr,.nd in some applications. e.g_ controllystemS
;requiring high accuracy. lineerization becomes
;necessary.

IA simple way to do this is to shunt the sensor
'(resislloce RT) with a fixed relistor A IF ig. 21.

I
The resistance RRT/IR+RT) 01 the parallel combi
nation then effectively becomes a linear function
of temperature. and the outputvoltagt! VT of the

'

linearizing circuit can be used to regulate the
control system.

I" the circuit is powered by a constant voltage.. . . .Isource. a resistor can be connected," .nes With
f the sensor. the voltages across the sensor and
,across Ihe reSIstor Will then again be approximate
~ Iv linear functions of temperature.
i.

iFor the high-temperature KTYB4. we 'Pecify the
I rlllistance spread at 100 °C. Thil il. however. an
I extrapolation Irom the measured 'Preed at 25 0C.
l

/
/

/
/

~</T
----1 .-,6T .dT.1---

BlIClIu", of 'Preed in the Ilope of the resistance
temperature cheracteristic. ~A will incrlllllellllCh lid.
01 the 25 DC point to produce the butterfly curve
shown in Fig. I _To give an indication of thil spread
in slope. we also quote the ratio 01 resiltance at two
other temperatures I-55 DC and 100 DC1to the
nominal resistance at 25 "C. i.e_ R-55/R25. end
RlooIR25-
The Uler, however. il usually more interested in the
temperature spread ! ~T (stendard deviationl. So we
also provide this in the data sheets as e graph 01 ~T
versus T.

Resist8ncl·temperltura char~iltlce - "",",Iec·
turing tol...nca
Silicon temperature lensors ere normally produced
to quite line tolerances: ~R between t I'll. and
t 2% Isee qu ick reference dataL Figore I illultrates
how th... toleranceure specified for tha KTY81
and KTY83 lensori. The tolerance on reslltance
quoted in our data sheets is given by the resistence
'Pread ~R measured at 25 0C.

R

AHlO: 1000 n ! 3% }0034
R100: 1000 H ! 5% encapsulation

, 191180

A25 = 1000 H ! I'll. } 00-34
A25 = 1000 n ! 2% encapsulation

KTY84130
KTY84150

KTY83110
KTY83-120

General

With their high accuracy and reliabilitv. the
KTY81/83/84 silicon temperature sensors provide
an altract;ve alternative to more conventional
sensors using NTC or PTC thermiSlors.

They use ntype silicon with a doping level betWl!l!n
10" and lOH/cm J

• providing a nominal resiltance
01 dbout 1000 11 Note. however. Ihatvariants
01 the KTY81 series exist. the KTY81-210 and
KTY81 220. with a nominal resistance of 2000n.

-60 o 16 60 100 160

h' with .. 1,"\'\10: R '" series With ,h~ sellSOf and rhf' systf'm

DOweled by a c0f1stanl,v"llt,lI1r. '5ourr,'
T IOCt

Fig.l Resist.nee Ind temper.tuu! to'erlnee1 0' the KTY8l
and KTY83 Sf!nSOfS Ce..a~rated for cl.i,itvJ.

22 Octo!>er 1985 ( '1 October 1985

tv
tv
C.11



INTRODUCTION l _ .'I__~"- JL
rll'41] I

t-.:l
~
O'l

-50 °t SO '00 T ,0CI 1!loO
-I

-
-1

-3

-.

"r
IKI J

"'"J4
•"r

IKI J

\ J cGel

-50 0 50 ..~..-I

-1

-3

-.
~-----'--

Fig.] Tpmperaturp error .6.T to be f}l(pected hom. nominal

kTV83 ..nSOt lineari,ed Oftr the temper.tuflP 'anqe 0 to
100 DC llinea,i,ing r••i".nc.1870 III

1.1

100 T II'CI ts.o50

;!~. I J6
I

.: l__

so

Note: because the KTv84 is chiefly intended lor
use at higher lemlleratures. say above 100 °C. its
almost linear Characteristic at these temperatu,es
often renders linearization unnecessary.

Effect of tol8l'8nc", on li....rized sansor
characteristics

In practical applications with an arbitrary sensor.
the total uncertainty in the sensor reading will be a
comhination 01 'flread due to manulacturing toleran
ces and lineariration errors

As an example. Fig.4 shows the combined effect 01
manufacturirMj·tolerances and fine.rization errors
for the KTV81 sensor linearized over the tempera
ture range 0 to l00 oC. Calibration 01 the sub~

quent circuitry (op amps. control circuitry etc.1 can
reduce thi, error significantly. figure 5a shows the
temperature error of the system with I linear I output
circuitry calibrated at 50 °C. and f ig.5b shows the
error 01 the sarn~ system calibrated at 0 and 100 °C.

Ibl

f'9· 4

It .bsCJlutf 'UOt j, T ,.pect(;U of. silicon tem~'afV,e

W"Ior.

bt comblnpd effect uf manu'ac1uru-.g,'olerlnces and
I!nPlrllahon errQI' f."n the K T.. 8J sensor

\(
" (n..._..... ,ORJ; '!i



INTRODUCTION L _____J KTY81-100 SERIES

l1,n 11

Th_ 181110" hI~ I politlve temperlture ooefflc;ient of rlliltlnce Ind erl for use in meesur"m"nl and
control.

SILICON TEMPERATURE SENSORS

-50

-4

la'

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

Fllliltineeit T1mb - 25 aC
/-, mA

M....ri"9 temperature renge

KTYS'-110

KTYS'-l20
1'125

R25

looon~ 1 ')f,

looon t 2 %

-55 to + '50 °C

r
I.,' U4

mall •

L

Dimensions in mm

• 0,49• mo_

.,12,7n"lIn1. ~.'",all .14

I o~ :
dlamet.r wltt"n 1.15 mall' I I
.1 uncontrolled • I.

1

__ 4.2 -I
mao

., '61 4

t -, 14 0.40 m,n

-f1 )

MECHANICAL DATA

Fig. 1 50070.
________ ' _l.!.!1JI

I 50~OO ' ,"CI ..0

O~~ ~H

-.
-1

-3

-4-L_____

Ibl

F.g.5

al temperature .."or of Iyttem with IInu' output

circuiUV callbJ.tp.rl at 50 oc
hl error of the ~a"'" wste"" calibrated 011 0 anti 100 °c.

" 0""'" '''''"1( '1 (JUlY 1984

to.)
to.)

~



KTY81-100 SERIES l""-- ___ $---. JL
t-.:)
t-.:)
00

LA"'"

2.4 r-r--t I I I I I I I I I I Iii I I I I I I -"....,rT-.--:!~

A -ft-lE'Ik~' .' _ _ _

I.' . . _ .. .
10 mA

2 mAmax.

mu.

RATINGS

limiling val'Je~ in accordance with the Ah'JOlute Maximum System (IEC 134)

Contil1UOu~ sp.nSOt rurrent in free lir

Tamb . 2~, oC 10

Tamb=150"C 10

CHARACTF RISTICS

nUSl'

lS"C
DoC

~I

([
• 'ol",AI 11

Fig. 4 Sen!Or rMislanee
ver!ltl' operating currenl.

rltl!lOt

j . I
I I

I
!
I
I

o

100 l!JO
f llmll lOCI

I

~r~ T

lI--

I2s·q_ f-+--

f-- I-- - >--
._.-

f--. f--.
'- so"C

l-

,- _. >-_.- - - - -

I--f- --

~ . I--~- - - -
L- __L_ _L_l_ L

2.4

D.•

I.'

A
tklll

11

:II'0"'··
ImAI

I
I

I 1
\ II I I

! I II
I I

I I
j

\l t I
t I ll

01 I l 1
- ~o 0 ~o

~

100 famb lOCI 200

F;g. 2 R..iltanca value of "ntor at 1 • 1 mA a. a function of temperalure.

I I I I I I . - -T:tI1[[[l~~
-eo 0 ISO 1..... '.CI 200

-so

Fig. 3 AblOlute error ~T Iltandard deviation I
~xpecled from. KTY81-100 temperature !en!Or.

o.a

R25
typ, 1000 n
99010 1010 n

R25
typo 1000 n
980 10 1020 n a

-100
Iyp. 0,75 %/K

1,69 ± 0,02

0,49 • 0,01
4

Iyp. 50 , 61
IXI

typo 5 s 2 ,--
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10 mal(.

10 m'l(.

SILICON TEMPERATURE SENSORS

RATINGS

Limiting values in .coord.nce with the Absolute M'llimum System (IEC 1341

Continuous senIOr current in fr" air
Tamb z 25 0C

Tamb·,50oC

10 mA

2 mA

These senIOrs have e positive temper.ture coefficient of resllt.nee .nd Ife for use in mllllsu",ment .nd
control.

Temperature coefficient

Rloo/R25

R-55/R 25
Thermal time conslant"

in still .ir

in still liquid""

in flowing liquId""

Meesuring temper.lure range

Ambient temperatures and corresponding resistance values of sensor

CHARACTERISTICS

Tamb • 25 0C unless otherwise specified

Resistance
1·0,5 mA

typ. 50 s

typ. 5 s

typ. 3 s

-55to"50 0 C

typ. 2000 n
1980 to 2020 n

typ. 2000 n
1960 to 2040 n

typ. 0,75 %/K

1,69 ~ 0,02

0,49 t 0,01

R25

R25

KTY81220

KTY81·210

2410
2590
2780
2978
3182
3J92
3593
J800
J904
4005
4180
4306

----_._-
resist.nce

11

~:am'b°c t-- ---l

50
60
70
80
90

100
110
120
125
130
140
150

'~'~1
1136 I
1250

1372 I
1500

:~~~:'[

1922
2000
2078
2240

rr;:~~-
, oCr-~5-
I -50

-40
-30
-20

, -10

l
' ~O

20
25
30
40

Dimensions in mm

200011tl %

2000nt2%

-55 to • 150 0c

R25

R25

KTY81·210

KTY81·220

diameter WithIn 2.5 ma. II' uncontrolled ......

MECHANICAL DATA

Fig. I SOO·70.

jI

f
10,8 1.510

mo. •

MNsuring temper.ture range

Resill.nce.t T.mb a 250C
I -O,5mA

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

"I (JUlY 1984 85

The thermal time const.nt is the time the sensor needs to reach 63,2% 01 the total temrerature
difference. For ,nstance, the time needed to reach a temperature 01 72.4 ac, when a sensor
with an initial temperature of 25 0c is put 1010 an ambient with a temperature of 100 aC.

Inert liquid FC43 of 3M.
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MECHANICAL DATA
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mall. 10 mA

mall. 2 mA

typo 1000 n
990 to 1010 n
typo tooo n
980 to 1020 n
typo 0.15 'll./K

1.68 ! 0,02

0,49 t 0,01

typo 40 s

typo 1 s

typo 0,5 •

-55 to +175 0c

R25

R25

10

10

KTY83120

KTY83·110

Tamb r"'illanee
°c n

50 1206
60 1~5

70 t387
80 1483
90 1583

100 1687
no 1794
120 1905
125 1962
130 2020
140 2138
150 2260

The thermal time omllant is ttle time ttle senIOr needs to r.ch 63,2% of the total temperature
difference. For instance, ttle time needed to reich a temperlture of 72,4 oc, when a sen",r with
an initial temperature of 25 0c is put into an Imbient with I temperature of 100 0C.
Inert liquid FC43 of 3M.

RATINGS

limiting values in accordance wittl ttle Abtolute Mellimum System (IEC 134)

Cont inuous sensor current in free .ir
Tamb ~ 25 0C

Tamb· 175 0C

CHARACTERISTICS

Tamb = 25 °c unll!SS otherwise specified

Resistance
, ~ 1 mA

Temperature coefficient

Rl00/R25

R-55/R25

Ttlermal time constant·
in still air

in still liquid· •

in flowing liquid··

Measuring temperlture range

Ambient temperatures and corrlllPOnding r",illanee VIIlu", of sen",r

Tlmb rl!Sistl nce
°C n

-55 495
-so 520
-40 572
-30 627
-20 687
-10 750

0 817
10 887
20 961
25 1000
30 1039
40 1121
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SILICON TEMPERATURE SENSORS

The5e senso, s have a Ilos;tivr temperature cop"id~nt of retlftance and are lor U5e in measurement and
rontrol.

KTY84-100 SERIES l..... _
ID

10

t-'
tA)
l'-'

10 mA

4 mAmax.

max;

RATINGS

Limiting values in accordance with the Abtolute Maximum Syftem (IEC 134)

Continuous sensor current in free air
Tamh = 25 0 C

Tamb = 300 oc

l Y84-1OO SERIESltlll 11"8 I..... ' con'.'''' U .. In'n·m.flO_ If" t

'1).1:"" .""", ,III,. ',.l',.r:t 10 , ~,. ... ~""'''UI '1t.,'r",

DEVELOPMENT DATA

The sensor has to be operated ill the forward bia~ condit ion.

0,55 ~

~=~~,~
@ma:lt f

_11,61.";;uc.--.... I I "2.6'" .. ";a.

:'5.4 _ _I 3.04 ,. __ 75.4 .I max

mIn max min 118304'

- -------~ - ------------_.
typo 1000 n
970 to 1030 n
typo 1000 n
950 to 1050 n
typo 0.80 %/K
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0,592 .. O,ol

typ_ 40
typo 1
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oto" 300 0c

-55 to .. 300 0c

R'00

R'00

,
I
j

II1!dn 1

KTY84-13O

KTY84·150

100 1.'1"Ih,uCI JOO
100

o
o

•
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CHARACTERISTICS

Temperature coe" ident

R:njo/RIOQ

R2S!A too
Thermal rime constant 2)

in still air
in still liquid 31
in lIowing liquid 31

Measuring temperature range

Storage temperature

RM1!tance
1=2mA;Tamb=lOQOC 1)

DimenSions in 01",

RlOO l000n j 3 %

R,OO l000H t5 'll,

a to" 300 °c

KTY84130

KTY84·150

MECHANICAL DATA

FIg. 1 00-34 fSOD 68).

------------ ----

(11 Lead diameter in this lone uncontrolled.

Measuring temperature range

Resi'ltance at Tamh - 100 0<:
1= 2mA

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

Fig.2 Resistance value of sentor at 1= 2 rnA IS a lonction 01 ambient temperature.

) (JUlY 1984 73

1) For operation over 200 0c a current I ~ 2 mA is prescribed.
2) The thermal time constant is the time the sensor needs to reICh 63.2% 01 the total temperature

difference For instance. the time needed to reach a temperature 01 72.4 0C. when a senSOr with an
initial temperature of 25 °c is put into an ambient with a temperature of 100 0C.

31 Inert "Quid FC43 01 3M.
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7. Final hardware aspects: necessary modifications and replenishments.

Schaffels, R.F.J. & Vaessen, W. T.E.

7.0 Abstract

Some optimal replenishments and supplements to the original technical proposal to
INTELSAT [Dijk et. al., june 1988] concerning hardware aspects of the copolar beacon
receiving equipment, Dicke-switched radiometer and meteorological equiJ.>ment are
gathered and described. For each item (technical as well as financial) (dis)advantages are
mentioned and a recommendation is given. Some equipment has to be bought, or
manufactured in-house, other is already available at EUT. A complete partlist is under
preparition, which inventarizes the most important equipment. Finally, a complete
drawing scheme is given for the necessary hardware.

X-polar measurements on the INTELSAT V-Surabaya downlink are optional and a
drawing scheme is stated for a CO- & X-polar measurement setup which makes use of
two different IF's.

The Co- & X-polar receiving measurement setup for the planned LOS-link
Surabaya-Madura will be in essential the same as the complete setup for the INTELSAT
V-Surabaya downlink. It will only employ a single IF of 10 MHz and a somewhat
different LO frequency of 11.335 GHz. A complete drawing scheme is presented without
discussion of technical details.

7.1 Short introduction

In ref. [Dijk et. al., june 1988] EUT makes a detailed technical proposal to INTELSAT in
which a description of all necessary equipment (copolar beacon receivers & RHCP
antenna, radiometer, raingauge, data-acquisition/analysis system) is included for carrying
out a one year measurement programme in Surabaya/Jakarta according to the minimum
offer as demanded in [INTELSAT, apr. 1988].

During a feasibility study, which started onwards from september 1988, several
replenishments and supplements (regarding both theoretical as well as technical aspects)
to the original proposal have been made. For the present case only modifications
concerning hardware aspects are to be considered. They will be treated in the next
paragraphs.

7.2 (Analog) Copolar beacon receiver by Vaessen, W. T.E.

7.2.1 Focus fed antenna with wideband dual circular polarized feed

If the electricaly effective diameter of an off-set reflector antenna is limited to 3.60 m, no
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active tracking is needed. [INTELSAT, apr. 1988], because 3 dB beamwidth is sufficiently
large to enable accurate beacon reception during normal satellite drift movement.
Regarding this limit the following antenna configurations have been proposed during the
feasibility study:

3m antenna from PRECISION (original proposal)
3.10 m antenna from PRECISION
4.50 m antenna. EUT with reduced illumination (effectively 3.60 m)
antenna from SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

Because of two main financial reasons, which will be outlined below, alternative c) has
been chosen:

1)

2)

The 4.50 m antenna is available at EUT and not operational anymore, so
costs for buying a new antenna are readily saved;
The 4.50 m antenna can easily be dismounted, so costs for transportation to
Indonesia will be relatively low.

Regarding the dual circularly wideband feed system, the following options are present:

Table 7.1:"Options regarding feed system".

OPTION 1 OPTION 2

feed EUT-design Precision
polarizer EUT-design Precision
OMT Precision Precision

The English microwave antenna company Precision offered to deliver a 3.10m diameter
antenna type ES3711 CHF completed with a wideband (10.95-11. 7 GHz) dual circular
primary focus feed system. According to [Vorst, v.d, private communication feb. 13, 1989]
the broadband dual circularly polarized feed system as offered by Precision is hard to
realize at EUT. Especially the fact that the conventional designed polarizers at EUT are
only applicable for reception of a smallband beacon frequency, EUT does not have the
practical experience to realize a wideband polarizer. When designing an in-house
smallband polarizer two such polarizers would be necessary (11.198 GHz and 11.452 GHz)
for carrying out the measurement programme. However, no prize analysis of the single
broadband feed is available, since the offer from Precision is stated for the complete 3.10
antenna conflguration.[Precision, Telefax jan. 13, 1989]

After manufacturing, installation and calibration of the dual polarized focus feed system
in conjunction with the available 4.50m antenna, measured data are needed concerning
some electrical specifications: (Numerical data based upon [Precision, Telefax jan. 13,
1989], for the case of an effective aperture of 3.70m)

- Antenna Gain;
- 3 dB beamwidth;
- XPD;
- Antenna pattern. I

::: 51 dB)
::: 0.480)

>30 dB)
jih-factor")
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Antenna gain has to be known for possible modifications of the Linkbudget
calculations.[Chapter 4a13 dB beamwidth must not be too small because off pointing
losses due to the natural' drift of the satellite. (for which has to be compensated for during
raw data analysis) XPD has to be known for possible option of measuring the cross polar
(LHCP) signal as well. From the antenna pattern and the elevation angle the total
portion of the pattern pointing to the "warm earth's surface" and thus the increase of
received thermal noise power can be deduced. This is to be considered in the linkbudget
calculations for system noise temperature during clear-sky events.

Concerning mechanical specifications data about maximum operational windspeed have to
be known.

7.2.2 LNA.

At the Telecommunications Division of EDT, Ku-band LNA's are manufactured having a
typical gain of about 16 dB and an associated overall noise figure of 3.3 dB. [Vorst, vd,
Data sheets] These are well suited for applications concerning the implementation of front
end propagation receivers. For comparison purposes, the company Ferranti International
offers high gain Ku-band LNA's especially designed to be used for high quality CATV
reception. They do have a typical gain in the range of 50-60 dB with an overall noise
figure of only 1. 77 dB. (Tina:::: 150 K) and excellent gain stability of:i: 0.2 dB/month.
[Ferranti International, data sheet of LNA's] However, prices are in the interval 20,000
DFI-25,OOO DFL

For executing the propagation measurement programme, an in-house built Ku-band
LNA is suitable, having a typical gain of about 16 dB and an associated overall noise
figure of 3.3 dB. [Vorst, vd, Data sheets]

7.2.3 Choice of number of IF

Because the beacon receiver must easily be modified in order to receive two different
beacon frequencies (11.198 GHz & 11.452 GHz) on command [INTELSAT, apr. 1988], the
choice of using 2 IF stages is most practicable. When employing a LO operating at a
frequency which lies exactly between the two beacon frequencies restricts the modification
to a simple replacement of a waveguide BPF. However, a second mixer stage must be
inserted in order to translate the first IF of 127 MHz to the final 10 MHz at which the
PLL is operating. The alternative of using just one IF of 10 MHz does have the
consequence that an image rejection mixer has become necessary. But according to [Vorst,
vd., private communication] the rejection frequency is a design criterion, which cannot be
altered. This means that two such (expensive!::::: 5,000 DFI.) mixers must be employed.
However, the advantage of a 2.95 dB reduction in system noise temperature due to image
noise rejection will be 10st.A further consequence is the fact that an image rejection mixer
introduces a large insertion loss (typically 9.5 dB [RHG, data sheets]) and does require
large LO power (~12 dBm). Especially when such a mixer is employed in the CO- as well
as X-polar channels, TWT-amplifiers have to be used in order to achieve such power
requirements. (see table 7.2 for the (dis)advantages of using an image rejection mixer)
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Table 7.2:"Advantages and disadvantages of using an image rejection mixer"

Disadvantages Advantages

Expensive 2.95 dB reduction in system noise Temp.
High insertion loss Only one IF mixing stage necessary
High power requirements
No frequency flexibility

According to the above it seems justified to leave the receiver design as stated in the
original proposal [Dijk et. al. june, 1988, p. A-2.3].

Concerning the PLL LO, a broadband LO serie no. VPO/VPM from Ferranti
International can be employed,having relative to the noisy INTELSATV tracking beacon
excellent phase noise characteristics tSSB phase noise spectrum is -60 dBc at 100 Hz
away from the carrier [Ferranti International, data sheet 500 MHz to 20 GHz VPO/VPM
series]).

In table 7.3, the consequences of the choice of number of IF's are summarized.

Table 7.3:" Consequences of the choice of number of IF's"

One IF [MHz] TWO IF's [MHz]
I10 127 & 10

No simple beacon switching Simple beacon switching
Two image rejection mixers One double balanced diode mixer
High mixer insertion loss Low mixer insertion loss
High power LO (~ 12 dBm) Low power LO
Two LO's necessary One LO (11.325 GHz)
2.95 dB reduction in Tsys No reduction in Tsys

Conclusions

Expensive, no flexibility J Cheap and flexible
Not recommended Recommended

7.2.4 PLL receiving unit: Tracking bandwidth and (I~) amplitude detection. 1

Conventional analog EDT beacon receiver design holds since the early OTS and ATS
measurement programmes. It has been proved to operate reliable even during moderate
fading events. The main disadvantage of this somewhat "old fashioned" design, is the fact
that in the copolar channel only coherent in-phase amplitude detection is carried out.
Quadrature component detection is only carried out for the case of the slaved cross polar

lSee chapter 4c for a thorough treatment of this subject.
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beacon channel. This failure of detection of the quadrature component of the copolar
beacon signal as well will result in a random bias amplitude measurement error which
strongly depends upon the signal-to-noise power ratio within the equivalent noise
bandwidth of the PLL. (see chapter 4b for numerical data)

During severe carrier attenuation events [A.ax = 20 dB relative to clear-ilky level] while
employing a recommended equivalent (s.s) noise bandwidth of 300 Hz, the signal-to-noise
power ratio within this bandwidth will be very low I introducing unacceptably high
average measurement errors.
However, employing an I-Q amplitude detection scheme, amplitude measurement error
wil be determined by thermal noise inside the detection bandwidth Bdet, which will be
very small. (With the help of software implemented decimation FIR, Bdet will be made as
low as 0.5 Hz in order to meet the requirements of the theoreme of Nyquist)

Concerning the modification of the originally proposed beacon receiver configuration to
incorporate an I-Q amplitude detection scheme, three options are proposed. Concerning
option I, the analog PLL-receiver need not to be modified but be enhanced with an
extended digital amplitude detection scheme. The other two options require a slight
modification of the PLL receiver, i.e. an extension in the form of an additional analog
Q-branch. This requires a second mixing stage and a LPF. Then amplitude detection
could be achieved either with the help of analog hardware (option 3) or software. The last
one being more prefarable, since analog multipliers must be calibrated and show long term
drift. For a complete overview of the proposed options see appendix A-7.1.

Option 1: Implementation of digital I-Q amplitude detection scheme developed
by the Dutch PTT

For beacon receiver design as will be applied for near future propagation experiments with
the European geostationary satellite "Olympus", digital I-Q amplitude detection receiver
stages (based upon the cheap z-BO ~-processor) developed by the Dutch PTT Research
Neher Laboratories, are currently being tested and implemented br. EUT.
It is desirable to equip the proposed conventional beacon receiver [Dijk et.al. june, 1988,
A-2.3] with the digital I-Q amplitude detection stage as developed by the Dutch PTT as
an option. Whether this option will be employed will depend upon:

Availibility at the start of the measuring period,
Proved reliability of the digital I-Q amplitude detection stage after a thorough in
house testing routine,

Some interfacial problems wil have to be solved, briefly described below:

1)

2)

The digital I-Q amplitude detection stage operates at a second IF of 100 kHz,
whereas the conventional EUT copolar receiver does operate at a second IF of 125
kHz, so the conventional receiver has to be modified

To ensure compatibility with the planned data acquisition system, the analog output
of the digital I-Q amplitude detection stage will be offered to t.he ADDA interface
card, provided it lies in the range between :i: 5 V.
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3)

4)

The detection scheme does employ only a 12 bit AID converter and uses
oversampling (8.1 kHz) and a software implemented decimation filter (simple
integrated and dump fllter) with a sampling rate reduction to 1 Hz. Decimation
filtering will generally enhance effective AID resolution and the question arises
whether it is possible to gain resolution with the existing implementation. If this is
not the case, it is of no use implementing the analog output of the detection scheme
(10 bit DIA conversion) to the data-acquisition system followed by a 12 bit AID
conversion! This is a point for further study which has been discussed in chapter 4c.

Using a non-uniform quantization scheme will decrease overall quantization error.
When employing a logarithmic output signal to the data-acquisition system, the
quantization errol will then only be dependent upon the dynamic range of the input
signal (20 dB). A higher accuracy is possible compared to the uniform quantization
scheme (i.e. employing a lineair input). However, analog logarithmic amplifiers must
be employed resulting in temperature drifts.

Practical experiance/insight into the behaviour of the modified analog receiver equipped
with the digital I-Q amplitude detection stage has to be gained. Especially it's behaviour
for a very low signal-to-noise power ratio within the bandwidth of the loop. Further
investigations are necessary concerning the minimum signal-to-noise power ratio at
which the analog PLL remains locked to the incoming (noise free) beacon signal and from
which reacquisition is still possible.

Option 2:

Option 3:

Additional analog Q-branch with software implemented I-Q
amplitude detection by the data-acquisition system

Additional analog Q-branch with hardware implemented I-Q
amplitude detection scheme.

Both options require a slight modification of the existing PLL-receiver in the form of an
additional Q-branch. This requires a second mixing stage and a LPF. Since the reference
oscillator (125 kHz, see appendices A-7) does supply in-phase as well as quadrature
component, the modification is straightforward. In order to decrease quantization noise a
non-uniform quantization scheme will be preferred. Since logarithmic amplifiers are
available a logarithmic output will be recommended, resulting in a quantization error only
dependent upon the dynamic range of the copolar beacon signal.

7.2.5 Global partlist concerning oopolar beacon beacon receiver for the
INTELSATV-Surabaya downlink.

RF stage

Antenna:
Feed system:

4.50m diameter antenna, available at antenna farm at EUT
Focus fed wideband (10.95-11.7 GHz) dual circular polarized feed
system offered by the company PRECISION, with 3.70m reduced
illumination.
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Isolator:
Wideband waveguide BPF (11.325 GHz):
LNA: In-house built,gain ::: 16 dB NF ::: 3.3 dB.
Smallband waveguide BPF's:
Mixer: Multi-octave double balanced diode mixer from company RHG
LO: PLL microwave cavity oscillator (VPO/VPM series) from the

company Ferranti International

First IF stage.: (127 MHz) and second IF stage (10 MHz)
In-house omIt

Analog PLL-receiver:
Available at EDT

Modification to PLL-receiver:
I-Q amplitude detection stage to be built in-house.
Implementation of additional analog Q-branch.

7.2.6 Drawing schemes for Co- &; X-polar receiver equipment.

In appendices A-7.2 and A-7.3 complete drawing schemes are given concerning Co-polar
and optional CO- & X-polar receiver equipment for the INTELSATV-Surabaya
downlink as well as a complete scheme for the Co- & X-polar receiver equipment for the
planned LOS-link Surabaya-Madura. Also a detailed partlist is given. Discussion of
technical details is left out because it is beyond the scope of this chapter.

7.3 Dicke switched radiometer by Schaffe13, R.F.J.

In chapter 5 of [Schaffels/Vaessen, 1989] a measurement system is proposed, entitled as
the EDT 11.316 GHz Dicke Switched radiometer. In a theoretical overview the system is
presented and sensitivity and accuracy have been analysed.

The consequences and a more detailed description of the measurement system will be
presented in this chapter. In figure 7.1 a detailed drawing scheme of the EDT 11.316 GHz
radiometer is given.

7.3.1. System Realisation

Because of different measurement programmes for both own research programmes as well
as contract-research programmes for various contractors, at the EDT radiolaboratory,
much experience in radiometric measurements is available.
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For the OLYMPUS2.....propagation measurement programme, a three-in-one radiometric
system, operating at 12.7, 20.0 and 29.8 GHz and using a Gregorian reflector antenna, has
been developed. The 29.8 GHz radiometer part of this system has been designed as a
conventional Dicke--ilwitched radiometer, as the 12.7 and 20.0 GHz radiometers are
designed as Dicke-switched radiometers with noise injection.

Using the same principle as the 29.8 GHz design, a 11.3 GHz prototype has been in use for
a longer period. The drawing scheme is given in fig. 8.1.

For the INTELSAT/NUFFIC propagation measurement programme, the following
possibilities, concerning hardware availability, exist:

1) Construction of a new radiometer, as proposed.

2) Modification of the current prototype radiometer.

3) Purchase of a commercial radiometer.

The listed possibilities will be discussed below.

From a financial point of view, purchase of a commercial radiometer, will be out of order.
The prices of commercial radiometers are of such level, that the cannot be placed into the
planned budget. For this reason, only the first two possibilities remain.
The first possibility puts heavy requirements on the manpower available at the
radio-laboratory. Only one employee is specialized in Radiometry, and has to manage
radiometric affairs for both Olympus as well as Intelsat/Nuffic projects.
However, for both qualitative as quantitative reasons, construction of a new radiometer is
preferred. If in one way or another, the construction of a new radiometer should not be
possible, the available prototype radiometer has to be dismantled and modified.

For practical reasons, some measurements have been set up for the available radiometer.
In the next paragraph, these measurements will be presented, resulting in a first
modification of the available radiometric system.

7.3.2. Measurement Programme and System Modifications.

Until yet, little is known about measured specifications of the EUT-11.316 GHz
radiometer. As long term radiometric measurements with the prototype radiometer seems
to be reliable, in fact no up-to-date information about Sensitivity, Accuracy, and System
Noise Temperature are available.

In chapter 5 of [Schaffels/Vaessen, 1989] a theoretical calculation of the accuracy is given
and a measurement set-up for the measurement of sensitivity has been presented.
Execution of the measurement programme - resulting in an indication of sensitivity and
system noise temperature - could not be carried out in the reported period.
However, during a first try with the measurement set-up as described in chapter 5 of
[Schaffels/Vaessen, 1989], by the data-acquisition sub-system non-radiometric

2Propagation measurement programme with the experimental ESA-satellite OLYMPUS,
containing beacon at 12, 20 and 30 GHz. Satellite will be launched about june 1989.
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oscillations were detected. These oscillations have never been detected because the current
prototype data-acquisition system (connected to the prototype radiometer) employed a
second lowpass filter (integrator) stage, removing oscillations. However, the thus acquired
data cannot be considered as relIable data.
Altough no further measurements could be executed, a line buffer amplifier seemed to
cause this problem.

To prevent from oscillations, a modification to the line driver/buffer system is
recommended. For radiometer-system measurement purposes it is recommended to carry
out measurements, right at the the output of the radiometer system. Because the
radiometer electronical circuits may not be loaded, an external symmetric
buffer-amplifier stage (simple operational amplifier circuit) has been developed.
For operational use, the buffer-amplifier stage has to be fully replenished.

7.3.3. Panlist EUT 11.316 GHz Dicke switched radiometer.

A detailed partlist of the proposed radiometer - sofar as known - is not yet available for
publication. For a global system outline, the reader is referred to chapter 5 of this report.
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7.4 Meteorological equipment by Schaffels, R.F.J.

In the experimental set-up for the Surabaya propagation experiments, meteorological
quantities will be used to support propagation measurements results. In chapter 6 of
[Schaffels/Vaessen, 1989] measurement methods for the following quatinties are described.

-precipitation rates
-temperature

In this chapter hardware aspects about measurements for these quantities will be
summarized.

7.4.1 Tipping Bucket Rain-f'ate measurement instruments.

Depending on choices made for data-acquisition, for the measurement of high rainfall
rates with high accuracy under tropical circumstances, the following raingauges are
proposed:

A. Thies 5.4031.31.000

Manufacturer
Type
Range
Orifice
Resolution
Accuracy
Temperature
Weight
El.output
Price
Options

B. Thies 5.4031.30.006

Manufacturer
Type
Range
Orifice
Resolution
Accuracy
Temperature
Weight
El. output
Price
Options

Thies
non-recording tipping bucket, rainrate measurement instrument
max. 600 mm/hr.
200 mm 2

0.1 mm
?

-25.. +60 oC
7.3 kg.
5 V, 15 mA TTL
~ 4000 DFI.
Thies 5.4031.. .. : Pulsrate to Voltage/Current converter (Several
different types)

Thies
non-recording tipping bucket, rainrate measurement instrument
max. 420 mm/hr.
200 mm 2

0.1 mm
?

-25.. +60 oC
6.2 kg.
reedcontact, max. 1000 AC, max. 0.5 A, max. 10 W.
~ 2700 DFI.
Thies 5.4031.. .. : Pulsrate to Voltage/Current converter (Several
different types)
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Additional Hardware.

The first type of raingauge has a TTL pulse output, the second one only has a switch
output. If digital data-acquisition is chosen, no additional hardware is necessary in
combination with the first type. Digital acquisition in combination with the second
raingauge requires additional pulse-forming electronic.
Chosing analog data-acquisition, for both proposed raingauges additional
D/A-eonversion electronic is recommended. (For further details see chapter 6 and chapter
8 of [Schaffels/Vaessen, 1989]

7.4.2 Temperature senson.

In order to obtain reference information for data-processing and data-interpretation,
information about the temperature is indis~ensable. Investigations about temperature
measurements are reported in chapter 6 of lSchaffels/Vaessen, 19891.
As a result of theoretical and practical reasons the semiconductor tllermometer (or
temperature sensor) AD590, is highly recommended for the intended purposes listed
below:

High-accuracy (:i: 1 0 Celsius) between -20 and 50 0 Celsius.
Easy to carry out electrical data-gathering and -processing
Low-eost and simple (field-replaceable)

Additional Hardware.
The AD590 may be regarded as a highly accurate and sensitive temperature-dependent
current-source. In order to interface with a voltage based A/D-system, by additional
hardware a current-to-voltage conversion has to be carried out.

List of references.

Dijk, J. ,et.al.,
"Response to INTELSAT Request for Proposal INTEL-770 dated 25 April 1988,
acquisition of 11 GHz Satellite Beacon Data in the Western Pacific Basin",
Eindhoven University of Technology, Faculty of EE., Telecommunications Division,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, june 1988.

INTELSAT,
"Request for proposal INTEL-770: Acquisition of 11 GHz Satellite Beacon Data in the
Western Pacific Basin",
Washington DC, 25 april 1988.
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Appendix A-7.!: Options regarding the implementation of an I-Q amplitude

detection scheme.
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Partlist INTELSAT co-polar beacon receiver.

RF/IF part:.

1): Antenna
Type
Supplier
Delivery

Focal fed offset parabola.
a)EUT b)Precision

Waveguide.

2): Feed Waveguide.
Type Corrugated Horn.
Supplier EUT.
Delivery

3): Polarizer Waveguide.
Type
Supplier Precision.
Delivery 3-4 Months.

4): Ortho-Mode transducer waveguide.
Type
Supplier EUT
Delivery

EUT
Present I needs to be modified.

Philips
EUT.
Present.

5): Directional coupler
Type
Supplier
Delivery

6): Directional coupler 10 dB
Type
Supplier
Delivery

7): Noise source
Type
Supplier
Delivery

8): Precision attenuator (0-50 dB)
Type : HP
Supplier EUT.
Delivery Present.

9): Isolator
Type
Supplier
Delivery

Waveguide.

Waveguide.

waveguide.

Waveguide.

Waveguide.



10): BPF (11.1988-11.452 GHz) waveguide.
Type
Supplier EDT, Goor, W. v.d..
Delivery

11): Converter Waveguide -+ coax(OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

12): LNA Coax.
Type
Supplier EDT, Vorst, v.d.,
Delivery

13): Converter Coax (OSM) -+ waveguide.
Type
Supplier
Delivery

14): BPF 11.452 GHz Waveguide.
Type
Supplier EDT, Goor, v.d.
Delivery

15): BPF 11.198 GHz Waveguide.
Type
Supplier EDT, Goor, v.d..
Delivery

16): Converter Waveguide -+ coax.
Type
Supplier
Delivery

17): Mixer Coax (OSM).
Type Double balanced heterodyne.
Supplier RHG.
Delivery

18): BPF 127 MHz Coax (OSM)
Type
Supplier
Delivery Ordered.

19): Amplifier Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier EDT.
Delivery Present.

249
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20): Mixer Coax (OSM).
Type MCL SBLl.
Supplier Colmex, Hattem
Delivery Present at EDT.

21): Amplifier (max. 60 dB) Coax (OSM).
Type :
Supplier EDT.
Delivery Present.

22): BPF 10 MHz Coax (OSM)
Type XF100S22
Supplier
Delivery Ordered.

23): Var. Amplifier Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier EDT.
Delivery Present.

24): Step Attenuator (0.1 dB step-size)r Coax (OSM)
Type :
Supplier
Delivery

25): Active power splitter Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier EDT, Swijghuisen, J ..
Delivery Present.

26): PLL CO-polar receiver Coax (OSM)
Type EDT design.
Supplier EDT, Wijdemans, L.
Delivery Present.

27): Ref. signal generator (1 MHz) Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

28): BPF 10.034 MHz Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

29): PLL receiver for Test signal Coax (OSM).
Type EDT design.
Supplier EDT, Wijdemans, L..
Delivery Present.

30): Ref. signal generator (1 MHz) Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery



31): PLO 11.325 GHz Coax (OSM).
Type PLL RF signal generator.
Supplier Ferranti International.
Delivery Ordered.

32): Isolator Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

33): Attenuator Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

34): LO 127.034 MHz (Testsignal) Coax (OSM).
Type :
Supplier
Delivery

35): Attenuator Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

36): LO 117 MHz Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

37): Amplifier Buffer Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

38): Power supply Coax (OSM).
Type
Supplier
Delivery

251
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Appendix A-7.3: Hardware scheme of Co- k X-polar receivers for ,- ----,
LOS~nk Surabaya-Madura and
INTELSATV-Surabaya downlink
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Part 3: Data-acquisition and Analysis
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8.

8.0. Abstract.

Data-acquisition and pre-processing.

Schaffels, R.F.J.

To ensure proper execution of a propagation measurement programme, a computer
assisted data-acquisition system is indispensable. Data-acquisition requirements are
given as contractual specification by Intelsat. The implementation of a low speed
sampling-plan and an oversampling plan are discussed. The latter sampling has been
chosen, to reduce hardware anti-aliasing filter requirements. Using the proposed system,
the Exchange of Bits against Bandwidth will not result in gain of AID-resolution.
For practical reasons, ASYSTtm has been chosen as a software development tool. The
structure of the application software (written in ASYSTtm) and a proposed Data-file
structure are discussed.

8.1. Introduction.

After part I and II of this report about the performance prediction model and a system
design study for propagation measurements in the monsoon tropical climate of Surabaya
(Indonesia), part III deals with data-acquisition and data-analysis. This chapter will
cover the data-acQUisition-part.
As should be made clear in part I and II of this report, the entire project will produce a
huge amount of data. In order to collect and store these data, a proper data-acquisition
subsystem has to be set up. Modern measurement-programmes often make use of
computer-assisted data-acquisition systems. The object of this chapter is to develop a
data-acquisition subsystem, which is well suited for the planned measurement
programme, which is placed under certain contractual conditions by both Intelsat 1 and
Nuffic 2.
Both hardware as well as software for data-acquisition purposes will be described in this
chapter.
In paragraph 2, the data-acquisition requirements will be set out in detail.
In paragraph 3, practical data-acquisition (covering also applied sampling theory and
hardware as well as software engineering) will be the main-subject.
The last paragraph will deal with software-construction.

8.2. Data-acquisition requirements.

In the 'Statement of Work for the Acquisition of 11 GHz SateUite Beacon Data in the
western pacific basin' by the project' contractor Intelsat, the following specifications for
the Da.ta a.cquisition and control system have been given.

Ilnternational Telecommunications Satellite Organization

2Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Cooperation
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Table 8.1: Intelsat2 A/D-eonversion resolution requirements

Analog Channels
copolar beacon
radiometer
ambient temperature

Minimum resolution
12 bit
10 bit
8 bit

Digital Channels
Status 1 bit/item
(Autocal, PLL-lock, Power)

Raintip 1 bit
(Tipping bucket raingauge)

In order to reduce the amount of data, adaptive sampling has to be implemented
matching the following requirements:

Table 8.2: Intelsat sampling requirements.

Sampling interval
Medium
(All Channels) 2 sec minimum

Slow
(All Channels) 10 seconds

Sample trigger

Medium: IF [ [[Beacon at tenuation > 1.5 dB OR Tsky > 80 Kl

AND [Attenuation change> 0.2 dB/10 s.l]

OR [Tchange> 10 K/l0 s] ]

Slow: All other times.

The Sample-trigger statement can be expressed in terms of a logical scheme (fig. 8.1):

Beacon Att. > 1.5 dB~ ;:::E] CnwE: llediu.
T.lry > 80 1 +. ;B-
Att. Change > 0.2 dB/I08.--- +
Tehan,. > 10 1/108.------------ ALSE: Slow

fig. 8.1: Intelsat sampling requirments: logical scheme.
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8.3. Practical Data--acquisition.

The most important theorem about sampling, is the wellkwnown Nyquist theorem which
can be presented for lowpass (bandlimited) signals as: .

If a signal x(t) contains no frequency components for 111 > fx, then it is completely
described by instantaneuo'US values x(kTs) uniformly spaced in time with period

Ts ~ 2:x If the sampling Is is equal to the Nyquist rate or greater (Is ~ ffx), and if the
sampled values are represented by weighted impulses, then the signal can be exactly
reconstructed from its samples by an ideallowpass filter of bandwidth B where

1fx ~ B~ Is-fx and Is =~.

Practical usage of the Nyquist theorem will be the part of the subject of this chapter.

Frequency coverage of signals.

In order to set up a proper data-acquisition system, the frequency-coverage of the several
signals to be measured has to be taken into account.
For the beacon receiver channel(s), radiometer and temperature sensor channels, Intelsat

requires a frequency coverage at least up till i Hz during events and k Hz during

off~vent time. So no scintillation (rapid variations) phenoma heve to be measured. In
order to ensure compatibility with the Olympus propagation experiment, the event

Nyquist bandwidth will be set at ~ Hz. (Sample-time 1 sec.)

As set out in fig. 8.1. sampling as discussed above can be performed in two ways:

I)Low speed sampling with hardware filtering
(Data-acquisition subsystem 1, fig. 8.2a)

Using a hardware filter, the incoming signal is bandlimited at ~ Hz. Sampling is

performed at 1 Hz, satisfying Nyquist' theorem.

2)High speed sampling with software filtering
(Data-acquisition subsystem 2, fig. 8.2b)
Using an easy hardware filter, the incoming signal is bandlimited. Sampling is
performed at a higher frequency. Using a software FIR (Finite Impulse Response)

filter, the signal is bandlimited at ~ Hz. A decimation operation decreases the

number of samples at samplerate 1 Hz.

The first option places heavy requirements on the hardware anti-aliasing filter-section,
but has the advantage of a simple sampling-algoritm. Using a 12 bit AID convertor, the
practical resolution will become equivalent to 12 bit.

The second option has the following advantages:
- easy hardware anti-aliasing filtering
- gain of resolution due to oversampling

but also some disadvantages:
- heavier computing requirements
- complex algoritms.



Chosing the advantages of the latter system) in the next paragraphs this system will be
elaborated.
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8.3.1. Oversampling: Bits against Bandwidth.

In the OPEX-4 Document by Dekker, which is titled "The Exchange of Bits against
Bandwidth. ", the possibility of increasing the sensitivy of an AID converting system by
adding noise is discussed. Adding noise - by means of increasing the pre-sampling
bandwidth - will (under certain restrictions) increase the resolution of aM-bit
A/D-converter into a L-bit AID converter. (L>M)

The possible value for the proposed data-acquisition scheme of the Intelsat/NUFFIC
project (which is the main subject of this chapter) will be discussed.

In [Manders, 1987] the Dekker' principle has further been elaborated.
The results presented in [Manders, 1987] first will be summarized below and will then be
applied to the current data-acquisition scheme.

Euhange of bits against bandwidUl assuming Gaussian noise.

Assume a signal with added Gaussian noise has a probability density:

f (x) = 1 .exp{ (x-mcl2}
C ft);;;. 2a e 2

ae'v~'Tr

with me = mean signal
ae = standarddeviation of added noise

(8.1)

Assuming that the standard--{feviation of the added noise compared to the quantisation
stepsize is large enough (ae ~ q/2) to allow a linearized approximation of the AID system
(which in principle is a non-linear system [Gedance, 1972], the following formula for the
gain of resolution can be found:

with N = constant number of samples = fs·t m
fs = sampling frequency
t m = sample measuring time [sec]
ac = standarddeviation of added noise
t:::.A = absolute accuracy
Amax = maximum ranch of AID system
M = number of bits
L = number of (virtual) bits, associated with the new resolution of the

M-bits A/D-system.
q = quantisation step size

As the presampling bandwidth is related to the sampling frequency by the Nyquist
Theorem (fs ~ 2· Bn ), the latter formula presents the Exchange of Bits against Bandwidth.
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For Gc = ~ formula (8.2) changes into (8.3), which represents the formula for the

exchange of bits against bandwidth, when uniform noise is added.

2 [L ]2A max 1 2 -1
N = fst m = [~. lIT] = ~

2 -1 2 -1

To make use of the gain in resolution the Signal-to-Noise ratio has to be adequate:

(8.3)

(8.4)

Possibilities for practical usage ofthe uchange ofbita against bandwidth.

Accepting the results of chapter 4a of [SchaffelsjVaessen, 1989] as defaults, the
possibilities for implementation of the principle of the exchange of bits against bandwidth,
will be investigated.

As the proposed data-acquisition subsystem is equipped with the Metrabyte tm DASH8 12
bit AjD board, the value for M is set to 12.

At first the requirements for increasing the resolution of the AjD system will be
investigated.
To raise the resolution by just one bit (L = 13), assuming for the injected rms noise power
Gc=qh, the following requirement (8.5) is given for the signal to noise power ratio:

The exchange of bits against bandwidth, then will be given by (8.6):

[2
L-1] 2N= fst m = 12

2 -1

(8.5)

(8.6)

The (SjN) value can be achieved when a BPF is employed having an equivalent noise
bandwidth of only 0.023 [Hz], since signal-to-noise power density ratio during clear-sky
conditions is 52.8 [dBHz]. (see chapter 4&) Or an equivalent enhancement in measuring
time t mwould be necessary to compensate for the injection of more noise power when a
much larger noise bandwidth is employed. This, because the number of measured samples
N (=fs · till) is lineair proportional to the injected noise power G~ (see chapter 4c, formula

(4c.23a). When sampling frequency must remain unchanged, measuring time has to be
enhanced. Employement of an equivalent noise bandwidth of 48 Hz (fs = 96 Hz) will
result in a signal-to-noise power ratio of only 36 dB. This means that measuring time has
to be enhanced by a factor:

69.2 - 36 = 33.2 dB :: 2089.
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When measuring time was initially t m= 1 s, it has to be :

,
t m = 2089 [sec] '" 35 [min] !

In order to gain the same amount of resolution. It is clear that this value is a very
unpractical one and the employement of an oversaInpling scheme is not feasible.

Bits against BandwidUJ: Digital receiver Ilchemes.

In the above, the results from chapter 4a have been taken as defaults. It can be concluded
that in the present configuration oversampling will not yield to a gain of resolution of the
implemented AID scheme.
No attention is paid to implementations of digital receivers (AID conversion at an earlier
stage then in the analog configuration) which might take adventage of the principle of
exchange of bits against bandwidth. Possibilities of these kinds are treated by Vaessen in
chapter 4c of [Schaffels/Vaessen, 1989].

8.3.2. Filtering

From the above it will be clear that oversampling can have two effects:

1. Simplification of the filtering task by separating the repitative spectra.
2. Increase of resolution due to the Exchange of Bits against Bandwidth.

From 8.3.1. it will be known that - using the present configuration - only the first
advantage can be counted on.
In order to ensure compatibility with the OLYMPUS propagation experiment the same
initial sampling frequency (96 Hz, see also fig. 8.2a and fig. 8.2b) has been chosen. The
entire data-acquisition subsystem however, has been set-up in a flexibel way to make it
possible to implement a different sampling frequency.

The choice for a specific sampling does have some implications on the hardware and
software filtering. Chosing a sampling frequency of 96 Hz, to prevent from aliasing, the
signal has to be bandlimited to 48 Hz.
By software FIR3 filtering, the frequenty coverage of the signal will be limited to 0.5 Hz as
required by Intelsat.
At first, software filtering is implemented by an 96 taps Integrate and Dump filter, which
simply calculates the floating average. In the frequency domain, implementation of a

floating average filter will result into a (Si~ x) -transfer-function. By Intelsat, no

requirements are placed on filtering. Because only amplitude-measurements will be

carried out, (Si~ x) distortion can be tolerated.

3Finite Impulse Response
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Implementation of n-taps FIR filters.

In order to improve the frequency-transfer function of the data-acquisition system a
FIR-filter can be easily implemented.
Some further details will be discussed in paragraph 8.3.3.2.

8.3.3.

8.3.3.1.

Software construction.

Development Tools.

EUT faculty of EE, telecommunications division during the last 15 years has built up
much experience in the field of propagation study. Several long term experiments have
been carried out at Eindhoven, as well in Indonesia. For all of these projects
custom-designed data-acquisition and data-processing software has been prepared by
employees and students, using current programming-languages (e.g. PASCAL,
TURBO-PASCAL, C, TURBO-C) and IBM XT--eompatible computers.

During the last years specific programming tools and software packages for
data-acquisition and data-analysis have been developed by commercial suppliers.
The advantages and disadvantages of specific data-acquisition/analysis packages against
standard programming languages will be discussed below.

standard programming language
+ low initial costs
- huge programming effort
+ no extra training necessary
- low software-flexibility
+ unprotected software
- accurate documention needed

data-acg./analysis package
- ini tial costs
+ reduced programming effort
- extra training strongly recommended
+ highly flexible applications
- protected software
+ reduced documentation effort

ASYS~m

One of the most popular modern software-packages as mentioned above, is the software
language ASYSTtm (Software Technologies, Inc.). ASYSTtm offers the opportunities of
interactive as well as fully programmable operation, supported by
'data-acquisition-drivers' and analysis functions. For the measurement programme
described in this report, ASYSTtm has been chosen as a development tool for both
data-acquisition as well as data-analysis software. Applications in ASYSTtm can be made
turn-key applications using the optional run time license.
A commercial application written in ASYSTtm and sold as ASYSTANTtm will be used to
support incidental measurements.

Hardware requirem.e'Rts.
ASYSTtm and ASYSTANTtm require the following configurations:

ASYSTtm Hardware requirements.
IBM PC,XT or AT comp'ati ble with minimal 512 Kbyte RAM
Math coprocessor (8087/80287)
Display CGA/EGA/HGC.
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The basic structure of the data-acquisition software is shown in fig. 8.2.

Data-
--I

Decim.
I--t

Acquisition Filter

96 Hz 1 Hz

Decision

Buffer

---I Storage ~

0.1/1 Hz

Intelsat

data
processing

4 Conversion to
OPEX-format:

1
1 Hz/on Hz

fig. 8.2: Basic Data-acquisition structure.

The above structure (except conversion to OPEX-format) has been elaborated in
[Groenenberg and Gerrits; 1989] into the structure shown in fig. 8.3.

FIR -filtering.

As already discussed in the last paragraph, software filtering until yet has only been
implemented as floating averaging, using built-in ASYSTtm matrix filter procedures.
Implementation of n-taps FIR filters can be easily done, by filling in the
filter-<:oefficients. Filter coefficients can be obtained from the software-package: DFI;F ~

Tipping Bucket Raingauge Data-acquisition.

Until yet only attention is paid to data-acquisition from analog channels.
For data-acquisition of the Tipping-Bucket Raingauge, the following possibilities exist:

Interrupt Acquisition
Fast sampling
Built in D/ A conversion

The first possibility (Interrupt Acquisition) cannot be supported by ASYSTtm. A good
alternative would be fast sampling of the Raingauge pulse-<:ontact to detect each tipping
as quick as possible. However, a possibly negligable error will introduced.
The less complicated possibility will be the use of built-in D/ A conversion. The
tipping-bucket raingauge then could be treated as a normal analog channel.
To ensure a proper choice of the tipping-bucket raingauge data-acquisition system,
further investigations are recommended.

*Digital Filter Design Package
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8.3.2.3. Data storage format, connection with data-;>rocessing software.

Using the normal ASYSTtm procedures in ASYSTtm, files can be built as structures
assembled from individual array~lements (subfiles). Another way to make your own
file-structure is supported by ASYSTtm as the RANDOM-file-fOImat.
In ASYSTtm a file--5tructure as presented in figure 8.4, has been developed. [Groenenberg
and Gerrits; 1989]

filename: YYMMDDNR.rwg
Y = year; M = month; D = day; NR= serial number

SUBFILE.1 SUBFILE.2 ....... SUBFILE.n

fig.S.4: Custom file-format in ASYSTtm.

Each subfile has the same structure, but can have different length (maximum length 64
kbyte.) The structure of the subfiles is presented in figure 8.5.

Status InfoChannel 8Channel 1

I
Subfileheader: DATE, TIME, EVENTINO-EVENT

i

Sample 1 bytel, byte2 ... '" . bytel5,byte16, bytel7,bytel8 \
! ~ I

Sample 2 i bytel , byte2· ...... byte15,byte16, byte17,byte18.
Sample n by tel, byte2· ...... by t e15, byte16, byte17,byte18:

\ I \. I \. J

V V V

fig. 8.5: Custom Subfile-structure.

The EVENTINO-EVENT suffile-structures are equal: the only difference is the sample
rate. Subfiles marked as NO-EVENT contain samples with samplerate 1 Hz, those
marked as EVENT contain samples with samplerate 0.1 Hz.
The EVENTINO-EVENT selection is carried out according to paragraph 8.2.

The channels 1 to 8 mentioned above will be acquired from the equivalent Metrabytetm
DASH8 AID card. Chosing for a sy'stem---Qption which requires both analog as well as
digital acquisition (Chapter 2b of lSchaffels/Vaessen, 1989]), one or two of the channels
mentioned above, will be replaced by digital channels acquired from a digital
data-acquisition board equipped with INTELtm 8255 digital 1/0 devices. 4

4Probably the 8255 digital acquisition board developed by the Eindhoven University of
Technology, Faculty of EE, Computer Engineering division, will be fully capable of the
required tasks. (Two digital I/O--ehannels can be supported by one board.)
Implementation in the ASYSTtm application is still under study.
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8.4. Conclusions and Recommendations

As described in this chapter data-acquisition software is being implemented using the
software package ASYSTtm. As a result of sampling theory has been chosen for the
advantages of over-sampling, however it is not possible to use the bits-again-bandwidth
effect to increase the AID-resolution. A file structure as given in figure 8.4 and 8.5 has
been proposed.

As the filter operation is only implemeted as an Integrate and Dump filter ('sinc'
frequency transfer function), it is recoomended to have a closer look at the possibilities for
implementation of FIR-filters.

Data-acquisition of the Tipping Bucket Raingauge has not yet been implemented. In
order to make a choice between analog and digital raingauge data-acquisition, the
advantages and disadvantages of both schemes are given.
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List of Symbols. (Covering entire report)

A

AjD
Amax
AWGN
ASYSTtm
B

B'
Bi
Bn

BnoiseLF
BPF
Bpll
Bsource
BW

C
C1
C2
Cdet
CNR
CrjN o
Cr/ TJo
D/A
dB

dO
dS
DS
dV
elf
dr
ds
dO"
dt
dw
e
EUT
f
fHF
FIR
fLO
fLF
f.
fs
FS
F(s)
tF( a;p;~x)
GHF

(Rain induced) Beacon carrier attenuation [dB]
Rms beacon carrier amplitude
Analog to digital
Maximum quantization input level [V]
Additive White Gaussian Noise
Programming lantage for data-acquisitionjanalysis
(Equivalent Noise Bandwidth [Hz]
Brightness [Wm -2 z-Irad -21
Total Brightness [Wm-2raa-2]
Intrinsic brightness (Wm -2Hz-1rad -21
Equivalent input nOIse bandwidth [Hz]
LF noise bandwidth [Hz]

Bandpass filter
Equivalent noise bandwidth of EUT PLL receiver [Hz]
Brightness of source [Wm -2Hz -Irad -2]
Bandwidth (= ~fHF = HF bandwidth) [Hz]

Velocity of light in vacuo [3.108 ms -I]
Constant
Constant
Constant of QD [V-2]
Carrier-to-noise power ratio [dB]
Carrier-to-noise power ratio [dB]
Carrier-to-noise power density ratio [dBHz]
Digital to analog
Decibel
Inifitesimal change of brightness [Wm -2Hz -lrad -2]
Infinitesimal change of solid sphere rrad2]
Infinitesimal change of fluxdensity [Wm-2Hz-1rad -2]

Dicke switch
Infinitesimal element of volume [m3]
Infinitesimal change of frequenc>, [Hz]
Infinitesimal element of length lm]
Heigth of infinitesimal cylindrical element [m]
Cross-section of infinitesimal cylindrical element[m2]
Infinitesimal unit of time rs]
Emitted powerdensity [Wlfz-I]
Constant 2.71828...
Eindhoven University of Technology
Frequency rHz]
HF center frequency [Hz]

Finite impulse response
Local oscillator frequency [Hz]
LF center frequency [Hz]

Switching frequency of Dicke switch [Hz]
(Over-)Sampling frequency [Hz]
Frequency shifter (mixer)
Loop filter transferfunction
Confluent hypergeometric function
HF amplifier gain



GHz
Gif
Glf
Gp.
h
Hz
IF
I n ( )

lIb
I-Q
J
je
kb
K

L
LF
LFS
LO
LSB
M
MO
MS
n(t)
n'(t)
N

No
QD
p( cp)
PC
PLL
psd
PTT
qm
Q
i
re
ri,mo
ric
RF
Rqd
S

s(t)
S
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Giga Hertz [1011 Hz]
IF amplifier
LF amplifier
Microwave amplifier

Planck's constant [6.63.10-24 joule· sec]
Hertz [S-1)
Intermediate frequency
Modified Bessel function of the first kind and nt4rder
Input output
In-phase and Quadrature }?hase
Source function [WHz-1m -2J
Emission coefficient [Wkg-1Hz-1]
Boltzmann's constant [1.38.10 22 joule/K]
DC loopgain of PLL
Kelvin
Number of bits resolution
LF receiverIdecoder
Attenuation of FS [dB]

Local Oscillator
Least significant bit
Number of bits of physical AID converter
Measurement object
Mean Square (abbr.)
(Zero mean) Gaussian noise process
Bandpass filtered (zero mean) Gaussian noise process
Noisepower [W]
Number of quantized samples whuch are processed during decimation
filtering
Thermal noise variance [W]
Quadratic detector
Probability density distribution function of static phase error
Personal Computer
Phase Locked Loop
Power spectrum. density
Dutch AT&T compan1.
Quantization stepsize lV]
Quality factor
Real part of complex number
External reflection coefficient of receiver
Internal reflection coefficient
Internal reflection coefficient of absorber
Radio Frequency
Impedance of QD [0]
Heaviside operator dldt
Switching function
Flux density [Wm-2Hz-1]
Scattermatrix
Constant flux density [Wm-2Hz-1]
Synchronous detector
Sample & Hold amplifier
Measuring time during decimation filtering [s]
Absolute Temperature [K]
Absolute Temperature [K]
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Antenna noise temperature [K]

Observed temperature of cloud [K]
Actual (physical) temperature of cloud [Kl
Absolute temperature of calibration absorber [K]
Reference load temperature [K]

Noise temperature of MO [K]
Inaccurate measured noise temperature of MO [K]
Equivalent noise temperature of MO [K]
ReceiVe! noise temperature [Kl
Abs.temp.of reference noise load = environment system temp [K]
Source temperature [K]
System noise temperature rK)
DC-output voltage when Dick~witch connected to antenna [V]
IFF noise voltage rV]
Input voltage of Qb [V]
LF noise voltage after integration [V]
DC-output voltage when Dick~witch connected to ref.load [V]

Output voltage of QD [V]

DC component of Vout fV~
AC component of Vout V
Antenna Noise Power [W

Calibrated noise power [W]

~. [W(Atoth + W(Atot)o] [W1Hz]
One-sided noise cross-,Power spectrum of eq.sources A and B. [W1Hz]
Measured noise power lW]
Receiver noise power [W]

System noise power [W]

On~ided total noise power spectrum at receiver entry [W1Hz rw1Hz]
One-sided noise power spectrum of equivalent noise source A fW1Hz]
On~ided noise power spectrum of equivalent noise source B WjHz]
One-sided nois~power spectrum of source! = antenna rwIHil
On~ided noise power spectrum of source2 = reference load [W1Hz]
Zilog's popular 8 bit JL-processor

Attenuation constant [m -I]
Signal-to-noise power ratIo [dBl
Signal-to-noise power ratio witlUn the loopbandwidth [dB]
Relative error
Kronecker delta
Nurnber of bits enhancement
Gain variations
Sensitivity =smallest detectable change in T [K]
Noise temperature variation due to gain variations

Noise temperature variation due to antenna noise variations

Noise temperature variation due to load noise variations

W(Atoth-W(Atot)o [W1Hz]



~fHF

E

Em
cp
l{Jpll
"Y
r(x)
'7
'70
It

A
II

P
U

Uif
Uint,out
Un
Uout
T

Tl

Tc
Ti

TLF
n

HF bandwidth (= BW) [Hz]

Amplitude measurement error [dB]
Neumann factor
Phase angle [rad]
Phase error angle in PLL
Noise injection factor
Gamma function with real argument
Single sided psd of white Gaussian noise process
Single sided psd of AWGN
Absorption coefficient [m2kg-1]

Wavelength {m]
Proportionality constant of Dicke--switched radiometer [V/W]
Density of matter in dV [kgm-3]
Stefan-Boltzmann proportionality constant
Variance of IF noise voltage [Vl
Variance of LF noise voltage after integration
"Injected" input noise rms value
Variance of LF noise voltage after QD [V]
Optical depth or attenuation [Nepers]
Thickness of cloud [m]
Optical depth of entire thickness of cloud [m]
Equivalent noise integration tie [sec]
LF integration time [s]

Solid angle [rad2]
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